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This research is undertaken as part of the practice
module of the MSc in Environment and Sustainable Development at the Development Planning Unit, University
College London, co-ordinated by Adriana Allen and Rita
Lambert. It has been conducted in collaboration with
local partners CIDAP, CENCA and Foro Ciudades Para
La Vida, based in Lima, together with Andres Alencastre Calderon, Carlos Esteban Escalante, Silvia de Los
Rios, Liliana Miranda, Rossana Poblet and DPU staff
Adriana Allen, Rita Lambert, Monica Bernal Llanos and
Christopher Yap.
Many people have contributed to research findings and
strategy development: local facilitators, academics, researchers, public officials, colleagues and friends in Lima
and in London, and above all, women and men from the
four case study sites who warmly opened up to us and
patiently shared their knowledge and experience.

Our translators Teresa Belkow, Christian Quintana, Isabel
Fernandez, Sara Bearzatto, Ana Maria Huaita and Marco
Robles were indispensable for helping with communication
and logistics.
Finally, the students of the MSc Environment and Sustainable Development 2013-2014 enthusias
tically engaged
with this action-research project, produced valuable and
detailed primary information and a wide range of insightful
outputs. These further the understanding of the relationship between water, risk and urban development in Lima
and contribute to reframe environmentally just urbanization in the Global South.
This compilation of reports is the final product of their
work. To all, many thanks.
Adriana Allen and Rita Lambert
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Preface

These reports have been produced in the MSc Environment and Sustainable Development programme at the
Development Planning Unit (DPU), University College
London (UCL) in response to terms of reference for the
‘Environment and Sustainable Development in Practice’
module, 2013-14.
The body of work presented in this report, has been conceived and executed as part of the second year of the
DPU platform on Water Justice in Latin American cities.
Its objective is to contribute to the understanding of the
relationship between water, risk and urban development
and how environmental injustices are produces and can
be tackled; by exploring scenarios and strategies embedded in the wider socio-political, economic and ecological
processes, with the potential for transformative change.
The research included a four month desk-study in which
the analysis and synthesis of secondary, as well as primary information was undertaken, and a three weeks of
in-country fieldwork dedicated to mapping and the collection of primary information in four case study sites:
Cantagallo, Barrios Altos, José Carlos Mariátegui (San
Juan de Lurigancho) and Huaycán. Each of these sites
offers unique readings of the city and enable a better understanding of the many urbanization processes, institutional, private and local communities practices, operating
in Metropolitan Lima.
This report as well as the videos produced as part of the
project are available on the Learning Lima website: www.
learninglima.net
Or
on the DPU website: http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/
dpu/programmes/postg raduate/msc-environmentsustainable-development/in-practice/o-f
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3. Executive Summary

4. Background

Lima, the bustling capital city of Peru, is on a fast-paced
growth trajectory in line with its objective of becoming a
world-class city. The Metropolitan Municipality of Lima
(MML) is developing a portfolio of highway infrastructure
development projects for easier access into the city and
better connectivity within.

To understand some of the characteristics of Lima in
terms of planning, environmental justice and sustainability, we focussed on the case of Cantagallo, located in the
centre of Lima on a former landfill that serves as a microcosm of the larger dynamics of Lima.

On one hand, the city is on an exciting growth phase, attracting much needed foreign investment for these megaprojects that address transportation and mobility issues.
On the other hand, some of these developmental initiatives are reinforcing socio-environmental injustices in the
city. Against this backdrop, the aim of our exercise was
to research, explore and identify ways of achieving socioenvironmental justice in the urban context, by working
together with the various actors involved.

4.1 History of Cantagallo

Our research is the outcome of the application of theoretical concepts to practical scenarios. We found that Cantagallo is spatially produced at the local level through the
emergence of diverse and fragmented associations, while
at the macro level it is conceived as a space to be used
for mega-projects and institutional arrangements. We observed that the key socio-environmental injustices faced
by the inhabitants of Cantagallo relate to river and land
pollution, insufficient or lack of water & sanitation services, and land insecurity, that stem from the constant threat
of evictions and involuntary relocations.

In 1971, the State planned to transform the area into a
park and evicted some people, but again the plans never
bore fruition. In the 1990s, the ownership of the land was
transferred to Empresa Nacional de Edificaciones (ENACE), Peru’s national building company which has now
been liquidated. ENACE’s role in Cantagallo was to implement a social housing project called the ‘Towers of Lima’
to house street vendors who were to be relocated from
various parts of the city along with a commercial area for
their small-scale businesses.

Our recommendations are based on three key probabilities concerning the Vía Parque Rímac (VPR) infrastructure mega-project. We find that either current plans to
implement the project will proceed, or are reformulated,
or could be indefinitely suspended. Bearing in mind these
varied scenarios, we formulated three strategies. These
are the institutionalisation of participation, participatory
redesign of the projects, and the rehabilitation of Cantagallo. These strategies aim to work towards a beneficial
transformative change in city planning.

In the context of resettlements, Cantagallo’s history goes
back to the 1960s, when its inhabitants were relocated by
the State, to make way for building a transport terminal
(Figure 1). However, the plan did not materialise. The land
was owned by the Ministry of Transport for several years,
during which time there were sporadic voluntary relocations into Cantagallo.

In 1997, when Alberto Fujimori was the President of Lima,
some commercial units were constructed. However, the
project was then scrapped due to budgetary constraints
stemming from economic mismanagement by the earlier
Government under Alan García Pérez. Although the social housing project ceased to exist, the municipality went
ahead with its plan to relocate street vendors, with the
first wave of relocations in 1997.
The year 2000 saw the relocation of the Shipibos, an indigenous Amazonian community famed for their distinct
traditions and artistic practices. The Shipibos had initially
come to Lima as invitees to participate in a handicrafts
fair in the historic centre of Lima, and continued to live
and sell their crafts there until it was declared a UNESCO
heritage site (Zavala and Bariola, 2010). Another wave
of street vendor relocations from Avenue Argentina happened in Central Lima in 2003. These State-led relocations were inter spaced with several unaccounted voluntary settlements, by those who saw Cantagallo as an area
of opportunity for their livelihoods as well as availability of
land for housing.
Land in Cantagallo has been occupied on a first-comefirst-served basis and houses have been built haphazardly
by the occupants themselves, without conforming to any
safety norms. Ongoing for decades, the land claim laws in
Peru have made such occupations, which they refer to in
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Spanish as ‘invasiones’, the norm for the poor to access
land for housing. In this manner, land is much sought after in Cantagallo, despite the unsanitary conditions on account of it being a former landfill. During the course of their
long residence in Cantagallo, the people have attempted
to buy the land from the State, but never succeeded.
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the river and create green public spaces (Lamsac, 2010).
The cost of the project approximates 700 million US dollars
and a part of it is intended to be invested in the creation
of a central park, the Rio Verde (RV). This park is planned
to encompass most of the Cantagallo area, already affected by the projected route of one of the highways cutting
through the southern border of the settlement.

4.2 Current situation
Currently, the VPR, an infrastructure development megaproject, is overlapping location wise with this diverse and
historically misrecognised population (Photo 1).
The VPR project intends to ease traffic congestion and reduce travel time across 11 districts of Metropolitan Lima,
and involves the construction of new toll roads, maintenance of existing roads and traffic management. The VPR
is being developed in partnership between the MML and
Línea Amarilla, S. A. C (LAMSAC), the Peruvian subsidiary
of OAS, a Brazilian private construction company and the
construction contractor for the project (Figure 2).
According to the MML, the VPR is more than just a highway infrastructure project as it is supposed to include social and environmental aspects. Developers of the project
argue that the project will ameliorate the living conditions of
those residing on the South bank of the Rímac River, revive
Figure 1: Historical time line of Cantagallo; Source: Authors

Photo 1: The progress of works of the VPR in
Cantagallo; © Auji Razak

Environmental Justice in Lima: Co-learning for Action

Figure 2: VPR contracting parties; Source: Authors
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5. Analytical framework, hypothesis & research questions

environmental problems. We further understand this by
using Schlosberg’s concept of environmental justice.

To understand Cantagallo in its socio-environmental context and in relation to broader Lima, we developed our
analytical framework from Lefebvre’s theory of social production of space along with Schlosberg’s concept of environmental justice. These two complementary theoretical concepts help us analyse the dynamics of planning in
Lima as they explore power relations, decision-making,
and causes for the production and reproduction of socioenvironmental issues. In the case of Cantagallo, this concerns river and land pollution, inadequate distribution of
water and sanitation infrastructure and services, and land
tenure insecurity.

According to Schlosberg, environmental justice considers
justice between humans, nature and risks. Additionally,
future generations and their socio-environmental conditions also need to be considered (Schlosberg, 2007). He
acknowledges the plurality of definition of justice from the
distributive paradigm i.e. the manner in which environmental benefits such as natural resources, and burdens,
such as environmental hazards, are distributed in society (ibid). He further elaborates that environmental justice
is never about one issue, outlook, critique, demand, or
strategy (Schlosberg, 2004). Unity includes the recognition of both similarities and differences, along with an
understanding of how different contexts define various
groups (ibid). This implies that collaborative decisionmaking processes are needed to effectively address socio-environmental problems.

Lefebvre (1991) argues that urban space is socially constructed and manifested materially as a result of a complex set of values and meanings. This affects how space
is formulated and used. If we understand urban space as
being a result of social constructions and relations, then it
is important to observe the political and often conflicting
manner in which space is shaped and understood. Lefebvre makes a distinction between three different ways in
which urban space exists, namely, conceived space, perceived space and lived space.
Conceived space relates to the way urban space is envisaged and transformed by urban planners, architects,
and policy makers who develop blueprints and master
plans. The conception of space happens at an abstract
mental level, although the values and ideals that shape
these conceptions have concrete effects on the reality of
the city. For instance, conceived spaces are manifested
by urban project endeavours or by administrative changes such as zoning or boundary delimitations. Perceived
space refers to the way urban space is produced and
reproduced from specific forms of seeing and understanding it. It also refers to spatial practices resulting from
this perception and brings continuity to this spatial reproduction. Lastly, lived space is produced and reproduced
in people’s daily lives and in their conceptions of it. It is
shaped by their necessities and the local knowledge of
their reality.
This spatial triad interrelates in a complex manner. When
these relations are understood, they may reveal many
forms in which power is executed, as well as opportunities to contest it. Problems arise when those who conceive space at the planning level and those who live it at
the local level, have conflicting priorities and competing
meanings of the way space should be used. By using
Lefebvre’s concept to analyse the situation in Cantagallo,
we noticed a disjunction between conceived productions
of urban space vis-à-vis the lived production of space.
Planners have greater influence over decisions related to
the use space than citizens do. This disconnection can
also lead to the perpetuation and reproduction of socio-

In this context, we take into consideration the intersection
between the theories of production of space and environmental justice (Figure 3). This is done by highlighting
the injustices that arise from isolated decision-making
processes concerning the use of space and the unequal
distribution of environmental benefits and burdens. That
is, we understand socio-environmental problems as inherently spatial and throughout our research we focus
on how productions of space may create, change or address these.
Our hypothesis that is based on our analytical framework,
advocates that there is an existing disjunction between
the way space is produced and conceived by urban professionals and how it is produced and lived by the citizens
of Lima. This leads to the perpetuation and reproduction
of environmental injustices such as the misrecognition of
people’s needs and interests and the unfair distribution of
natural resources.
The lack of participation and recognition in decisionmaking hinders the improvement of these precarious environmental conditions, as the reality of local dwellers is
often not taken into account and problems remain unaddressed.
In light of this hypothesis we aim to answer the following
research questions (Figure 4):
1) What and how are social-environmental injustices produced and reproduced at a local scale in Cantagallo?
2) What are the institutional arrangements, which perpetuate these environmental injustices?
3) What strategies and mechanisms could be implemented to break the cycle of reproduction of environmental
injustices?

Environmental Justice in Lima: Co-learning for Action

Figure 3: Conceptual framework; Source: Authors
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6. Methodology and Limitations
We undertook our study over the course of a pre-field trip
investigation, field trip research, and a post-field trip data
analysis and strategy development (Table 1).
The pre-field trip analysis included understanding planning in Lima and environmental injustices such as water
and land entitlement issues. We then focused on the case
of Cantagallo, delving deeper into the research conducted by last year’s group (DPU, 2013). We complemented
the information we had with a review of academic articles, reports, and grey literature to follow the progress of
the events concerning the VPR and RV. We also created
a stakeholder map identifying key actors, their level of influence and interest in the development of Cantagallo, the
VPR project and the relocation process (see Appendix I).
Although this exercise gave us a clear picture of power
relationships, being in London, we had limited access to
detailed ground level information in Cantagallo.
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our sample. Furthermore, we were unable to arrange an
interview with OAS-LAMSAC, a key stakeholder, limiting
our overall comprehension of all the actors’ perspectives.
Transect walks were incomplete as some evictions took
place unexpectedly and during the time we were there
(Photo 4). This dramatic turn of events compelled us to
modify our research plans, particularly in the prioritisation of a workshop that we intended to conduct. The
aim of the workshop was to understand the migratory
flows of people and capture testimonies before people left the area (Photo 5). Interviews helped us to map
where participants came from, when, and why. This led
us to obtain detailed information on the formation of
Cantagallo and more knowledge about people’s entitlements in relation to this. We also asked the participants
on where they were considering moving if the construction prevented them from remaining in the area (see Appendix III and IV).

Bearing in mind the diversity of Cantagallo’s population,
we interviewed as many different associations as possible.
However, the unavailability of some of association representatives may have restricted the representativeness of

Some other limiting factors of the workshop were that
firstly, on account of us having organised it on the ‘Asociacion de Posesionarios del Parque Industrial Artesanal
Cantagallo Rimac’ (APIACAR) premises and despite inviting people from other associations, majority of the participant turnout was from APIACAR. This affected the sampling as a part of our mapping exercise. Secondly, our
mapping flows were restricted as most people were wary
of sharing their relocation plans, partly because they were
unsure of where they were going. Although we aimed at
including as many perspectives as possible into our research while maintaining an impartial position, much of
the information was collected in a complex political landscape and thus biased.

Photo 2: Collecting data on the field, Santa Rosa association; © Loan Diep

Photo 3: Meeting with William Zabarburu at GPIP; © Auji
Razak

Once on the field, we enhanced our research with semistructured interviews (Photo 2), transect walks, participatory mapping and a workshop. We carried out 28 interviews, of which 22 were with Cantagallo residents and
members of different associations and 6 with institutional
actors (see Appendix II). These included professionals from
Foro Ciudades Para la Vida, Gerencia de Promoción de
la Inversión Privada (GPIP), and urban planners (Photo 3).

Environmental Justice in Lima: Co-learning for Action

Photo 4: Start of the construction of the temporary houses; © Yee Chin Wong

Photo 5: Workshop organised in facilities of APIACAR; © Loan Diep
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Table 1: Research activities; Source: Authors
Phase
Pre-field trip: Research using
secondary data

Research Activities

•

(January 17th - April 25th)

Field-trip: Research on the
field and data collection
(April 26th - May 15th)

•
•
•
•

Purposes

Collection of secondary information, literature review and creation
of mind maps for interrelations
between stakeholders, planning
dynamics and environmental injustices.

•

1 transect walk
28 semi-structured interviews
Participatory mapping exercises
Workshop

•

•
•

•
•
•

Post field-trip: Data
processing and
consolidation of strategies
(May 19th - June 9th )

•
•

Processing and analysis of collected data
Re-definition of strategies

•

Understand the context and identify
key stakeholders
Formulate conceptual framework,
hypotheses and research questions
Plan the fieldwork and get familiar
with mapping devices

Understand the social diversity of
Cantagallo and its history
Map the conditions of water and
sanitation
Understand the migratory flows of
people (where they came, why they
came and where they would go to)
Identify in a participatory way the
possible and preferred future for
Cantagallo for the development of a
strategic action plan.

Synthesize and analyse information
to produce a final written and audiovisual report.

Environmental Justice in Lima: Co-learning for Action

7. Key findings
7.1 Different spatial productions of Cantagallo
a) The local level: emergence of associations, diversity
and fragmentation.
Cantagallo has a mixed history. Constant in and out
migration is overlaid upon a patchwork of unrealised
projects and used as a landfill site, making it a diverse
settlement. Each wave of occupants formed ‘associations’ in an attempt to collectively organise themselves to
achieve common interests. Over the years, these collective groups have established around 1,000 housing and
commercial units.
The earliest occupations and associations formed
thereafter were in level 1 in Cantagallo (Figure 5). The
first association was ‘El Olivar’ in the 1970s, consisting of 33 evicted families from the city centre. The year
1997 saw the formation of several associations, namely, ‘Asociación Civil de Comerciantes de Cantagallo’
(ACCC), ‘Asociación Horizonte 2005’, and ‘Asociación
Civil Santa Rosa’, focusing on both housing and commercial activities. These associations attempted to gain
their right to the land they occupied in small collectives.
In 1997, ENACE finally considered selling the land to
them but on the condition that the sale was done with
one single social entity, in order to do away with the
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complex logistics involved in dealing with several associations. This condition completely misrecognised
the diversity of identities and interests of the people of
Cantagallo. Moreover, unifying them as one entity was
not an easy task as each association had divergent
agendas, interests, needs, and socio-political conflicts
amongst themselves.
In 2003, street vendor eviction from Avenue Argentina
brought the ‘Asociación Central Las Malvinas’ (ALSM)
to level 1. This constituted the last big influx of people
into level 1. With level 1 at capacity, the next set of occupants started settling in and forming associations in
level 2. These included APIACAR with around 220 members and EMPRESARIAL with about 170 members.
Focusing on both housing and commercial activities,
APIACAR and EMPRESARIAL are two of the few associations that work cohesively and cooperatively run
small-scale backpack manufacturing units in Cantagallo. AVSHIL, which is the first Shipibo association, was
formed in 2005 in Level 2. Level 3, located precisely on
the former landfill and adjacent to the polluted river, has
experienced the most recent settlement by the Shipibo
community. Shipibo associations include ‘Asociación
de Artesanos Shipibos Residentes’ (ASHIREL), formed
in 2003, and ‘Asociación Comunidad Urbano ShipiboConibo de Lima Metropolitana’ (ACUSHIKOLM), formed
as recently as 2012. Level 3 is the most polluted owing
to the landfill, and lacks access to basic water and sanitation services.

Figure 4: Map reproduced to show Level 1, 2 and 3 of Cantagallo spatially; Source: Authors
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The historical overview of the emergence of the associations makes it evident that Cantagallo has a complex
historical formation as well as diverse socio-political landscape. Some associations have divergent interests due
to their nature. For example, the associations concerned
with manufacturing advocate space for production, while
housing associations prioritize space for residence. This
shows how Cantagallo is conceived and lived differently
by its own inhabitants. The diversity of interests is not a
problem in itself, but rather, the lack of dialogue between
them. There are rare or no attempts for a joint dialogue
between all associations. This leads to a situation of misinformation, fragmentation and often animosity, which
further prevents addressing of their needs and interests.
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ering the center of the city is that the Rimac River is highly
polluted and in need of treatment. Hence the mega project RV is seen as an opportunity for transforming Cantagallo into a social, cultural as well as an ‘environmental
asset’ (pulmón ecológico) for the city (LAMSAC, 2010).

From the city planner’s perspective, there are many reasons why Cantagallo can be a place of opportunity. A
key reason is that it represents a possibility to recover
the centre of the city through various mega projects. Furthermore, central Lima is widely perceived by the government, investors and the media as a deteriorated place in
need of upgrading and renovation.

The project is conceived as a green space where sportive, commercial, recreational and tourism related infrastructure, such as a shopping mall and an amphitheatre, could also take place. Thus, despite the social and
ecological discourse, the RV has an underlying logic of
capital production. This makes a critical view on the true
environmental benefits of such a development essential
to assessing its true benefit. Similarly, the VPR project is
being carried out under the argument of efficiency, as it is
seen not only as a form of improving the traffic and congestion problems, but also improving connectivity in Lima
in terms of transport mobility. Here the project is clearly
designed having car users in mind. It is important to solve
transport issues, nevertheless, it is worth asking at what
social and ecological cost these highway projects are being carried out. For example, the construction of the VPR
(Photo 6) is creating a lot of unrest as people were being
relocated involuntarily under conditions of low compensations (Photo 7).

This perception derives from the fact that the centre has
many informal settlements and often problems of criminality and delinquency. Yet this is a monolithic view which
stigmatises the urban poor. Another argument for recov-

The contract stipulates a sum of 30,000 US dollars in
compensation for each household affected by it. Yet the
contract does not refer to Cantagallo specifically. This
opened room for residents to be exposed to low compensation (i.e. often 150 US dollars/m² or 200 US dollars/

Photo 6: Construction of the Viaduct No. 8 (VPR) currently in progress in Cantagallo; © Loan Diep

Photo 7: Plot razed to the ground after family accepted
low compensation; © Loan Diep

b) The macro level: conceived mega-projects and institutional arrangements
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m², instead of 30,000 US dollars), and poorly managed
displacement. Many were also threatened with eviction
for non-compliance. In turn, the Shipibos who live in level
3 have already been partly relocated to a temporary settlement (Photo 8). This was rapidly constructed in the only
open space of level 3, with little or no space between
the houses and a sewage system that was design to go
straight to the river.
These social and ecological disregards are consequence
of different aspects of the institutional arrangement in
which mega-projects are implemented. This leads to
ambiguous contracts, such as in the case of the VPR’s,
where it is not specified whom exactly should be recognised, and how, in terms of compensation and relocation.

7.2 Manifestation of environmental injustices
When considering the local socio-political diversity and
fragmentation of Cantagallo vis-à-vis the way its space is
conceived by urban planners, it becomes understandable
how many environmental injustices were produced and
continue to be reproduced.
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a. River and land pollution
Cantagallo had historically been used as a landfill site,
and parts were continued to be used so even after people
first settled the area, resulting in eleven-metres of polluted
soil requiring rehabilitation (Photo 9).
The Rímac River that borders Cantagallo is highly polluted, not only from poor sanitation services in Cantagallo (Photo 10), but as a cumulative effects of upstream
activities such as mining, manufacturing and agriculture
discharges. These environmental conditions pre-existed
the settlement of Cantagallo and have never been addressed. This is a typical environmental injustice, where
low income people have no better option than living in
an area that is polluted and inadequate for inhabitance.
With regard to those who came of their own free will, it
is still environmentally unjust that Cantagallo is the only
affordable way to remain living in central Lima. City planners seem to only now recognise the need to address the
polluted environment, while they ignored this before when
they relocated informal street vendors from Central Lima.

Through our research we observed three main environmental injustices.

Furthermore, the plan of regenerating the river as stipulated by the developers of the VPR project raises questions.
It includes the channelling of the Rímac River but remains
ambiguous about the way this strategy could improve the
ecology of the river over the long-term.

Photo 8: Construction of temporary settlements as part of
the relocation of the Shipibo community; © Alba Milena Ruiz

Photo 9: Houses built on a non-rehabilitated landfill site;
© Loan Diep
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b. Insufficient Water & Sanitation Services

c. Land Insecurity

Water & sanitation infrastructure and services have not
satisfactorily evolved in tandem with the neighbourhood.
Today, some 5000 inhabitants rely almost solely upon the
public water & sanitation infrastructure installed by SEDAPAL, the state-owned water utility which provides water
and sewerage services to Lima, almost two decades ago,
and originally intended to serve a non-residential area
(Photos 11 & 12).

The inhabitants of Cantagallo have been at the receiving
end of a vicious cycle of evictions and involuntary relocations (Photos 13 & 14), putting them in a state of ‘permanent
temporariness’. This has manifested out of a planning and
governance system that has historically had only sporadic
success in providing social housing in Lima, and in creating institutional frameworks that support a city largely composed of informal settlements. Some families have been
residing and working in Cantagallo for over 40 years, in a
prolonged state of temporariness. Despite their concerted
efforts to buy the land from the State, they have not succeeded in becoming landowners. This sense of uncertain
temporariness is further compounded in the likelihood of
the VPR project going ahead, as it largely depends on who
wins the upcoming Mayoral elections due in October 2014.

This means that they are currently increasingly oversubscribed and insufficiently distributed. When Cantagallo was
originally conceived in 1997, as a place of micro-commercial activity, the authorities provided water and sanitation
infrastructure based on the predicted needs of this lived
experience. However, the lived reality changed and the
area became more residential without a commensurate
change in infrastructural support. This resulted in greater
dependency on service supply, leading to conflict due to
unequal power relationships between resident groups who
had easier or more difficult access to water. In the face of
low compensation and the inefficient management of the
displacement of people by the Vía Parque Rímac project, it
seems probable that a similar situation of insufficient access
to water and sanitation services will arise. The residents of
Cantagallo are likely to move to areas that face similar water
& sanitation issues such as the periphery of Lima.
Photo 10: Sewage directed to the Rímac River partly
contributes to its pollution; © Loan Diep

Existing compensation and involuntary resettlement guidelines, such as the Plan de Compensación y Reasentamiento Involuntario (Compensation and Involutary Resetllement
Plan, ‘PACRI’), tend to be overlooked by the municipality as
they have no legal binding. The PACRI states that it aims to
minimize the changes that may occur in the socio-economic aspect of people living in the area of influence of a particular project carried out by the state, avoiding where possible the physical movement of affected, and ensuring that
people are treated fairly by providing appropriate solutions.
Photo 11: Water point shared collectively in the settlement; © Yee Chin Wong
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Photo 12: Public toilet equipped with cubicles for shower
and washing facilities; © Yee Chin Wong
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8. Strategies
Mayoral elections have the potential to significantly disrupt
the implementation of the Rio Verde in Cantagallo. We can
see three main possibilities: current plans for the park are
realized, or plans for the park are reformulated, or plans for
the park are suspended indefinitely (see Appendix V).

8.1 Institutionalisation of Participation
Our first strategy attempts to ensure something is
learned from the case of Cantagallo even if nothing is
done to ameliorate the socio-environmental injustices
experienced there presently, or in the immediate future.
The strategy aims to institutionalise the recognition and
participation of communities affected by projects like the
VPR, ensuring a collaborative process of relocation negotiation which will result in more equitable terms.

Photo 13: Plot was emptied and fenced up by the construction company after the residents left Cantagallo; ©
Loan Diep

In this context, a PACRI should be mandatory (not only
a best practice) before the project is approved to proceed so as to ensure that during the planning process,
involuntary relocation is treated as a last resort and only
considered when absolutely no other viable option exists.
A crucial starting point for this strategy is the need for
the Central government to lend credence to the policy by
writing it into law, thus ensuring the recognition and comprehensive participation of every community affected.
This would make it essential for the project implementers
to identify and bring communities to the negotiating table
at an early stage of the planning process.
To achieve this, the municipal authorities should act on
behalf of the affected people, as an intermediary broker
or facilitator, between them and the contractor. In order
to ensure the acceptability and transparency of such
processes it should be necessary for an NGO, locally
grounded at the district level (such as CIDAP in the case
of Barrios Altos, also in Central Lima) to act as a watchdog. This may require the creation of a new organisation
through wider networks, such as Foro Ciudades Para la
Vida, where no satisfactory body already exists.

Photo 14: Emptied plot; © Loan Diep
Multiple meetings could be organised between the people, MML and LAMSAC, mediated by the NGO, along with
surveys to collate primary data on the voice of the community. This could initially be done with the association
leaders as single points of contact, as the associations are
fairly organised and representative of the needs and interests of the people.
This strategy would address the uncertainty and injustice
currently experienced as a result of the ambiguity of planning for involuntary relocation. The PACRI would explicitly
stipulate equitable plans for the relocation, agreed upon in
consultation with the whole population affected, before the
project begins. With a policy providing fairer compensation
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and relocation schemes it will be easier to break the cycles
of eviction/relocation and the situation of permanent temporariness that are characteristic of Lima’s urban poor. Additionally, through the legal empowerment of the voice of
communities, this strategy will address power imbalances
that currently exist within public-private negotiations. Municipal authorities will be better able to shape more publicly favourable terms, and thus win more popular approval
when their voice is also that of a legally recognised population. All of this would create a more equitable and participatory relocation processes whilst not reducing the profit
potential of projects similar to the VPR for private partners
.

8.2 Participatory Redesign of the VPR
If municipal and contractor stakeholders are willing to revise plans for the VPR, this time in a more inclusive and
participatory fashion working with the people of Cantagallo, our second strategy could come into play.
As plans for the RV Park were conceived without involving the people of Cantagallo, despite the discourse of the
planners, the population of Cantagallo was not fully recognised and the environmental injustices they experience
will remain unresolved by the project.
There are already many ideas that could be further explored. For example, one of the associations (Asociación
Civil de Posesionarios de Vivienda de Cantagallo) created
a new design of the park, which includes ecological social
housing and commercial units, basic service provision, legal land tenure, and green areas. They also suggest that
if these ideas are taken forward, the community itself has
more than enough willingness and capacity to implement
the construction elements. A bridge between the residents
of Cantagallo and the MML will be needed in order to set
the ground for a redesign negotiation. This may involve the
foundation of a new NGO, locally grounded in the district
and with the capacity to work both couched within the local community and in dialogue with the municipality.
The participatory redesign of the RV would be a novel project that would not only increase the recognition of the Cantagallo’s inhabitants, but also address its different activities by
including space for both housing and commercial activities.
The redesign of the project could solve current problems
such as the cramped housing conditions and inadequate
water and sanitation services while at the same time realising the aim of creating a green area in the centre of Lima.
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8.3 Rehabilitation of Cantagallo
If the plans for constructing the park do not materialise and the displacement does not occur, many of the
environmental injustices manifested in the area are still
likely to remain unsolved. To address them, incremental
change is necessary, starting from improved communication between stakeholders.
There is no consistent or sympathetic attempt to create
a dialogue between the different associations of Cantagallo and external conceivers. ENACE tried and failed
to impose unity upon Cantagallo, and this magnified the
previously underlying mistrust and resentment between
associations. This social fragmentation and lack of opportunities for dialogue is a major block in working to
solve the environmental problems experienced by the
people of Cantagallo.
In order to create these dialogues, the people of Cantagallo could create a “Forum Cantagallo”. Unlike previous
attempts to homogenise the voice of Cantagallo, the forum would exist as more of an opportunity to allow all
the discourses of Cantagallo to be heard.
This would not improve recognition in a monolithic
manner through homogenisation, but sympathetically through acceptance and understanding of diversity and complexity. This may increase the capacity
to collectively organise and negotiate, which will be
necessary to successfully address environmental injustices. To create the forum, a council would need to
be formed with a few representatives of each association to act as rapporteurs. Added to this the forum will
need facilitation through the help of local representatives from the municipal Management of Neighbourhood Involvement.
A forum such as the one we suggest would place the
community in a much better position to interact with
wider partners. Cantagallo is a complex settlement and,
as the VPR project has shown, city planners might fail
to satisfactorily recognise and understand all the realities
that exist in the local scale. Thus, if the residents of Cantagallo manage to collectively present such complexity to
outside conceivers and demand their recognition without homogenisation, they might be in a better position
to reclaim their acknowledgement and participation in
the planning process and consequently begin to address
their experienced injustices.
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9. Conclusions
Through a diverse range of research methodologies, we
have examined Lima from the micro to the macro level.
This allowed us to identify conflicting productions of space:
the VPR was conceived as a project that holds potential
for ameliorating traffic conditions of Lima and the image
of the center, yet Cantagallo is conceived and lived by its
inhabitants as a place for livelihood and affordable housing,
even if the environmental conditions are extremely precarious. Thus it is environmentally unjust that the urban poor
not only have to live under these circumstances, but are
also exposed to drastic situations of unfair compensation,
involuntary relocation or possibly eviction.
In this context, we have suggested strategies aimed at
stimulating and sustaining a more equitable relationship
between the conceptions of city planners and the needs
and interests of people like those who live in Cantagallo.
Institutionalising participation could avoid the reproduction of these socio-environmental problems by systematising the recognition of Lima citizens and bringing visibility to these issues. Redesigning the VPR would be a form
of addressing the needs of the local while still maintaining
the vision of the urban planners of reviving the center of
Lima. However, if the VPR and RV do not go ahead, a
strategy would be to rehabilitate the area in a joint effort
between the residents, the municipalities and NGOs. The
first step for this would be to create more opportunities
for dialogue between all stakeholders. In all, these strategies would be a start towards addressing the root causes
of many of the environmental injustices lived, not only by
the people of Cantagallo, but by the people of Lima.
If a socially and environmentally just and sustainable future
is to be achieved; we find that the diverse ways in which
space can be conceived, lived, and perceived must be respected. Transformative change needs to be sourced at all
levels, from the most local everyday experiences to the visions, policies and bureaucracies of urban planners.
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Appendix I: Stakeholders’ Maps
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Appendix II: Interview Sheet
Section A: General & Demographic Information
1. Date
2. Time
3. Location
4. Name of association
5. Nature of association
6. Do you own a certificado de registro publico, or another certificate?
7. Can you draw the association boundaries on the map?
8. How long has the association been existing?
9. Number of families per association
10. Number of people per association
11. Number of commercial stands per association (if any)
12. Can you roughly list down what is(are) the occupation(s)
of the members of your association?
13. How many other associations are you aware of in
Cantagallo?
Section B: Key Questions
Flows (in)
• Do people in the association have a common place
of origin before moving to Cantagallo?
• If so, can you list down from what places most of the
families in your association come from?
• Can you show it/them in the map?
• Why have you moved here?
• For what reason(s) are you staying here?
• Year(s)?
Flows (out)
• Are you aware of the VPR/ Rio Verde projects that are
going to affect you, e.g. relocation from Cantagallo?
• What are the options available to the association in
regards to this situation?
• What is your preferred outcome (e.g. money compensation, money compensation, staying as a community, etc.)?
• Has anyone approached you (the association) to talk
about the VPR/ Rio Verde project? If so, who?
• So far are there any initiatives taken by the association (or the members), e.g. searching for new relocation site (or housing) or seeking assistance from
governmental or voluntary bodies? If yes, what kind
of responses you have received so far?
• Where are you planning to move to? Can you list
down the possible move-out places?
• Can you show it/them on the map?
• Do you have any idea of the time frame for the moving out from Cantagallo/ When the relocation is going
to happen?
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Risk
• What kind of risks are there in Cantagallo? Can you
prioritise them?
• What kind of risks do you foresee attributed to relocation?
Building conditions
• Can you roughly describe what kind of materials the
buildings in your association are made of?
• Can you roughly describe the conditions of buildings
in your association?
• What are the expectations of the members on future
housing?
Water
• Can you describe how the association members access water?
• Can you roughly describe the conditions of water
(frequency, quality, etc.)?
• What is the payment method?
• How much in a month do the association members
need to pay?
• What are the expectations of the members of the
association concerning future water service provision?
Sanitation
• What kind of sanitation services do your members
have access to (e.g. in-house, public, sharing, etc.)?
• What is the payment method?
• How much per month do the association members
need to pay?
• What are the expectations of the members concerning future sanitation service provision?
Solid waste management
• How do the association members dispose their rubbish (e.g. how far)?
• If rubbish collection is done collectively
• How often is it done?
• What is the payment method?
• Roughly, how much per month do the association
members need to pay?
• What are the expectations of the members of the
association concerning solid waste management?
Health and safety
• What are the most common health hazards that you
face?
• How do you overcome/deal with these hazards (e.g.
hospital, local doctor etc.)?
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Appendix III: Map of causal relation –
“Receiving low compensation”
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Appendix IV: Map of causal relation – “Uncertainty about eviction/ relocation in Cantagallo”
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heard;
Administrative
Community in a better
position to interact
and negotiate with
wider partners

Short term

Create a PublicPrivate-People
Partnership

Create a
'Cantagallo
Forum' with a few
representatives of
each association Association
to act as
representatives/
rapporteurs,
leaders
to allow all the
discourses of
Cantagallo to be
heard

Financial
Mid to long
investment, time term

Improvement
of people's life
conditions as well as
of the environment.
Pilot Project for new
form of collaborative
planning. Votes for
Municipality.

MML, Cantagallo
residents,
construction
companies -> new
possibilities for
PPP, or PPPP

Effective
Timescale

Costs

Benefits

Actors/Role

Mechanisms
With new elections,
there is a chance
that the VPR project
does not go through.
In this case it would
still important to
rehabilitate Cantagallo
in order to improve
the often precarious
socio-environmental
life conditions of its
people.
In a complex
settlement like
Cantagallo, city
planners might fail to
satisfactorily recognise
and understand
all the realities that
exist in the local
scale. Collective
representation of
themselves as one
entity puts them in
a better position
to reclaim their
acknowledgement
and participation in
the planning process
thereby eventually
addressing their
experienced injustices.

Justifications

Represents a
difficult task to
implement given
the current non
cohesiveness
in the planning
process of the
projects; and
the different
interests of the
associations

Will take much
time and
investment, may
attract population
growth leading to
new problems.

Limitations
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No. Objective

Strategy

The inhabitants
of Cantagallo and
SEDAPAL - Coproduction

Invest in
improvement
of water and
sanitation services,
e.g.:
- Landfill
rehabilitation
- Connect the
sewage system
to the main city
system
(including the
temporary Shipibo
settlement).
- Improve waste
collection system
(perhaps inspired
by Curitiba
collaborative
waste collection
systems -> could
be an appendix)
- Create a
health station in
Cantagallo.

Include Cantagallo
in the city plans as
a residential and
commercial area.

Costs

Short term

Effective
Timescale

Administrative
and financial
costs

Administrative
and financial
costs
Mid term

Municipality
‘loses’ its control Mid term
over the land

Financial
investment,
Improve environmental delays in
health
the project
implementation
process

Benefits

MML
(Management
Quicker improvement
of Urban
of rehabilitation
Development process
deputy manager of
urban renewal)
Participatory
MML
budgeting (allocate (Management of
budget and by
Neighbourhood
means of a forum Involvement)
determine where
the investment is Local municipal
Popularity through
needed the most: Government
spending money one
water, sanitation, (Rimac) / local
what communities
waste collection, implementors
want/need.
health, etc.)

Actors/Role

Mechanisms

If VPR does not go
ahead and upgrading
in situ is decided
upon, this would be
an equitable and
participatory method
of deciding how the
budget is used.

Including Cantagallo
in Lima's plans may
speed up process of
addressing necessities
of Cantagallo
residents

Improving basic
services contributes to
health and decrease
of environmental
hazards. Improving
sanitation conditions
can also have
positive effects in
consideration to more
vulnerable population
such as children,
women and elders.
May in turn have
positive spillover effect
in education and
income.

Justifications

Participatory
budgeting
in such a
complex micropolitical arena
could be time
consuming and
unproductive.

Efficiency in
rehabilitation
process is not
guaranteed

May be difficult
to reach
consensus over
some aspects.

Limitations
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Strategy

If plans for the
VPR are halted
but a chance
Participatory
for future
re-design of
re-design and VPR
re-implementation exists.

No. Objective

MML, NGOS

Map necessities
according to
the needs of
residents.

The co-existence
of a social
housing project
in Cantagallo
with the original
MML, community,
plan of Rio Verde
private
- allocate small
companies., NGOs
proportion of land
area for building
stratified housing
complex for all
affected residents.

(Making redesign
possible) - Create
bridge between
community and
municipality
through the
creation of a
locally based
NGO with the
capacity to work
in close concert
with both the local
Community, MML,
community and
NGO
MML authorities
such as the
Management for
Neighbourhood
Involvement.
Examples
of activities
undertaken would
be a complete
enumeration and a
detailed mapping
of the area.

Actors/Role

Mechanisms

Costs

Secure sanitary
and safe housing,
empowered
community, goodwill
for the State (votes),
return-on-investment
(ROI) for the private
players. Coproduction results
in better control and
management of living
and communal space
by the people.

Facilitates dialogue
between MML and
local community
without greater effort
on behalf of the
authorities. Allows the
community to take
initiative, give their
voice more weight and
greater range (e.g.
ability to access wider
partners).

Short to
long term

Effective
Timescale

Government
funded,
private player
implemented
(tender system).
High fixed
(construction
cost, land cost,
etc.) costs, low
variable costs
(maintenance
costs, etc.)

Long term

No assurance
that the
municipality
accepts to
negotiate with
Mid to long
the new NGO.
term
If successful,
potential to
delay municipal
plans. Difficulty in
instigating.

Know exactly what
Time investment
the circumstances are
and financing of
and what needs have
mapping project
to be addressed first.

Benefits
Data only useful
if proactively
used as a
throughput
into another
mechanism.

Limitations

- There may
be difficulty
in setting up
such an NGO,
and even once
set up greater
difficulty in
achieving its
aims in the face
of a single- Re-designing the
minded future
project would be a administration.
way of addressing
the needs of the resi- - Redesign will
dents, such as hous- be difficult to be
ing and commerce, at negotiated.
the same time that it
would realize the vision
of the Rio Verde of creating green areas and
adding value to the
centre of the city.

sation is likely to be
necessary to be able
to effectively inject the
views and wishes of
the local population
into planning process.
The MML and construction
contracters have shown and
incapacity to be able
to properly connect
with the experience of
the local population.

- A bridging organi-

Mapping basic
sanitation service
conditions may
facilitate improvement
as helps setting
priorities for action

Justifications
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No. Objective

Strategy

Actors/Role

Costs

Keeps with the vision
of the Rio Verde
project to green
the city + attracts
biodiversity, provides
nutritious food for
the residents as well
as livelihoods where
Low investment,
excess produce can
high returns
be sold in the market,
could be turned into a
paid tourist attraction
with revenues
generated going
towards its community
infrastructure
maintenance.

Benefits

A earmarked
Segregated residential
commercial space
and commercial
(for small scale
spaces adhere to
Low investment
industries such as Community, MML
health & safety, no
but high returns
bag production)
change in livelihoods
closeby/in the
for the residents,
vicinity
Employ the local
community in
Revenue generator for
Community, MML,
tourism related
all, local employment
--private players
activities within the
that cuts down travel
park.

Land allotments
for the community
to be used as food
growing spaces Urban Agriculture.
Community, MML
Government to
take back the land
if not used for UA
i.e. usufruct land
rights.

Mechanisms

Long term

Long term

Long term

Effective
Timescale
Justifications

Limitations
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[Officially]
-Guarantee that Peruvian's cities facilitate the
organisation of productive activities and services, being
those the driving force of economic growth
This is the authority that approved the VPR's
-Urban and rural settlements offer basic life qualities
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
for human life, such as proper housing for everyone,
enough urban infrastructure, reduced levels of pollution
and high levels of integration and social cohesion

-Improve life quality of population
(access to proper housing and basic
services)
-Planning of settlements and areas of
influence
-Promote participation of civil
society's organisations and
participation of private investments

State

Housing Ministry

----

-Humala administration shifted responsibility for
approval of environmental impact studies from the
mining and energy ministry to the environment industry
-President Humala declared an environmental state of
emergency in part of Peru’s Amazon jungle region in
May 2013. He ordered an Argentinian oil company to
clean up the pollution where it is operating within three
months.

-Alan Garcia(1985-1990):
hyperinflation, economic depression
and in stability
-Alberto Fujimori(1990: to
complement a short term economic
stablisation, to reform Peru's socioeconomic structure
-Ollanta Humala (2011-): pursuit
of more leftist policies, such as
nationalization of strategic industries,

The Equipo Municipal Vía Parque Rimac has
allegedly developed various activities with
inhabitants of both sides of the river in order
to inform them about the project and listen
to their concerns. However, we have found
that this is not necessarily working very well/
at all.

----

Comments

Owner of the land, instigator of the
VPR, concessionary granter.

Interests

Municipality of
Lima (currently
under Susana
Villarán)

- Composed by several different
groups of people (associations).
- See "Main Associations, Flows,
See "Appendix VII”
Conditions in Cantagallo" for detailed
breakdown -

Description & Role(s)

VPR project: modernise vehicle transit management
in Lima city, improve environmental conditions of
Rimac river and the life quality of thousands of families
in the Cercado de Lima. Recovery of Lima's centre.
Recuperation of "abandoned" spaces. Generation of
jobs and promotion of tourism. Completion of VPR/
ensuring completion before elections which may
scupper it completely.

Cantagallo

Stakeholders

Appendix VI: Stakeholders Details (General)
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ENACE (Empresa
Nacional de
Edificaciones)

(Current minister:
Manuel Pulgar
Vidal Otarola)

National Ministry
of Environment
'MINAM'

Stakeholders

[Officially] Aims to contribute to social, economic
and cultural development in relation to environment,
ensuring future generations are able to enjoy a
balanced environment

- Have been using Cantagallo as a storage site
- Fujimori allowed relocation of their business to
Cantagallo (to make way for UNESCO heritage site)
- If occupants buy land from ENACE, it will increase their
land security, Cantagallo will become a recognised
area and taxed by the municipality

- Publically owned construction
company (i.e. government-owned
corporation), belongs to the Sector of
Economy and Finance
- Responsible for promoting, planning,
financing, design, implement and
adjudicate urban empowerment
programs, housing construction,
ancillary services and all types of
building at national level
- Own and manage the land in level
1 and 2 - made land available here
as a part of relocation compensation
for the current occupants who are
not charged
- Responsible for installing basic
infrastructure in level 1 and 2 installed 4 public toilets + washing
facilities in level 1, 2 in 1997 as well as
a main electricity point that connects
to households and businesses

Interests

- Promotes environment conservation,
ensures sustainable, responsible and
ethical use of natural resources and
the environment;
- Main agency responsible for REDD+
activities in Peru and national climate
change considerations;
- Delegates its activities through its
different General Directions (e.g.
SERNANP, PNCBMCC)

Description & Role(s)

----

- Established in 2008; its creation triggered
many debates;
- Currently developing the National Strategy
for Climate Change

Comments
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Capital return on risk investment

Capital return on risk investment

Capital return on risk investment
Capital return on risk investment

Banco de Credito
VPR financiers
del Peru

VPR financiers

VPR financiers

VPR financiers

VPR concessionaire

VPR financial advisor

Original Linnea Amarilla
concessionaire, VPR construction
contractor

Banco
International del
Peru

Other Banks

COFIDE

LAMSAC

BNP Paribas

OAS

Capital return on risk investment

Capital return on investment – development

Capital return on risk investment

Capital return on risk investment

VPR financiers

Insurance
Companies

Capital return on risk investment

Interests

VPR financiers

Description & Role(s)

Pension funds

Stakeholders

----

----

----

Unsure but I believe them to hold similar
bonds to the banks for a loan sum.

Holder of 10 year tenor tranche. Total from
bank loans US$ 81 million.

Holder of 10 year tenor tranche. Total from
bank loans US$ 81 million.

Holder of 10 year tenor tranche. Total from
bank loans US$ 81 million.

Majority holders of B series bonds entitling
them to regular payouts at construction
milestones with full maturation in 25 years
from investment date. Bonds totalling US$
439 million

Majority holders of A and B series bonds
entitling them to regular payouts at
construction milestones with full maturation
in 25 years from investment date. Bonds
totalling US$ 439 million.

Comments
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Ascociacion Civil Comerciantes

Asociacion Civil Santa Rosa

Asociacion de Vivienda (ASVIPOC)

Asociacion de Vivienda El Olivar

Asociacion Frente Unico

Asociacion Horizonte 2005

4

5

6

7

8

9

16 ASHIREL

Housing/Commercial/Social

Housing/Commercial/Social

Level 3

Housing/Commercial/Social

15 ACUSHIKOLM

Commercial/Industrial

13 EMPRESARIAL

14 AVSHIL

Commercial/Industrial

12 APIACAR

Karina Palaya, Benito Romaina

Demer, Juan Agustín

Ricardo

----

Loisa

----

Commercial

Santiago

----

Wilfredo Rojas

Carmen Rosa Chavez

Alcides, Alfredo Cayetano,

Carmen Poveda

----

Maximo Allpacca Castro, Sanchez Leon

Manuel, Pasquale

---Primary: Housing; Secondary:
Commercial

Housing

Housing

Housing

Commercial/Industrial

----

Housing

Commercial/Industrial

Contact(s)
Hector Gala, Percy Zambrano, Francisco Garcia, Javier Encizo,

Associations of Cantagallo
Main Activity

Housing and Commercial

Level 2

Level 1

Level

Association Civil de Posesionarios de
10
Vivienda Cantagallo
11 Asociacion Microempressarios

3

2

Asociacion Central Las Malvinas
Asociacion Civil de Posesionarios de
Cantagallo (ACPC)
Asociacion Civil Centro Comercial

Name

1

No.

Appendix VII: Stakeholders Details (Associations in Cantagallo)
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Appendix VIII: Platforms created on social
medias
1) Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/profile.
php?id=100008212669026)

3) Blog
(http://mscesd.blogspot.co.uk/p/blog-page_25.html)
This is part of the MSc Environment and Sustainable Development in Practice module blog where Cantagallo has
it’s own column.

2) Twitter
(https://twitter.com/CantagalloESD)

2. Barrios Altos - Co-producing the Right to the Centre
Luiza Braga
Alice Fourrier
Katherine Kameja
Malika Kosolsak
Edel Monteiro
Wenlu Qin
Evelyne Saelens
Moldir Zhakanova
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CIDAP - Centro de Investigación, documentación y asesoría poblacional/Center of Research, Documentation
and Population Advice
CPRU - Comité Promotor para la Renovación Urbana/
Committee for the promotion of Urban Renovation
ELIS - Eficiencia Legal para la Inclusión Social / Legal Efficiency for Social Inclusion
EMILIMA - Empresa Municipal Inmobiliaria de Lima/Real
Estate Company of MML
INDECI - Instituto Nacional de la Defensa Civil/ National
Institute of Civil Defense
INEI - Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática/The
National Institute for Statistics and Informatics
INC - Instituto Nacional de Cultura / National Institute of
Culture
MML - Municipalidad Metropolitana de Lima/ Metropolitan Municipality of Lima
PROLIMA - Programa Municipal para la Recuperación
del Centro Histórico/Municipal Program for the Recovery
of the Historic Center of Lima
SEDAPAL - Servic io de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado de
Lima/Water and Sewage Utility of Lima
UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization
WMF - World Monuments Fund
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3. Glossary of Terms

4. Executive Summary

Barriadas - Large squatter communities

Safe space is a socio-environmental good that ensures access to other resources that are essential for a person’s,
and for a community’s, well-being. A place is in many
ways defined by the socio-environmental conditions of the
space that composes it. The transformation and the making of a place is a process in which conceptions of space
are contested between different stakeholders and actors.

Barrioaltinos - Residents of Barrios Altos
Beneficencia - Charity body of the Metropolitan Municipality of Lima
Criollo - Social group in Barrios Altos from Spanish ancestry. Now also refers to a culture that lives on in the area
El Cercado - Lima district
El Gremio - Gremio de asociados de viviendas con fines
de renovación urbana plegados a la ley 29415/Housing
association for urban renovation following Law 29415
Quincha - a traditional construction system that uses, fundamentally, wood and cane or giant reed forming an earthquake-proof framework that is covered in mud and plaster
Quinta - Building accommodating various families in individual units around or along a central common space
Quinta APVVFBA – Quinta ‘Association Pro Vivienda
Virginia Fatima of Barrios Altos’
Quinta Heeren – Privately owned quinta in Barrios Altos
that is part of the cultural patrimony of the area
Law 29415 - Aimed to improve the physical structure
and legal status of “tugurios” located in the center of Lima
Manzana - a block of Quintas
Mejorando Mi Quinta - National program aimed to improve infrastructure and basic services
River Rímac - A 160 km long river that runs across Lima
- the main water source of the city Squatter community Low income families who live in settlements formed as a
response to rapid urbanization, usually lacking the provision of basic services
Stakeholders - Various actors who are taking part and
influence the processes occurring in a city
Supreme decree 012 (2009) - Decree that establishes
that the ownership of buildings that belonged to the Beneficencia could be passed on to the municipality and
in time the municipality could assign the land and/or the
building to new owners, potentially the current residents
Tugurio(s) - Decaying and overcrowded housing
Vía Parque Rímac - Development project along the
River Rimac aimed to improve the mobility across 11 districts of Lima

In Barrios Altos, a central area in the city of Lima, a portion of the space is defined by cultural heritage. In recent
decades, it has also come to be defined by abandonment,
collapsing structures, risk, dilapidation, violence and neglect. Urban renovation projects are under way to recover
the heritage aspect of the buildings and renovate the area.
These fall under a wider plan by local authorities to make
the city-centre a centre “for all”. However, this inherently inclusive vision for Barrios Altos may, in fact, be exclusionary
for some. Current low-income residents of Barrios Altos
are not necessarily included in the long-term vision of the
area. This results in residents facing the threat of eviction
from the centre, and instead being forced to live in geographically peripheral areas. Vulnerable citizens are therefore excluded from opportunities and facilities in the centre
and face spatial segregation.
We argue that this stems from the lack of a socio-environmental understanding of space in the city-centre. However,
transforming Barrios Altos is an opportunity for stakeholders to come together and plan, in an integrated way, for an
inclusive and just city centre with three strategies: (1) scaling up of community organisations; (2) vertical integration
between stakeholders; (3) regeneration of public spaces
through the practice of “urban acupuncture”. The objective
is to change conceptions of space and help the implementation of useful legal and financial tools for a co-produced
“right to the centre”.
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Map 1: Location of Lima and Peru. Source: http://www.
wpmap.org/

Cities are constantly changing and evolving. They are
built concrete metabolisms of people, resources, energy
and opportunities. They are also the territorial expression
of socio-spatial relations, which develop unequally across
a given space.
The city of Lima (see Map1) is marked by socio-economic and geographical disparities between the centre of the
city, characteristically the heart of growth and opportunities, and the periphery - where poorer citizens tend to
reside. This is accentuated by the unequal modernization
and development of the city as wealth and opportunities for development are unequally distributed between
districts in the city in a time of high economic growth nationally (6.3% GDP growth according to the World Bank,
2014).
Barrios Altos belongs to the district of Cercado de Lima,
Peru. It is located in the easternmost quarter of the city’s
historic centre, south of the River Rimac, and is delimited
by the avenue Abancay and the avenue Grau (see Map
2). It is home to a majority of low-income, so called “informal”, residents who have lived in the area for generations.
Many of them are “criollos”- a long-standing culture in the
centre of Lima.
Many Barrioaltinos face a critical situation, threatened by
outside forces that are shaping the use of land and its value. Due to illegal land-trafficking and plans that see eco-

nomic opportunity in the rising prices of land in the citycentre, the well-being of residents is threatened. Evictions
and blackmail are a recurring form of violence inflicted on
those who are considered undesirable in future visions of
the area. Furthermore, the physical integrity

Map 2: Location of Barrios Altos in Lima. Source: created by authors with Google Map
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of historical buildings is severely affected by illegal demolitions and a lack of a clear designated responsibility for
their maintenance. Thus, in Barrios Altos what is often
defined as “environmental bads” in terms of dilapidated structures and a lack of access to goods such as
water and sanitation and safe space is geographically
concentrated, even in comparison to its immediate surrounding areas.
Today, residents in Barrios Altos face the risk of building
collapse (see Image 1) and lack the guarantee of safe and
affordable housing in the area as the centre is undergoing changes. Different forces are defining and shaping
the area. These forces include both external and internal
forces. Internal forces result from changes within Barrios Altos such as the conditions for the maintenance of
heritage, increased delinquency and commercial interest
resulting from the demand for storage by the central market. Illegal activities such as drugs and money laundering impact the land value of the area. External forces are
changes in other part of the city that also have an impact
on Barrios Altos. Examples are: the large industrial development projects in the city such as Via Parque Rimac, Eje
Tren Eléctrico (the electric train), the emerging presence
of Gamara, the potential rehabilitation of Cantagallo residents (see Map 3).
Addressing these issues requires thinking about how current forces shaping Barrios Altos are motivated by certain
conceptions of space and how legal and financial mechanisms ingrain these conceptions and validate them. Envi-
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Image 1: Collapsing buildings in Barrios Altos Source:
www.peru21.pe

ronmental justice in Lima’s city-centre, according to international human rights treaties, requires an understanding
of space as a basic resource that all citizens of a city are
entitled to. Legal and financial mechanisms should facilitate processes by which this right can be guaranteed for
all, including the most vulnerable.

5.1 Historical Context
Barrios Altos is strategically situated in the centre of the
city of Lima, the ‘City of kings’ (see Image 2). It is an area
that has undergone continuous change over time and
bears witness to the on-going transformation of sociospatial relations over time.

Map 3: Examples of external forces to Barrios Altos. Source: created by authors with Google Map
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In the colonial period of the 1500s Barrios Altos was
an oasis of culture and religious influences; before becoming a private space for an emerging wealthy elite.
In the 1900s, a wave of migrants from the countryside
came to the city centre, threatening the exclusivity of
the high social class of Lima. As they sought a niche in
other parts of the city or abroad, there was a depreciation of the land value and Barrios Altos became subject
to neglect by authorities (see Image 3). Property owners
either sold their properties to the University and Church
close-by or rented space directly to tenants, with some
completely abandoning them altogether. By the 1960’s
the area became the home of a large squatter community, referred to as Barridas. The lack of financial and
institutional support to maintain the buildings in good
condition transformed Barrios Altos into a rapidly deteriorating space, despite its classification as a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1991 (see Map 4).
The current situation in Barrios Altos is a product of the
historical development and evolution of socio-spatial
relations. The quest for exclusivity by the wealthy elite
and the search for safe space and access to opportunities by the migrant population and low-income families
shaped the city and the position and role of Barrios Al-
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Image 3: Barrios Altos in history. Source: blog.pucp.
edu.pe

tos within its broader context. As Bassett argues, “the
misfortune of urban degeneration is the result of spatial injustices that are and continue to be embedded in

Image 2: Barrios Altos in Colonial period. Source: www.arangallery.blogspot.co.uk
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Map 4: Barrios Altos in UNESCO World Heritage. Source:
ESD report 2013
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by some stakeholders, such as private investors and local government bodies, to be a degraded space, should
also be understood in the context of neo-liberal policies
and processes that led to the present state of the area
(see Figure 1).

5.2 Research objectives
Barrios Altos is currently subject to negative portrayals of
the space as informal, violent,unattractive, problematic
and exclusive; despite interest in its potential for investment. Key stakeholders including governing institutions,
property owners and investors, impose visions of the future
of Barrios Altos in a top-down fashion, with the power to
shape visions for the future of the area that may obstruct
the interests of many who live there.

the physical and social infrastructures that have been
shaped through decades of uneven development” (Bassett, 2013). Hence, the way Barrios Altos is perceived

Contesting these rigid conceptions and appreciating
the complexity of people’s interactions with public and
private space is a first step and a necessary condition
to sustainable visions for Barrios Altos. Changing conceptions of space is therefore an entry point from which
certain injustices to residents can be addressed. The
goal of the report is to make visible vulnerable aspects

Figure 1: Stakeholder map. Source: created by authors.
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in current conceptions of space and positive opportunities for change.
These would emerge from understanding space as a resource and from adopting a socio-spatial understanding
of the city-centre. The politics of space need to be unravelled by identifying who has the capacity to “know” a
place and plan for its future developments, who doesn’t,
and how this affects outcomes. By understanding spatial
developments as the outcomes of contestations of knowledge, we propose that an inclusive and just city-centre
must be the result of a co-production of knowledge and
an understanding of space as a resource, whereby the
right to the centre for all is recognised and acted upon.

6. Analytical Framework
Environmental justice in Barrios Altos requires the recognition of the right to safe living for all residents, including
those who are misrecognised as stakeholders in processes of change; the fair distribution of resources across
geographical spaces and avenues for participation for all
- especially the more vulnerable populations - in socioenvironmental decision-making processes. In Lima, access to safe space and opportunities is unevenly distributed geographically, and across social status of society.
Barrios Altos is an area in the city-centre that has suffered
considerable neglect and that concentrates a population
of low-income citizens. Though it is located in the geographical centre of the city, it encompasses socio-spatial
relations similar to those in the periphery. Processes of
transformation and restoration envisioned for Barrios Altos do not necessarily recognise the right of low-income
residents to remain in the centre nor do they include them
in processes of change at the decision-making level.
Hence, the recognition and the active participation of vulnerable citizens in the transformation of the city are essential element to the fair distribution of safe and secure
space. This requires an interrogation around socio-spatial
relations.
“Equity in the distribution of environmental risk, recognition of the diversity of the
participants and experiences in affected
communities, and participation in the political processes which create and manage environmental policy”
		
--- Schlosberg (2007)

6.1 Conceptual framework
We analysed our findings through an understanding of
space as a basic resource to which all citizens have
a right. However, conceptions of space held by more
or less powerful stakeholders may obstruct the possibility of redressing the access to safe space and its
distribution across the city. Furthermore, unfavourable
conceptions are perpetuated and reinforced by certain
financial and legal mechanisms that ingrain powerful
conceptions.
This vicious cycle of injustice between conceptions of
space and mechanisms that reinforce them can only be
broken at any one level: either by changing conceptions
of space or adapting legal and financial mechanisms to
the complex housing situation in Barrios Altos.
A conception of space can be defined, as a “principle”
that governs constructions of a spatial region as well
as future visions for it. The principles that inform certain
conceptions are different according to each stakeholder.
However, certain conceptions might be in conflict, while
others are in accord or overlap in some aspects. Currently, powerful conceptions of the space held by public
local authorities, private investors and some owners of
the independent buildings in Barrios Altos coincide on
envisioning a modern, ordered and renovated future for
Barrios Altos, which is in many respects exclusionary
of more vulnerable aspects. As Henri Lefebvre (1974)
argues, the politics of space is significant in the way
environmental justice disputes are played out. The production of spatial inequalities is an expression of power
which can be contested. Hence, future strategies for environmental justice should be as much focused on addressing the process through which certain conceptions
inform plans for the redevelopment of the centre as on
their outcome. Transformative change must enable previously marginalised groups to collectively co-produce
consciousness, space and knowledge (Lefebvre, 1974)

Environmental justice and
socio-spatial justice

The benefits of coproduction of space

Retrieve the social and
environmental role of
architecture and space
in Barrios Altos and
conceptions of space

Using the potential of the
residents to contribute
to the transformation of
their neighbourhood

The development of
Barrios Altos requires
that we understand
space and the evolution
of interactions between
residents and buildings

Understanding individual
/ collective
experiences
Understanding the public
/ private space
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6.2 Research Framework
Through our preliminary research in London and based
on our definitions of conception of space and environmental justice we have created the following hypothesis
and research questions:
Environmental injustice in Barrios Altos is the
inequitable access to resources and the lack of
avenues for participation to redress these stemming from politicized conception of the physical
space by different stakeholders. Environmental
justice is perpetuated through a selective appropriation of concepts like risk, violence, and heritage which allow for a rationalization of unjust
treatment of residents and act as a hindrance
to resident’s ability to self-organise. It is the
rigid conceptions of space held by significant
stakeholders (eg government and landowners)
that determine the vision for the future of Barrios Altos and these conceptions can therefore
be used as an entry point to re-imagine and redefine the physical space so that it reflects its
more realistic dynamic and evolving nature.

What avenues can the community use to engage with landowners and other stakeholders to advocate for a participatory process in urban regeneration?

How has selective appropriation of labels by different stakeholders
for Barrios Altos affected conception of the physical space?

Research
Questions
How do the inhabitants of Barrios Altos relate to public and private
space and the transformation of these in Barrios Altos?

How do the rigid conceptions of the built environment entrench the
inequalities and injustices in Barrios Altos and limit access to environmental goods and public services?
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7. Methodology

Limitations:

Our research on Barrios Altos began in January 2014,
with desk based research in London which was further
developed through field work in Lima (see Figure 2).
In the pre-field trip stage, we’ve used secondary data
gathered through desk research and interviews in order
to understand the historical background, the political
context and the role of different stakeholders in the city
planning and how these matters affect the residents.
During the fieldwork, we’ve gained a broader understanding of the realities using transect walks (see Map
5), interviews, meetings, mapping, focus groups with
community members and community leaders. After the
field, we were back to the final stage of further discussion and produce the outputs, including a final presentation, final audio-visual report and final report.

Our focus on investigating specific examples of attempts at
urban regeneration led to an outcome of detailed information but from a very small and select sample size. These
may not truly represent conditions elsewhere in Barrios Altos. This narrow scope as well as the limitation of time available in the field to widen the scope, could potentially hamper our understanding of the complexity in Barrios Altos.

In detailing the various tools and methods employed during
our research, it is also important to note that the methodology used has certain limitations and these could potentially
affect our diagnosis and findings in the field.

In addition to areas covered, there could be inherent biases from residents as well as political institutions and other
stakeholders that could affect the credibility of the data
gathered in the field. And our interpretation of the data and
diagnosis and strategies generated from this could be subjected to our own personal biases and preconceptions.

Figure 2: stages of fieldwork. Source: created by the authors.
Stages

Activities

Aims & Contents

Pre-field trip Research
th
th
(17 January – 26 April)

Second-hand information collection and Skype
interviews for a comprehensive understanding
of the past and present issues that are happening in Barrios Altos

To take last year’s work further and
develop our analytical framework,
hypothesis, research questions, and
plan for the field research

Field trip
th
th
(April 27 - May 13 )

Transect walks

To have a visual idea of the living conditions in the day-to-day lives of the
residents and also to understand the
various precarious conditions of the
buildings from the inside out

Interviews with local residents, community
leaders, local government officials, lawyers,
architects, property managers, and academic
scholars

Gathering primary information to take
research further and to have a comparative understanding of the different stakeholder’s discourses

Focus groups with community members and Co-learning for opportunities that
leaders, where we’ve also discussed about fu- could bring about strategies for
ture visions of Barrios Altos
transformative change in the area

Meetings with local government, land owner To have a better understanding of the
and managers
interests and plans of the local government and land owners
Post-field trip
th
th
(14 May – 09 June)

Discussions and tutorials for re-framing the
mechanisms and strategies, and put them into
the final visual-audio documentary and final report

To communicate and share the research with all stakeholders in Barrios Altos and also contribute to the
academic research
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Image 4: Meeting with CIDAP
Photo: Mallika Kosolsk

Image 5: Field interview
Photo: Wenlu Qin

Image 6: Prolima Meeting
Photo: Mallika Kosolsk

Image 7: Mapping group
Photo: Luiza Braga

Image 8: Focus group discussion
Photo: Wenlu Qin
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Map 5: map of the transect walk. Source: created by MyTracks
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8. Findings and Diagnosis
8.1 Preliminary Findings
There are different conceptions of space by multiple
stakeholders in Barrios Altos, which shape and determine the processes and changes within the area. Prior
to the field trip, we identified labels such as risk, violence
and heritage as factors influencing and exacerbating the
ongoing injustices in Barrios Altos. These factors limit the
flow of private investment in urban renovation of housing
structures and public spaces.
Our initial hypothesis stating that “rigid conceptions of
space determined a future vision for Barrios Altos” was
expanded through field work engagements to include
the role that exclusionary financial and legal mechanisms
play in maintaining the status of injustice created by different conceptions. These conceptions are manifested in
city plans, land speculation practices and in discourses
on heritage and public space. Conceptions of space also
interact directly with the way in which space is then produced. This can be observed in the various issues faced
by residents and complexity that exists in Barrios Altos.
Property ownership is very difficult to define in Barrios Altos. Old property owners have left the area, renting their
houses to tenants. However, 50 to 70 years down the
line, descendants of previous owners who inherited the
properties are no longer collecting rent and they are not
preserving the buildings. There are also several properties
in a state of abandonment, in these cases lack of clarity
on who is actually responsible for maintenance of properties leads to structures falling into disrepair.
The area is characterized by over-crowded and unhealthy
housing conditions, insecurity, scarcity of basic urban
and social services as well as vulnerability to disasters
(earthquakes and fires) (IADB, 2013). Furthermore, many
ancient structures built from adobe and “quincha” have
undergone severe wear and tear. These include 20 religious colonial period ensembles of the UNESCO World
Heritage in the Historic Center of Lima and the homes of
many residents in the area. This physical condition exposes a large portion of the approximately 16,500 residents of Barrios Altos to risky living conditions (see Map
6). Residents perform basic maintenance of the structures, but some infrastructure requires intervention. This
is the case of the water and sanitation network, which is
deteriorating and which does not serve all households.
Many quintas share one common water tap among many
families. With overcrowding and the growing size of families, water provision is insufficient. This poses a problem
as residents without land titles cannot make a complaint
to the authorities.
In addition to the high physical vulnerability of residents,
the majority of them are exposed to socio-economic vul-
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nerability, with 70% of them with low and very low income
(Mientorno, 2014). According to a census performed in
2007, “almost 20% of the population of the district where
Barrios Altos is based has at least one Basic Unmet
Need (BUN), of which the most important is poor housing conditions (72%)” (IADB, 2013). Moreover, it registers
high degree of labour and commercial informality (80%
of small businesses are not registered (IADB, 2013). Currently, land speculation, large infrastructure projects and
the pressure of using land for deposits exposes residents
to threats of eviction on a regular basis.
Land, heritage being prioritised over right to safe living
Conceptions creating conditions of unsafe living
Conceptions dictating certain paths for future of Barrios
Altos

Map 6: ProLima risk map. Source: ProLima 2013

8.2 Models
In order to evaluate the contributing factors as well as
outcomes of different conceptions of space in Barrios
Altos, we selected and analysed four models of redevelopment that champion specific visions for the neighbourhood. These different models of redevelopment in
Barrios Altos have led to or will lead to different configurations of space. Using Schlosberg’s framework for
envi ronmental justice - distribution, recognition and participation, we analysed the potential of each model and
their embedded visions to achieve environmental justice
for the residents.
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8.2.1 A market-led centre
This top-down model follows the dominant development paradigm depicting a narrow understanding of
heritage, one that sees heritage as built structures and
not living heritage such as the residents who are part
of the history of the area. An example of this is Quinta
Heeren (see Image 9), in the center of Barrios Altos. For
this quinta, certain stakeholders see it as a place that
should be public, with the objective to attract private
investment and transform the area into a tourist centre
for the city. Public space here is seen as a tourist area
with parks, and open to the public, thus not including
residents. You could thus argue how correct the word
‘public’ is in this case as it most certainly excludes certain people.
This conception of space applies mechanisms that protect
private property rights over the right to dignified housing in
the city centre for residents. This excludes many from urban
renovation processes and from contributing to decisionmaking about how the space is defined and developed.
The selective application of laws, such as Law 28296,
which promotes “Eviction for Restoration” and protects private exchanges of space, ignores more vulnerable elements in the process and closes avenues from
which residents can claim environmental rights, such
as the guarantee of a safe and secure space to live.
Despite there being laws that protects residents such as
Legislative Decree N° 696, that advocates for the “right
of residence” of the occupants to be recognised on the
conditions of their stay in the renovated areas or relocation to other urban areas, many of these laws are not
implemented.

Image 9: Quinta Heeren
Source: La Diaspora
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Successful urban (re)development requires a synergy
between efforts made at the top and the bottom, a collaborative effort amongst all stakeholders. This renovation process financed only with private investment and
that applies laws protecting private property does not
recognise residents of Barrios Altos. The scale of decision-making is still beyond the reach of most residents.
This would eventually result to the unequal distribution of
space and thus unequal access to the centre.

8.2.2 A delivered shared centre
Certain renovation projects in the historical centre conceive space as shared between residential, commercial
and touristic interests. These type of projects could have
the potential to spread across Barrios Altos if the right
financial and legal mechanisms are in place.
Rimac Renace (see Image 10) is an example of such an
attempt to protect the vulnerable elements in renovation
developments. This project is led by ELIS, an local NGO
and is largely financed by the UNDP. The proposal is for a
system of cross-subsidy that would attract private developers. These would profit from acquiring centrally-located space on the condition that they ensure social housing
at affordable costs for the current residents.
Projects such as Rimac Renace are attempting to apply
laws that renovate buildings (see Image 11) in a state of
tugurgizacion in an inclusive way to prevent the deterioration of the buildings and to maintain a people-inclusive
living heritage.
The renovation of the buildings would allow vertical
densification in the centre and an increased proportion

Image 10: Location of Rimac Renace project Source:
Rimac Renace
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of housing. However, the main limitation of such projects is the fragmented way in which they occur. The
way the project works still leaves a lot of power in the
hands of different stakeholders, especially the owners.
As for less deteriorated buildings, law 29415 cannot be
used and collaboration of the owners is critical for the
success of the projects. While the project guarantees
property rights for the current residents, there are unclear agreements about the amount they would have
to pay.
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still be affordable for all residents. Avenues for collective
savings and/or the possibility for residents to pay with
their labour are yet to be explored at the early stages of
the project.

8.2.3 A reclaimed centre

This mechanism for urban renovation recognises the
right of the residents to a dignified home in the centre of
the city and includes them in the process. The distribution of space as a resource is improved from a marketled development of the centre, because the projects aim
at turning the space into residential rather than commercial. However, the co-production of space does
not involve direct and active participation of residents,
because the scale of decision-making is still beyond
the reach of most residents. Furthermore, it is unclear
whether the housing offered below market value would

The third model involves a bottom-up approach to the
development of the city centre. This process excludes
market-led developments and allows active participation of residents in shaping the area. Jardin Primavera
(see Image 12) can be viewed as an example of this approach, where residents developed sophisticated co-financing mechanisms to acquire land and applied laws
that advanced the possibility to gain property rights and
were resisting the intrusion of commercial and speculative
interests. However, the case of Jardin Primavera is very
unique due to the fact that residents occupied previously
empty plot of land. In most other areas of Barrios Altos
this mechanism is not applicable, because the laws enabling the acquisition of land titles is not applicable.

Image 11a: Jr. Viru 349 (Now). Source: Rimac Renace

Image 11b: Jr. Viru 349 (After). Source: Rimac Renance
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Although Jardin Primavera is not in the historic centre, legal and financial mechanisms used here could
be adapted for and implemented in Barrios Altos. The
transfer of property rights can be implemented through
legal tools such as the Supreme Decree 012-2009
which states that the ownership of buildings that belonged to the Beneficiencia can be passed on to the
municipality. In terms of financial mechanisms, residents
could initiate collective savings. Residents participated
in a collective funds which was allocated back to the
residents according to their needs and not according
to how much everyone individually put in. Achievement
of low interest loans from the bank could open up a lot
of possibilities for the residents. Currently residents pay
higher interest rates and in general face difficulties with
getting the loan from the bank due to informal means
of employment which aren’t recognised by financial institutions. A bottom-up approach provides interesting
avenues in terms of alternative methods of finance and
the radical application of laws which favour ownership
for current tenants.
Though this mechanisms includes and recognises the
right to a dignified housing for the residents of Barrios Altos, the underlying social friction that creates the
exclusion of low income residents from decision-making is not addressed. Furthermore, the appropriation
of property rights would occur in a fragmented way,
rather than within the scope of an integrated urban
renovation process for the whole area. The decision
as to whether or not to restore buildings would be in
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the hands of the property owner. The guarantee of safe
and secure space is therefore not assured if the residents do not have the financial means to invest in solidifying structures.

8.2.4 Urban renovation with social inclusion
As the fourth model we identified the pilot project initiated and managed by Prolima (see Image 13), an urban
renewal project that has the potential to be replicated in
other parts of Barrios Altos. The project would impact
two blocks enclosing different Quintas. Of these two,
one whole block and half of the other are part of the
historical center of Lima. The municipality chose these
two blocks for two main reasons. Firstly, the composition of owners is less diverse than other manzanas and
the Municipality itself owns several properties. Secondly,
the blocks are located in an area where the residents
are in a highly vulnerable situation. The land use within
the manzanas is mostly residential however there are
some commercial areas and parking lots. Once owners of properties are identified Prolima would negotiate
directly with them to renovate buildings by attracting
private investment. This means that at the moment the
tenants are not a key stakeholder. Ideally Prolima counts
on the willingness of the owners to engage in the project in which ownership would not change. Unidentified
owners and reluctance to participate are currently the
main obstacle in the project. Project failure or success is
in hands of many different stakeholders.

Image 12: Jardin Primavera Source: created by authors, 2014
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Espacios públicos como la Plaza de Armas, el Parque de la
Exposición, la Quinta Heeren y la Alameda de los
Descalzos, con gran valor de entorno.

67 Ambientes Urbano
monumentales

En ese sentido, el Centro Histórico de Lima (CHL), es el espacio vivo más
importante desde el cual se originó y desarrolló una ciudad, es decir, es el
origen histórico de la misma y sobre el que ha girado toda la evolución y
crecimiento urbano.

The right to the center for all reflects a vision where heritage is both structural and cultural – built and living, where
the creation and use of public space comes from interaction between different stakeholders and where housing
solutions understand socio-spatial relations as produced.
The rights of all stakeholders, especially the tenants who
are now the most vulnerable, must be recognised on an
equal level.
“Entendemos como centro histórico, a un conjunto urbano de carácter
irrepetible en que van marcando su huella los distintos momentos de la
vida de un pueblo, formando la base en la que se asientan sus señas de
identidad y su memoria social. Es, por tanto, un bien que es obligatorio
conservar y transmitir al futuro, para que un pueblo sepa quién es, dónde
está y a donde va”.
Carta de Veracruz: Criterios para una política de actuación en los Centros
Históricos de Iberoamérica (Mayo 1992)

Redressing socio-spatial relations is a condition for environmental justice and the access to safe resources for
all in the city centre. Co-production is the main approach
towards transformative change. There needs to be an
approach that recognises the capacity of the residents
to contribute to the regeneration process. Fragmented
attempts at urban renovation that do not include all key
players fall short of providing a sustainable solution in the
long term as they do not comply with the needs of the
most vulnerable.
Transformative change must guarantee the “Right to the
Centre” for all (“El Derecho de un Centro para todos”).
Using the discourse of “transformative change”, we have
identified strategies that can change both conceptions of
space and mechanisms in place in order to get to a more
environmentally just centre.

Casa Riva Agüero, Casa Pilatos, Casa Aliaga, Casa
Osambela, Casa Canevaro, Casa Aspillaga, Casa Buque.

Arquitectura Civil
Doméstica

Escuela de medicina de San Fernando, Molino de Santa
Clara, Cementerio Presbítero Maestro.

Arquitectura Civil
Pública

El cuartel de Santa Catalina.

Arquitectura Militar

La Catedral de Lima, El conjunto arquitectónico de San
Francisco, el monasterio de Nuestra Señora del
Carmen, la iglesia de San Sebastián.

Arquitectura
Religiosa

La arquitectura de nuestros Inmuebles Monumentales se identifican con
las siguientes categorías:

Protección y
Recuperación del
Patrimonio

Adopta un
un Balcón
Balcón 2012
2012
Adopte

Scaling up Communities

Gestión de riesgo
de desastres

Destugurización
Proyecto BID

Integrating Stakeholders

Reglamentos

Peatonalización
Peatonalización

Trabajos Prolima AECID

Declarados como Monumentos Históricos en tanto
creaciones arquitectónicas representativas de la historia de
nuestra ciudad.

Acho

649 Inmuebles
monumentales

Vía Parque Rimac

1278 Inmuebles de
Valor Monumental

El área del Centro Histórico de Lima,
declarada como Patrimonio Mundial Cultural
por la Unesco el 12 de Diciembre del año
1991 –como extensión de la inscripción del
Convento de San Francisco, el año 1988corresponde al área de la antigua fundación
hispánica y desde la cual se extendió la
ciudad. Esta parte del CHL corresponde a la
zona denominada A en la Ordenanza Nº 062
o Reglamento del Centro Histórico de Lima.
Teleférico

As previously stated, current redevelopment plans fails
to address the injustices embedded in Barrios Altos.
Transformative change involves breaking the cycle of injustice between conceptions of space and instruments
to redress them in Barrios Altos. This includes changing
conceptions of space as well as ensuring access to inclusive legal, financial and instruments that are used within
the development plans. Embedded currently within these
conceptions and instruments are discourses and practices that perpetuate misrecognition, maldistribution and
parity of participation.
Edificaciones que sin haber sido declarados monumentos
históricos revisten valor arquitectónico o histórico, entre
ellos el Club Departamental Arequipa o la Casa Cuneo
Harrison.

El Programa Municipal para la Recuperación del Centro Histórico - Prolima fue creado el 14 de julio de
1994 por Acuerdo de Concejo 168, con el n de constituirse en el organismo municipal gestor de la
recuperación integral, oportuna e impostergable del Centro Histórico de Lima, sensibilizando sobre su
importancia como parte de nuestra identidad y Patrimonio Cultural de la Humanidad, conciliando los
intereses de todos los actores sociales e impulsando el desarrollo sostenible para mejorar la calidad de
vida, para sus residentes y usuarios. En este sentido nuestro trabajo se encuentra encaminado en:

9.1 Introduction

Inmuebles que carecen de valor monumental o se trata de
obra nueva.

Esta declaratoria fue consecuencia de un
movimiento tendiente a la revalorización
patrimonial emprendida por las autoridades
y la sociedad civil – el cual fue impulsado
desde el Patronato de Lima - ello ha servido
para generar una nueva actitud -pública y
privada- para su rehabilitación integral.

Image 13: ProLima program. Source: http://www.munlima.gob.pe/

9. Transformative Change

5199 Inmuebles de
entorno

The project aims at an inclusive renovation, ensuring rental social housing for residents within the block.
However, this vision is not necessarily participatory or
sustainable over time. Residents want property rights so
that future generations can continue living in the area.
The municipality is, in turn, reluctant to guarantee property rights because they fear that the new owners will
capitalise on the flats when land value increases. However financial and legal mechanisms may overcome this.
These include collective ownership and legal restrictions
on social housing. The inclusion of residents, the careful consideration of their different needs and on-going
communication with them may help to ignite a sense of
ownership of projects of development. Failing to identify
mechanisms that prevent the gentrification of Barrios
Altos will lead to the physical, social and psychological
exclusion of the most vulnerable from opportunities and
resources in the centre. By forcing residents to leave
Barrios Altos, the living heritage of the area would also
be lost. Hence, to prevent the negative effects of gentrification, financial and legal mechanisms must be adapted to recognise the rights and needs of residents who
have roots in their own neighbourhood.
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Recuperación de
Espacios Públicos

Escuela Taller de Lima

PROLIMA
Jr. Ancash 229. Lima 1
Telefonos: (511) 427 4421/428 3373
prolima@munlima.gob.pe

Zona Mercado Central

Public Space Regeneration through Urban
Acupuncture
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The model of ‘Scaling up communities’, or the bottom-up
strategy, has been put in place as an alternative development model starting with the 1960s in an attempt to create the idea of community empowerment - to “increase
the capacity of poor residents and communities towards
‘self-reliance’ to change the conditions of their lives” (Uvin
and Miller, 1996)
This strategy focuses on strengthening the negotiation
power of local communities by scaling up their level of
organisation and broadening the scope of their membership.
The strategy was selected for several reasons. There is
an opportunity for residents in Barrios Altos to contribute
their skills and knowledge to projects in urban renovation.
However, the fact that they are currently organized only
on a quinta level limits their ability to do so. By scaling up
to a manzana (block) level, communities would be able to
negotiate on an equal platform with other stakeholders
(see Figure 3). Secondly, community organizations should
include more participants in the reimagining and redesigning of the future of Barrios Altos. Particularly, there is
a stark absence of the youth in community associations
and neighbourhood organizations.
Existing organizations at the quinta level can share their
knowledge and previous experiences. Increasing the level
of communication among them will allow the joining of
forces and articulation of firm and cohesive strategies.
The inclusion of the youth could help tackle delinquency
Figure 3: Stakeholder Map. Source: created by authors

Community
Organisatios

BA Residents

CPRU

Scaling up
Communities
Evictees

EL GREMIO

Youth

By increasing the scale organizations will gain visibility and the capacity and determination of the residents
to participate in processes of change would be recognised. An important form of scaling up is the achievement of changing politics (see Figure 4). Practical action
to increase the scale and scope of community action falls
under two categories. The first groups actions that will
change conceptions of space. The second lists actions
that will change legal and financial mechanisms adapting them to the needs of residents in Barrios Altos. Tackling both of these aspects by building a common pool of
knowledge and experiences will strengthen the community’s collective power of negotiation (see Figure 5).
The approach of this strategy can lead to a more just centre for the most vulnerable (the renters) as it intervenes
on all three pillars of environmental justice (see Figure 6).
Figure 4: Results. Source: created by authors

Share Knowledge

Change
Conceptions of
the Residents

Tackle
Delinquency

Gain Visibility as
an Organisation

Decreased
Vulnerability

Forming the
Residents Rights
to the Centre

Figure 5: Practical Actions. Source: created by authors

Changing Conceptions

9.2.1 Strategy 1: scaling up communities

and encourage discussion around forward-thinking, sustainable housing solutions.

Living heritage:
• Cultural events that include residents

Interactive public space:
• Community organisations gathering in
public spaces
• Community gardens
• Street art
• (Seismic) risk mitigation activities

Impacting legal instruments:

Instruments

9.2 Strategies

• Initiate processes for the execution of
the law 29415
• Initiate processes for the execution of
the law 29415
• Initiate processes for the execution of
the Ordenanza 1590
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Figure 6: Environmental justice. Source: created by authors

9.2.2 Strategy II: Integrating stakeholders
Increased communication and interaction between all
stakeholders ( residents, municipality, private developers,
owners) at all steps of urban redevelopment.
The second strategy aims to increase the constructive interaction between different groups of stakeholders at various hierarchical levels. Sharing visions for Barrios Altos
and understanding each other’s priorities is a vital step in
creating fair negotiation processes and imagining a just
centre. Currently, different groups of stakeholders act
alongside each other rather than with each other. Vertical
integration whereby institutions recognize the capacities
of residents is part of a progressive policy for urban renovation (see Figure 7).

Tools and practices of constructive communication are
necessary. Concrete actions towards greater integration
should focus on changing the conceptions of space and
influencing the instruments and mechanisms used (see
Figure 9).

Figure 7a: Practical Action. Source: created by authors

Changing Conceptions

The Uruguayan case (see Figure 8) study relates to Barrios
Altos as it a successful example of where scaling up community organisations and community collaboration where
key factors in the achievement of social housing throughout Uruguay, in both rural and urban areas. Through the
social movement, residents‘ needs could clearly be expressed to other stakeholders, the movement was given
a voice which had to be heard. Within the community
organisations there were different aspects reaching from
self-construction and education to collective ownership
and collective maintenance. The Uruguay example shows
how scaling up community organisations is a necessary
step towards safe housing. Barrios Altos could learn from
the different aspects of community organisation.

• Municipality as a guarantor of loans for
social housing
• Communication and collaboration in
the redevelopment process of public
spaces
• Considering alternative forms to private investment for the redevelopment
of existing structures
• Creation of tourist jobs for residents
• Mapping capacities - transferring skills
• Organizing skilled labour workshops
• Emphasis on education and getting
young residents involved and skilled
• Adapting to vulnerability
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Figure 8: Uruguay case. Source: created by authors

Uruguay

Housing, Self-Management, Community Empowerment: The Cooperative Experience
In Uruguay, the organization of communities on a large scale led to a comprehensive articulation of housing
needs by low-income families and the recognition of these needs by public authorities, which ultimately led
to successful housing programs on the social, financial and technical front. The cooperative experience that
originated in the 1960s in Uruguay proposed an alternative form of social housing. Initial support and funding came from various sources: a non-profit private organization: the Uruguayan Cooperative Center (CCU),
national government and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).
In 1970, the foundation of the Unifying Federation of Mutual Aid Housing Cooperatives (FUCVAM) was created. It became the most important social movement, consolidating mutual aid cooperatives. Social housing was achieved both in rural and urban areas through faster administrative processes to achieve certain
legal statuses as well as better terms and conditions for loans. FUCVAM negotiated and interacted with the
Ministry of Housing, which was a key factor in facilitating the process of guaranteeing social housing for lowincome families.
Characteristics that led to success:
• Groups most motivated for the project (people) were managing it
• Solidarity networks
• Non-formal education embedded in the program
• Collective ownership and public-private-partnerships as financial strategy
• Willingness of the government to engage with grass root organisations
“non-conventional policies that have the participation of users at its core can lead to
forms of sustainable and effective social organization.”
FUCVAM
The cooperative movement acknowledged the social value of housing. The notion of self-construction was
embedded in the culture, which was important for the capacities of the local communities to be recognized
by actors involved in renovation processes. The case-study shows that programs that recognise the social
value of housing projects are likely to be more financially sustainable as the capacity of local residents is maximised, reducing the need for financial investment. Furthermore, the inclusion of well-organized communities
from the inception of projects facilitated collective ownership at later stages.
“This experience shows how through self-management and democratic decisions
people can create better urban environments and more integrated communities.”
Reference: Federation of Mutual Aid Housing Cooperatives, (2014)
Due to communication gaps between the communities
and the institutions, residents are sometimes unaware of
top-down redevelopment plans that might affect them.
Since the 1990s, a general consensus in the academia is
that the state is a necessary presence in the processes of
scaling up because of its “capacity to implement national
programs and enable the work of local communities and
NGOs on the scale that will make a difference” (Uvin and
Miller, 1996).
The approach of this strategy can lead to a more just centre for the most vulnerable (the renters) as it intervenes on
all three pillars of environmental justice (see Figure 10).

The case study of Istanbul (see Figure 11) shows how
a deep and extensive interaction between all stakeholders, especially tenants, private developers and
municipality, was a key aspects in the redevelopment
of the historic site. This was possible as the tenants
were seen as a part of the history of the area. By good
relations at the start of the project each stakeholders
needs were expressed, this allowed the project to get
the full support of everyone and prevent certain obstacles which is now the case in Barrios Altos. Through
innovative financial and legal mechanisms, which already exist, heritage redevelopment which has both
residential and commercial uses can be transformed to
everyone's needs.
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Figure 7b: Practical Action. Source: created by authors
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Figure 9: Stakeholder map. Source: created by authors

Instruments

Financial instruments:
• Municipality as a guarantor of loans
for social housing.
• International Aid for kickstarting projects of urban renovation.
• Contribution of own labour by those
who lack financial means to contribute
to collective savings.
• land value capturing

Community
Organisatios

Government
Institutions

Poverty
Owners
Integrating
Stakeholders

Legal Mechanisms:
• Collective ownership
• Municipality uses the law and reclaims property (motivation for this is
the istanbul exemple)

BA Residents

Financial
Institutions

Figure 10a: Results. Source: created by authors
Extra: what currently is happening, is that municipality is engaging with owner to enlighten
them about the 29415 law that has the opportunity to renovate the dilapidated buildings. (Resource: http://www.munlima.gob.pe/noticias/
ciudad/item/31119-municipalidad-delima-realiza-campanas-de-sensibilizacion-sobresaneamiento-legal-de-predios-en-barrios-altos)

Recognition of
visions

Figure 10b: Environmental Justice Source: created by authors
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9.2.3 Strategy III: Public space regeneration good. Public spaces should be reclaimed, recovered
through Urban Acupuncture
and renewed. The transformation of public spaces is an
Small-scale interventions in public spaces, strategically
contributing to an inclusive and participative regeneration process in Barrios Altos. The previous two strategies
deal with the issue of housing. However, the sustainable
transformation of Barrios Altos will not occur solely on
the basis of housing issues. Public spaces must also be
included in designing a sustainable future for the area.
Currently, the Municipality of Lima is investing part of the
$40 Million loan from the Inter American Development
Bank into public spaces, to provide safe, recreational and
relaxing public spaces in Barrios Altos. $1.5 Million has
already been spent in restoring the Plaza Buena Muerte,
Italia, San Augustin and San Pedro. The Municipality stills
plans to invest in the renovation of Plazuela Aramburu,
Plazuela Monserrate and Plazuela del Cercado (Municipality of Lima, 2013). According to the Municipality, investing in the renovation of public spaces will have a ripple
effect in the whole area. The improvement of public areas
in terms of security and services would, in turn, attract
private investment in the area. As a surgical and selective intervention into the urban environment, this strategy
aims to renew urban public spaces in order to transform
urban life by inducing development at target locations in
order to create a domino effect on surrounding areas.
A strategy that targets public spaces as acupuncture
points (see Figure 12) is an effective way of catalysing
change in the whole area. However, processes of targeting public spaces must occur in the light of socio spatial
relations and by considering space as an environmental

opportunity for social and environmental justice to take
shape (see Figure 13).

Public interventions must value the social traditions and
interactions of local residents and provide space for
people to realise collective activities where they cannot
in private spaces. This includes grounds for sport, recreation and gatherings. The existing dynamic participation of local citizens in community organisations and the
richness of social life (locals, immigrants, tourists) would
be harnessed in micro-projects for the regeneration and
re-appropriation of public space. As a localised and community approach, this strategy builds upon collaboration
between designers and the community “relieving stress”
(Casagrande, 2010) from the congested urban fabric that
surrounds the environment in Barrios Altos by producing
small-scale but socially “catalytic interventions” into the
urban fabric through a shared vision of space.
The approach must be participative and inclusive(see
Figure 14). It must emphasize the importance of community development in the selection and design of “pressure points” in the area (Casagrande, 2010). The process
by which public areas are designed must encompass the
vision of community organizations on the same level as
other stakeholders. Public space constitutes the community and the self in subtle ways. Its design must focus on
reinforcing a sense of citizenship and belonging and civic
worth through active forms of improvement of the space
by residents themselves. This strategy can follow similar
actions that were taken in the renovation of Port au Prince
(see Figure 15).

Figure 11: Istanbul case study. Source: created by authors

Istanbul:

Heritage Redevelopment through Land Value Capturing
The case study of the heritage center is a redevelopment success story that combines mixed-use of heritage
and the application of land value finance to leverage public. The specific project discussed are the Akaretler
Row Houses. The building is owned by a national public sector real estate owner, the Turkish Foundation
and occupied by tenants. Strict regulations for the preservation of historical buildings hindered the possibility
of restoration. However renovation created the potential for an increase in land and real estate values and
boost tourism in the area. One of the main financing mechanism used was land value capturing (LVC). LVC
recovers some or all of the value that public infrastructure generates for private landowners most commonly
through taxation. The land value capture led to a successful agreement between the public sector and a private developer. Ultimately the Akaretler Row Houses regained its historic value, opening it up for tourists but
also the residents. Jobs in tourism were created and local business were supported. An explicitly expressed
characteristic in the description of the case study was how all key players had a solid interaction and that this
was a necessary condition to achieve the goals of the project. All actors were involved from the start of the
project, including: local businesses, residents, public and private sector.
Reference: Medda, F., Caschili, S. & Modelewska, M. (2011)
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The approach of this strategy can lead to a more just and
inclusive centre. Within the process of intervening on a small
scale, the residents are involved in order to create greater
engagement and commitment among its users. Not only
the municipality and developers but especially residents can
play a large role in the transformation of their residential environment. This is expected to promote a sustainable vision of
the space beyond the acupuncture points of public spaces.
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Linkings the four models with the three strategies:

Figure 12: Stakeholder map. Source: created by authors

Figure 14: Practical Actions. Source: created by authors

Changing
Conceptions

A model that aims towards public spaces can have a beneficial effect on the whole area of Barrios Altos. However,
more than an opportunity to create an “ordered” space,
redesigning and rethinking the role of public areas can
encourage the sharing of knowledge, the empowerment
of local residents and the valorization of their traditions
and practices. It can be an opportunity to include younger
generations in activities, igniting the cultural value of interactive socio-spatial dynamics (see Figure 16).

The strategies we have identified might help overcome
some of the obstacles in the four models we discussed
in our findings. For each model there are several ways in
which the strategies can be adapted. First of all, Quinta
Heeren offers the opportunity for a new approach to redevelopment as it is a ‘blank canvas’ at the moment. In
the initial planning phase including all stakeholders is a
feasible possibility. Especially the example from Istanbul,
discussed in case study 2, offers inspiration for the redevelopment of Quinta Heeren. The site offers many opportunities such as social housing,part business with the
creation of local jobs, part touristic and profitable to get
return on investment. When all stakeholders sit around
the table, it offers the opportunity to deeply explore the
different options. Land Value capturing offers a way of
financing part of the development plans.

Municipal

NGO's

Designers
Urban
Acupunture

Change conceptions through an engaging Community Action Plan that
fosters communication and collaboration between stakeholders in the
planning and design process of public
spaces through:
• Participatory engagement sessionsin order to share and validate ideas
• Mapping- in the selection of areas for
intervention

Community
Organisations

BA Residents

Figure 13: Results. Source: created by authors

Unified Vision of Space

Revitalisation of Larger
Urban Context

Instruments

Financial instruments:
Funding for the redevelopment of public
spaces is mainly sourced and acquired
from National and International donor
and public funding.
• Municipality oversees the
appropriation of National and
International funds.
• International Aid and Donor
funding, such as those received from
Inter American Bank, for the redevelopment of public spaces.
• Contribution of collective own labour
on weekends/free time to give a sense
of ownership.

Legal Mechanisms:
Transforms Physical
Environment and Preserves
Existing Urban Identity

Increase in Quality of life
and Social Cohesion of
Inhabitants

• Sufficient execution of Law No.
27806, Law of Transparency and Access to Public Information to publicise
all actions towards the redevelopment
of public space and generate community participation and validation of all
plans.
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Figure 15: Port au Prince case study. Source: created by authors

Port au Prince, Haiti

Villa Rosa Community-led Urban Redevelopment Program
Dealt with an aggregation of two complex conditions: Poverty reduction and slum upgrading through a
community-led approach, where community participation was integral, and had a multi-stakeholder process
where all the different partners came together. The project explored ‘Urban Acupuncture’ to insert public
spaces and improve access. Urban planning following a community action plan (CAP) identified the priorities
of the people and engaged in participatory community engagement sessions whereby residents contributed
to the works of architects and planners. The Client is basically the community, so all the plans would go to
the community committee, and then they could use it afterwards as guidelines, strategies and plans.
Steps taken:
1. Community action plan
2. Participatory community engagement sessions:
a. Mapping – selecting areas for intervention.
b. Building and sharing of ideas
3. Urban Planning – taking in community feedback to draw technically viable solutions and draw up concepts.
4. Validation sessions- the re-presenting of designs to the community and voting on the final proposals and
strategies.
Results:
• Creation of leadership, confidence and momentum that continued to strengthen the wider community
• Creation of a Master and Action Plan that was useful to the community, NGO’s and development actors
that can provide technical assistance to implement various parts of the whole.
• The approach has been replicated in many other under-served neighbourhoods.
Reference: Architecture for Humanity, (2012)

Figure 16: Environmental Justice. Source: created by authors
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The example of Jardin Primavera shows how much
knowledge there is in the communities and what the possibilities are for bottom up redevelopment if the right approach is taken. When community organisations scale up
this can create platform for sharing that knowledge and
assisting different communities who engage with other
stakeholders towards redevelopment plans that include
safe housing. For example, in Jardin Primavera there was
successful collaboration between the community and the
municipality in securing funds for the development of the
public spaces in the area as well as obtaining property
rights.
The Prolima pilot project is an example that demonstrates
the clearest need for the implementation of the three
strategies identified in this report. Prolima plans to carry
out regeneration projects at the scale of the manzana
and solely through negotiations with property owners,
the justification for this being that residents aren’t sufficiently organised at a larger scale. While communities are
organised at a Quinta level, it is crucial that they scale
up their organisation to enable collective action as well
as to create a platform through which negotiations with
the municipality and other important stakeholders can
be consolidated. The outcome of the pilot project itself
will benefit through the inclusion of residents in the ideation and development stages, as it will allow for a deeper
understanding of the needs and limitations of the actual
beneficiaries of the project.
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10. Conclusion
Throughout the research undergone so far it has become
clear that Barrios Altos is a constantly changing area that
holds many plans for urban renovation. However visions
on how to go about urban renewal are fragmented and
depend mostly on the conceptions of space of different
stakeholders. Actors who play important roles in the decision-making involving Barrios Altos and who perceive
the neighbourhood as violent and risky will most likely
lead the future of the area towards gentrification. Examples from redevelopment projects in other historic centres
of the world are testament to the fact that sustainable
renovation processes in which residents are included in
planning processes and are considered an asset to the
area, are possible.
In many visions for the future of Barrios Altos, the guarantee of safe space seems reliant on the possibility of
acquiring private space. This association between the
capacity to acquire private space and the right to the citycentre should be questioned with regards to the production of socio-economic inequalities. Hegemonic understandings of property and space should be challenged.
Negative conceptions of the space as “threatening” and
“abandoned” favour programmes that attract property
investors and potential owners of private space. These
visions are hardly inclusive of the residents in Barrios Altos, many of which have inhabited and maintained the
built environment over generations and have a sense of
ownership and entitlement to the space. Today, the complexity of ownership in Barrios Altos remains an important
obstacle in redevelopment plans. However, a socio-spatial understanding in planning processes is essential for
the recognition of the existing responsibility to ensure that
space is distributed fairly. Indeed, complex ownership
should not prevent the fulfilment of the right to safe space
in the centre. Examples from other countries have shown
how communities can successfully contribute their own
capacity and knowledge to redevelopment processes.
However, In Barrios Altos, authorities and private developers fall short of recognising their potential.
Our analysis has highlighted the importance of socio-spatial relations in claiming a right to the centre of Lima. This
understanding of space as a resource seems to be obstructed in many visions for the future of the area. However, examples from abroad have shown the possible impact of sustainable renovation processes. Transformative
processes in Barrios Altos are an opportunity to redefine
the territorial distribution of resources and opportunities
to citizens from different socio-economic backgrounds.
Environmental justice requires that a progressive understanding of space travels from the process through to the
outcome of urban renovation.
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Appendices

Appendix A. Laws and regulations
National law:
Article of Law 28296, General Law called Cultural
Heritage of the Nation: paragraph 12.1 Article 12.1 °
The owner of a real estate member of the Cultural Heritage
of the Nation may promote demand corresponding eviction in order for restoration, within the period specified in
the project approved by the National Institute of Culture.
Decree 012
Established that the ownership of buildings that belonged
to the Beneficencia could be passed on to the municipality
and in time the municipality could assign the land and/or the
building to new owners, potentially the current residents.
Mayoral Decree 162
Article 2- Provide immediate initiation of concerted actions between owners and occupiers for the purposes
for which the Supreme Decree No. 11-95-MTC, gradually improving living conditions, safety and health contracts. Recovery efforts will be made jointly and severally
by landlords and tenants through binding agreements,
backed by the Municipality.
Law No. 27806, Law of Transparency and Access
to Public Information, Supreme Decree No. 0432003 – PCM, Orderly law No. 27806 – Amendment of
law No. 27806, Supreme Decree N º 072-2003-PCM,
Regulations of Law No. 27806
Approving Regulation of the Law on Transparency and Access to Public Information. It regulates every citizen’s right
to request information and obligates State bodies to publish
information on their institutional websites and/or disseminate it in newspapers and periodical reports. However, the
majority of government bodies do not meet the minimum
standards required by the regulation, which makes the information available both insufficient and incomplete, and
raises the need for corrective measures.
Law No. 27444, General Administrative Procedure Act
Establishes that when an administrative act is passed affecting a third party, they must be notified of it.
Ley 29415 Articulo 30b
Direct intervention owner - Homeowners with sound ownership who wish to submit their lands to urban renewal
programs must present their proposals, which necessarily contain two components: social inclusion and minimum

living conditions. Social inclusion is to have the approval of
the holders, who, for this purpose, are grouped into a housing association, which approved the proposal by the owner.
The Residential Tenancies Act No. 21938, of Legislative Decree No. 696 of November 7, 1991
Article 7 - Throughout an urban renewal project, the right
of residence of the occupants of the premises should be
recognized renew. To this end, the executors consult with
residents on the conditions of their stay in the renovated
areas or relocation to other urban areas if they cannot take
the difference in cost of equity derived renewal.
Law 28687
Development and complementarity of the formalization of
informal property, access to land and basic services.
Legal Decree 1037
Promoting private investment in projects of construction of
social housing in order to increase the competitivity of cities.
Supreme Decree 005-2006- VIVIENDA
Plan Nacional de Vivienda - Vivienda para Todos
Supreme Decrete 006-2006 VIVIENDA
Approved the Reglamento del Titul I de la Ley 28687, law
of development and complementarity of the formalization
of informal property, access to land and services.
Supreme Decrete 003-2012-VIVIENDA
Created programmes on the generation of urban land.
‘Certificate of Uninhabitability’
The municipality can issue a ‘certificate of uninhabitability’
in order to wash its hands in case the house collapses
on top of the residents. This certificate is a powerful tool
for the owners to begin processes of eviction. Some of
these evictions, resulting from urban speculation, are carried on by mercenaries, hired by owners, to take down
the houses piece by piece while the residents are still living there and they intimidate them. This is cheaper and
quicker than issuing a lawsuit, which can take up to 5
years. However, there are strict rules to demolish buildings within the historic center and there have been attempts to stop these practices from happening.
International law:
Under international law, forced evictions are a gross
violation of a range of human rights, including the right
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to adequate housing guaranteed under Article 11.1 of
the International Covenant on Social, Economic and
Cultural Rights, and the right to be free from arbitrary
or unlawful interference with one’s home under Article
17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights. Peru is party to the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and as such, authorities in Peru are obligated to respect, protect and
fulfill the right to adequate housing which includes the
prohibition and prevention of forced evictions.

Appendix B: Fieldtrip Time Schedule
Sunday, 27t April

Field sites tour to JCM, Barrios Altos and Cantagallo

Monday, 28th April

Presentation of pre-fieldtrip diagnosis videos to the partners

Tuesday, 29th April

Meeting with PROLIMA First transect walk around Barrios Altos Meeting with
CPRU

Wednesday,30th April

Meeting with Linda Zilbert on "Understanding risk"
Meeting with Sylvia of CIDAP
Group work

Thursday, 1st May

Presentation and discussion panel;
Group work: Analysis and organisation of information from the 1st field day,
and plan for the 2nd field day

Friday, 2nd May

Meeting with Willy Zabarburu of VPR Municipality
Mapping, interviews of people from 4 chosen sites in Barrios Altos

Saturday, 3rd May

Group work: Synthesis of gathered information, organisation of the footage
from the interviews, and prepare for the coming field programs

Sunday, 4th May

Meeting with Blanca Caranzza
Meeting with Enrique
Group work: Planning the 2nd Fieldtrip

Monday, 5th May

Meeting with SEDAPAL
Field work:
Meeting with Cecilia Quintana, lawyer of the church
Meeting with ELIS of Rimac Renace program

Tuesday, 6th May

Field work:
Meeting with PROLIMA
Meeting with Husto Hara, administrative manager of Quinta Heeren
Meeting with Wiley Ludena, architect and academics from the university
Panel discussion on "water as a human right"

Wednesday, 7th May

Interviews with Olga, Architect of the PROLIMA Master plan
Group work: Analysis and organisation of information

Thursday, 8th May

Group work: Planning and preparation for the 1st Focus Group (FGD1)
Field work: Meeting with Silvia, Director of CIDAP (discussion of the strategies,
future vision of Barrios Altos)

Friday, 9th May

May Presentation of the findings and future actions
Field work: FGD1 (Mapping exercises, discussion of scenarios, obstacles and
opportunities for transformative change)

Saturday, 10th May

Group work: Summary of FGD1 and preparation for final presentation

Sunday, 11th May

Group work: Preparation for the 2nd Focus Group (FGD2)

Monday, 12th May

Group work: Preparation for Final Presentation
Field work: FGD2 (Discussion on possibilities of the community organisation
on manzana level)

Tuesday, 13th May

Final Presentation of findings and diagnosis to local partners and residents

Wednesday, 14th May

The end of field trip
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Appendix C: Key Stakeholders:
AECID: Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional para el Desarrollo (Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation)
http://www.aecid.es/en/ae-cid/index.html.
A public law entity under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Cooperation of Spain through the State Secretariat
for International Cooperation (SECI). It is, as established
by Law 23/1998 of 7 July, the International Development
Cooperation, the management authority of the Spanish
policy of international cooperation for development, and
its object is the promotion, management and implementation of public policies on international development cooperation aimed at combating poverty an achieving sustainable human development in developing countries.
C I D A P : Centrode Investigación, Documentación
y Asesoría Poblacional (Center of Research, Documentation and Population Advice)
http://www.cidap.org.pe/
A nongovernmental nonprofit institution that intends to
help overcome the problems of poverty in our cities, generating sustainable approaches and building capacity in
men and women, leaders, authorities and citizens to be
city builders for life.
CPRU: Comité Promotor para la Renovación Urbana
(Committee for the promotion of Urban Renovation)
A local NGO that articulates various organizations tugurizados and damaged the historic center of Lima, who
works in defense of the right to housing and property promotes living centers.
EMILIMA: Empresa Municipal Inmobiliaria de Lima
(Municipal Estate Company of Lima)
http://www.emilima.com.pe/
The municipal real estate enterprise of Lima in charge of
planning and preparing intervention
projects. It has developed management instruments,
such as: the Metropolitan Development Plan and the
Lima Historic Centre Plan (1987), which established basic
guidelines, interventions and projects related to the situation and urban structure, environment, land use, transportation system, habitability and urban dynamics.
F U C V A M : Federación Uruguaya de Cooperativas
de Vvienda por Ayuda Mutua (The Uruguayan Federation of Housing for Mutual-Support Cooperatives)
www.fucvam.org.uy
FUCVAM is a federation of mutual aid housing cooperatives, and is the largest, oldest and most active social
movement working on issues of housing and urban development in Uruguay. In 2001 a South-South Cooperation project was initiated to support the international
transfer of the FUCVAM approach – which follows the
key principles of solidarity, democratic participation, self-
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management, mutual aid and collective ownership of
property – to other countries in the region and around the
world. With the support of the Swedish Cooperative Centre, government agencies and grassroots organisations,
FUCVAM has transferred the approach to 15 countries
across Latin America, adapting the model to local conditions in different contexts, setting up national
federations and networks and supporting local efforts to
influence government policy.
IMP: Instituto Metropolitano de Planificacion (The
Metropolitan Planning Institute)
http://www.munlima.gob.pe/institutometropolitano-deplanificacion
A decentralized agency of the Metropolitan Municipality
of Lima, with economic legal status and administrative,
technical and created in 1991 to Decree No. 032-MML,
which acts as the hub of the Regional System and Metropolitan Planning.
INDECI: Instituto Nacional de la Defensa Civil (National Institute of Civil Defense)
http://www.indeci.gob.pe/eng/index.php
The central entity, rector and conductor of the National
System of Civil Defense, responsible of the population organization, planning and control of the activities of Civil
Defense, also leading the management of the Risk Disaster in harmony with the State Policy in Risk Prevention.
INEI: Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática
(The National Institute for Statistics and Informatics)
http://www.inei.gob.pe/
The National Institute of Statistics and Informatics (INEI) is
the governing body of the National Statistical System in
Peru. States, plans, directs, coordinates, evaluates and
supervises the country’s official statistical activities. To
fulfill its objectives and functions has technical and management autonomy, established in the creation Law of
creation.
MINVIVIENDA: Ministerio de Vivienda, Construcción y Saneamiento (Ministry of Housing, Construction and Sanitation)
http://www.vivienda.gob.pe/
Government agency in charge of improving the living
conditions of the population by facilitating access to adequate housing and basic services, promoting the system, growth, preservation, maintenance and protection
of population centers and their areas of influence, encouraging the participation of organizations of civil society and
the private initiative and investment.
MML: Municipalidad Metropolitana de Lima (Metropolitan Municipality of Lima)
http://www.munlima.gob.pe/
It is the entity responsible for the development planning
and land use for Metropolitan Lima. Its main objectives
are the enhancement of the social and cultural rights of
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the population; to promote sustainable economic practices; to improve the safety, citizen coexistance and the
people’s mobility, all together with an environmental management agenda and good government principles.
Ministerio de Cultura (Ministry of Culture)
http://www.mcultura.gob.pe/
An Executive Branch agency responsible for all aspects
of the country’s cultural and exercises exclusive jurisdiction with respect to other levels of management throughout the country. It was created on July 21, 2010 by Act
No. 29565, signed by President Alan Garcia.
Population of Barrios Altos
They work to lower the levels of inequality and to promote
and strengthen the abilities of the
poorest to access employment and services.
PROLIMA: Programa Municipal para la Recuperación del Centro Histórico de Lima
(Municipal Program for the Recovery of the Historic Center of Lima) http://prolima.wordpress.com/
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The leading institution in the management, recovery, revitalization and promotion of sustainable development of
the Historic Center of Lima, to improve the quality of its
residents and users, promoting ownership and commitment of various actors with their historical and cultural
legacy, evolving and integrated into the overall dynamics
of the modern city, reconciling the interests of all.
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization)
https://en.unesco.org/
UNESCO’s mission is to contribute to the building of
peace, the eradication of poverty, sustainable development and intercultural dialogue through education, the
sciences, culture, communication and information.
WMF (World Monuments Fund)
http://www.wmf.org/
WMF’s mission is to preserve the world’s architectural
heritage of significant monuments, buildings, and sites.
It has provide financial aid for the rehabilitation of some
buildings in the Historic Center of Lima.
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Appendix D: Maps
Map 1: Barrios Altos Land Use Map 2012. Source: ProLima

Map 2: Barrios Altos Structure Vulnerability Map Source: Prolima
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Map 3: Barrios Altos Recreation Area 2012 Map Source: Prolima

Map 4: Barrios Altos Building Material 2011 Map Source: Prolima
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Executive Summary

1.0 Introduction

This report seeks to demonstrate the outcomes of a
6-month research project investigating environmental injustices in Lima, Peru. Fieldwork was carried out within José
Carlos Mariátegui (JCM), a settlement located in the district
of San Juan de Lurigancho (SJL). Our focus was to employ
an environmental justice (EJ) framework to explore how risk
is produced, experienced and responded to within new expansion areas of JCM. The research consisted of a thorough investigation of six settlements located in the upper
parts of JCM, where a synthesis of data collection has led
to a diagnosis of the processes and actors driving expansion and risk. By unpacking Walker’s concept of spatiality (2009) an understanding of how justice and geography
must be considered together through the lenses of distribution, recognition and participation has been developed.

1.1 Background

In JCM, we came to appreciate that those who experience
the worst environmental injustices are the least capable
of overcoming these situations, which manifest in sociospatial dynamics across the city. Ongoing expansion in
these settlements has exacerbated risks and precarious
living conditions for all the inhabitants. This report therefore seeks to diagnose the processes driving expansion,
and thus risk, whilst also critically analysing the conditions
that undermine actions to prevent further expansion and
mitigate risk.
Two scenarios were developed within this study to explore the potential future of outcomes in JCM. The first
consisted of maintaining the status quo and predicted the
continued growth of settlements characterised by vulnerability and risk. The second scenario promotes transformative change at different levels through collaboration and
commitment between all actors. Three main strategies
are suggested in order to envision a sustainable future
that prevents further expansion and facilitates collaboration among settlers with full inclusion of all the stakeholders in the decision making and land planning processes:
(1) Restructuring Governance: A New Associated Culture;
(2) Land Use Management: Reclaiming Control at the Interface; (3) Participatory Planning.
With the successful implementation of these three strategies
the community will be empowered to holistically address the
environmental injustices that are a feature of daily life in JCM.

Lima’s rapid urban expansion is the consequence of
natural growth and migration, coupled with inadequate
and uncoordinated planning processes as detailed in
Box 1. The city features a dichotomy of social classes
throughout the urban core and periphery regions leading to inequalities in the ways in which people perceive
and experience life in the city. Historically, a combination
of socio-economic conditions have fuelled uneven urban
development and disparities in living conditions for Limeños. In turn this can be attributed to ill political conceptions and a lack of continuity in state support, along with
a disjointed plan for urban development at the city-scale.
San Juan de Lurigancho (SJL) is the most populous district in Peru (Figure 1). Located in Lima’s periphery it is
described as a city within a city, and provides a canvas
within which to understand the processes driving urban
sprawl and the continued expansion of the city at large.
Our study is focused in José Carlos Mariátegui (JCM), a
settlement located at the edge of SJL which continues to
expand into undeveloped peripheral land, thus redefining
the boundary of Metropolitan Lima.
The case of JCM demonstrates the spatial and institutional dislocation from the support networks of the state
and the city as a whole. In peripheral regions like JCM
the partial retreat of the state has transferred the responFig 1 – Map of Districts in Lima, Showing San Juan de
Lurigancho (Source: EnPeru)
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sibility of creating and maintaining a city onto the popular
sector. Due to the socio-economic position of these urban dwellers their capacity to avoid building settlements
in a way which not only increases their vulnerability and
susceptibility to risk, but also exacerbates environmental
degradation is, ultimately, limited.

dictate a lifestyle of coping mechanisms in response to
hazards.

1.2 Objectives

With this in mind, the main objective of this research is
to understand the processes that sustain environmental injustices and reveal entry points for transformative
change, particularly in new expansion areas of JCM. With
a thorough understanding of these processes, multiscalar
strategies – from the state level to the individual – can
be formed and initiated to induce transformative change.
Environmental justice (EJ) serves as a conceptual framework through which to analyse the conditions in JCM and
understand the dynamics and processes behind current
environmental injustice.

A combination of planned (in line with municipal urban
planning policies) and unplanned (spontaneous and
uncoordinated) land invasions have determined living
conditions in JCM. There exists a vicious cycle between
expansion and risk. A series of both social and environmental risks are compounded by land insecurity and uneven (often a lack of) access to basic services of water,
sanitation and electricity. Increased natural and everyday risk increase vulnerability of those living in JCM and

In addition to social injustices the case is further complicated by the pressure placed on the fragile ecosystem
of the quebradas (ravines), on which the high expansion
areas of JCM encroach (Figure 3).

BOX 1 The history of planned and unplanned settlements in Lima
Lima as a city experienced rapid growth in the 1950s and 1960s as shown in Figure 2. The availability of
cheap land in areas around the rivers in the north and south of the city created a bank of affordable land that
the state made use of in the 60s for low income housing (Riofrío, 2003). This explains the horizontal growth
of the low density city. As well as developing the flat plain land on which the core of Lima sits the city began
to grow, extending its residential occupancy upon the steep hills located at the periphery.
The lack of coordinated planning between the authorities in Lima have contributed to the deficit in services
for the urban poor, mainly the affordable provision of housing. For this reason, a large proportion of people
residing in Lima in the 1950s were living in very basic, and in many ways informal housing. These were known
as barriadas (settlements or shanty towns), then pueblos jóvenes (young towns) and in the 1990s became
known as humanos (human settlements) (Riofrío, 2003).
There is an important distinction to make between the barriadas of Lima which is characterised by the presence of the state in matters concerning urban planning. Barriadas asistidas (assisted shanty towns) - those
which we refer to as ‘planned invasions’ - were designed in line with the national urban planning regulations
and made use of layout plans incorporating appropriate space reserved for infrastructure and services (Riofrío, 2003). Huaycán, a settlement in the Ate-Vitarte district of Lima, is an example of a barriadas asistidas and
was created in the 1980s by a collaboration between the municipal authority and grassroots organisations
(Arévalo T, 1997). These types of barriadas were supported by the Law of Marginal Settlements, established
in 1961, creating a more positive opinion of these developments which had previously been regarded as
informal (Fernández-Maldonado, 2013).
In contrast, the barriadas convencionales (conventional shanty-towns) constitute a group of ‘unplanned invasions’ where settlements have grown spontaneously and without adequate planning or space reserved for
social equipment (Riofrío, 2003). Typically they occupy marginal land and are located far from the urban core
of the city. Their presence marks a large proportion of the urban population who struggled to find an affordable housing option, as much of the safe and available public land had already been settled by the barriadas
asistidas. They are typically sited on land that is unfit for construction, such as the higher regions of JCM,
and are not incorporated into urban planning policies that assist in improving peripheral areas (Weeda, 2012).
Currently, Metropolitan Lima in cooperation with the Municipalities, the private sector, the civil society and
individual citizens have created PLAM – Metropolitan Urban Development Plan for Lima and Callao. This is
a strategy oriented towards an adequate organisation and management of the city by 2035, providing an
opportunity to rectify issues surrounding urban development in Lima.)
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Figure 2 - Growth of Metropolitan Lima Source: Instituto
Nacional de Estadística e Informática 1997 Produced by:
Programa Urbano - desco 1999
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2.0 Conceptual Framework
2.1 Environmental Justice Theory
Over time, “theoretical understandings of what defines
and constitutes environmental injustices have diversified”
(Walker, 2009:614).
As a result of work by Young (1990) continued by Fraser
(1997), Schlosberg (2007) and other scholars, EJ has
evolved to embody not only the distribution of environmental ‘goods’ and ‘bads’, but to also include the concepts of recognition and participation as means by which
to understand justice as depicted in Figure 4.
Walker (2009:615) also highlights the vital component of
multiple spatialities:
“spatialities of different forms, of different scales need to
be integral in our understanding of the multiplicity of contemporary environmental justice concerns and claims”.
He draws on Harvey’s (1996) analysis that there is no
single conception of EJ and how justice and geography
must be considered together. Rather than considering
just the uneven spatial distribution of risk it is useful to
also consider the uneven socio-spatial distribution of vulnerability and well-being, which elevates exposure to risk
(see section 2.2. Definition of Risk).

Figure 3 - Settlement expansion in the steep quebradas
of peripheral Lima (Photo: Sarah Lo)

Since space is socially produced it is the product of
power relations and thus “never passive or neutral”
(Stanley, 2009:1004). Yet space and how it is conceived
also shapes social life and the social relations that form.
Therefore, the way in which space is conceived, and by
whom, can result in misrecognition of place and people;
resigning those considered informal to risky and poor
living conditions (Walker, 2009). Also, procedural (participatory) justice can be examined from the perspective of “geography of information, access and power”
(Walker, 2009:627).
Bringing this trivalent notion of EJ together with spatiality
moves away from the simplistic distributional conception
of EJ, and provides a holistic way to address the injustices faced by settlers in JCM. It also zooms out vertically to recognise the role of the state in producing and
reproducing these environmental injustices. The spheres
of recognition and participation address the fairness of
processes that mediate distribution, and the opportunities for individuals and communities to act on risk (Walker
& Bulkeley, 2006).
Incorporating multiple spatialities enabled a departure
away from a rigid conception of EJ and allowing the
exploration of pluralities of co-constructed justice and
space, thus creating new conceptions of EJ that would
lead to a deeper understanding of space and vice versa.
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Research conducted in the previous year concluded that
as a result of a ‘state of exception’ articulated through
various institutional practices, “government inaction is
produced and reproduced through the ‘greying’ of the
area” (Javed et al., 2013:44), which leads to further
expansion in periphery regions like JCM manifesting
in later injustices. This report aims to build upon these
themes by using an EJ framework with an expanded
definition of risk to look beyond claims of water justice,
and develop a broader scope from which to determine
the intersection of environmental injustices caused by
expansion in JCM.

2.2 Definition of Risk
Risk is produced through the convergence of hazard
and vulnerability; a relationship with the respective components illustrated by the ‘crunch model’ in Figure 5. In
JCM, we define risk as not just the physical risks associated with unstable land and rock falls, but also everyday
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risk linked with access to water and sanitation, conditions of mobility; as well as individual socio-economic
status, which influences vulnerability to risk.
It is through everyday risk, such as poor sanitation and
conditions of mobility, that a deeper understanding of the
processes driving environmental injustices in JCM can unfurl. By broadening the scope of risk to include the hazards of daily life in the quebradas, the perception of risk by
settlers in JCM - largely characterised by a normalisation
or risk - can also be addressed. The work of Javed et al.
(2013) showed that water injustices in JCM are the result
of multiple convening institutional practices that promote
a 'greying' of the area, and thus inaction from the state.
Therefore, by furthering their work and expanding the notion of risk we aimed to further characterise experienced
risk in the area, and deepen the understanding of how environmental injustices manifest spatially in relation to water
access, sanitation, mobility and so on. Through the spatial
analysis of the three spheres of EJ (distribution, recognition
and participation) and their relationships with vulnerability

Figure 4 - Inter-relationship of environmental justice adapted from Walker (2009)
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and hazards, we aim to uncover the processes and drivers
that contribute to increased risk for settlers in JCM.

important to also critically analyse the conditions undermining current actions that are trying to mitigate risk and
prevent further expansion.

2.3 Hypothesis

Research Question 1: How do people experience risk
in the quebradas?

Ongoing expansion in the peripheries of Lima, such as
JCM, exacerbates poor living conditions and risk for
the whole of the settlement. Expansion is driven by a
contradictory process of partial formalisation. The state
grants support through the provision of basic services,
yet denies the full provision of land titles required for
secure tenure; resulting in communities which are neither informal or formal. A lack of clarity in land ownership along with a lack of state support to manage land
has spurred expansion not only from the settlers, but
also private developers and land traffickers. By fully understanding and untangling how these mechanisms of
expansion are occurring, strategies can be developed
to intervene and break the vicious circle of risk reproduction.

2.4 Research Questions
The research questions have been designed to uncover
some of the agents at play with regards to the way that
risk manifests for the populations living in the new expansion areas of JCM. By looking at the full spectrum of how
risk is produced, experienced and reacted to - described
in the methodology below - we seek to diagnose the processes driving expansion, and thus risk. In doing this it is

Research Question 2: How is risk produced? What are
the processes driving risk?
Research Question 3: What are the drivers for expansion in JCM and who are the key actors involved in these
processes?
Research Question 4: How is everyday risk apprehended by communities and institutions? How do they react
to, reduce and prevent risk?
It is clear from initial research that living conditions vary for
people in JCM, so it is important to find out how different
people experience risk in order to understand vulnerability. This relates to the situations of people who moved
to the quebradas at different points in history and also
incorporates the gender perspective, allowing us to understand why some people are more exposed to risks
than others.
The hypothesis states that one of the main drivers of risk
is the process of continuous expansion itself. For this reason it is necessary to understand how expansion is taking
place and the role of different actors at all scales - from
individuals within JCM to external parties and institutions
– which contribute to more settlements higher up in the
quebradas.

Figure 5 - Crunch model adapted from Sanderson (1997)
In being able to design and deploy strategies to tackle the
root causes of risk, it is important to assess what is currently being done already. This will unveil potential mechanisms that could act as vehicles for change and highlight
windows of opportunity through which transformation
can be achieved in the area.
Learning, appreciating and understanding how risk is
produced, experienced and reacted to, in different ways
across JCM will be crucial in allowing effective and appropriate strategies to be developed. An appreciation of the
variance in distribution of risk across the community will
also uncover key points in terms of EJ. Incorporating a
broad spectrum of community members in the research,
particularly those who are perhaps not currently recognised as the most vulnerable, will also play a vital role in
developing inclusive strategies.
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3.0 Methodology
3.1 Research Strategy
This research was conducted in three phases; 4-months
of pre-field trip secondary research, twenty days of primary research carried out in the field and, finally, the
analysis and strategy development in Lima and London.
A wide range of actors were engaged in the collection
of detailed quantitative and qualitative data during the
field trip.
The research was focused on exploring three spheres of
risk relating to production, experience and reaction to risk
(shown in Figure 6) which structured the work in the field.
(Please see Appendix A for further details concerning the
methodology).

3.2 Case Studies Sites
After our initial visit to JCM, we decided to work in an
area, known as the ‘long finger’, comprising six settlements - U11, U11 Ampliación, 12 de Octubre, Quebradas Verdes, 12 de Octubre: Nueva Generación and Monte Verde (see Figures 7 & 8).
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These settlements have developed along one quebrada
and therefore provided us with an opportunity to study
this individual ravine as a system. This particular area of
JCM also provided an interesting case study site because
it featured settlement groups all at different stages of development, and with different levels of formality and service provision.
This provided a canvas for understanding the mechanisms which drive risk for different people, depending on
where they live in the quebrada and at what time they
arrived. Considering the history in this selection of settlements also unveiled how interventions over time from
state institutions has shaped the communities and the
processes at which they experience and cope with risk.
It also presented an interesting point from which to pursue the social relationships between settlements, some
of which were hinted upon during our first interactions
with community members. Additionally, the presence of
land trafficking by different agents also gave us more reason to pursue investigations within this region.
‘The long finger’ is also situated in an area which experiences the seasonal appearance of the lomas costeras
(coastal hills). The perception of this unique ecosystem

Figure 6 - Risk experience, production and action analysis for the quebradas. (Photos: Maria Escovar)
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(as detailed in Box 2) is another theme that we wanted to
investigate during the fieldwork and therefore also influenced the site selection process. In order to inform strategies that incorporate their conservation into the planning
of settlements in these regions it was important to understand the perceptions and relationships that settlers in
JCM have with the lomas.
Considering that last year’s group worked on the other side of the quebrada (Portada de Belén and Nueva
Generación) our objective was also to consolidate their
research in broader areas and to expand the “Building
Our Eco-Quebrada” strategy that they proposed to other
zones of JCM (Javed et al, 2013). The selected case sites
not only ensure continuity with the ReMap Lima project
conducted in February 2014, but also provide opportunities to complement and add to the work concerning risk
that CENCA is performing in this area.
In summary the heterogeneity of the stages of development across the six settlements provided us with an opportunity to explore and unravel the complexity which
governs the processes of expansion and generation of
risk, not just in this quebrada, but throughout JCM and
other peripheries of Lima. (Please refer to Appendix B for
detailed accounts of each settlement researched).
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3.3 Mapping
Maps were an integral tool throughout all phases of the
research process. The participatory mapping program,
ReMap Lima (Allen and Lambert, 2014) produced highly
detailed aerial images of the case study sites that were employed in transect walks, informal interviews, enumerations
and focus groups. These images opened up conversations
and inspired new conceptions regarding space.
The maps provided the residents (as shown in Figure 10)
with not only a new view of their world, but also acted as
a way of sharing information, and thus power, according a
sense of ownership to individuals and communities (Dodge
et al., 2011). Google Earth images of the case study sites
provided valuable insights into the speed and characteristics
of the expansion process over the past eight years, adding
value to the aerial drone images created in February 2014.
Overall, maps provided a route to compare and contrast
spatial difference among the six settlements through the
provision of relational references both for stakeholders
and the research team alike.
The process of mapping with the communities helped to
reveal the spatio-temporal access to services, the proFigure 7 - The location of JCM within SJL and position of
the ‘long finger’ (Source: Ministerio de Vivienda, Construccion y Saneamiento, 2011)
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Figure 8 - The six settlements making up the ‘long finger’ of JCM

BOX 2 Lomas Costeras
Lomas Costeras (coastal hills) are a unique ecosystem which play a crucial role in regulating the hydrological
cycle within water basins in Lima. Consisting of diverse coastal vegetation (Figure 9) they emerge during the
winter seasons, when dense fog and precipitation at elevations between 250-800 metres above the ground
allow them to grow. Covering almost 70,000 hectares within Lima and representing 41% of the ecological
structure of the city (Hidalgo, 2014), the lomas are a valued asset.
The lomas contribute to many important ecological services including the provision of clean air, climate regulation and atmospheric water uptake (MML, n.d.). Additionally, these coastal hills provide agricultural services
as well as recreational space for the public (MML, n.d.).
The Metropolitan Municipality of Lima (MML) recognises the presence and importance of the lomas costeras
through the Programa Metropolitano Lomas de Lima (Lomas of Lima). The aims of the program are the conservation of these hills and the sustainable use of natural resources whilst still maintaining biological diversity
in the quebradas (MML n.d.).
Currently the programme features the creation of Parques Lomas (Lomas Park) comprised of 10,000 hectares of conservation integrated with public space and a tourist circuit from which the park can be enjoyed.
(Hidalgo, 2014).
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cesses involved and the consequences of limited service
provision. Building up maps with layers of information
collected in the field created invaluable visual tools from
which we could analyse and synthesise a large amount
of data. In this way the production of annotated maps
helped us to see past histories as well as forecast possible futures for the settlements in JCM.

3.4 Limitations
Limitations occur in all field work although efforts were
made to ensure the research was conducted objectively
and efficiently. The advantage of having access to primary
data from the previous year's investigation proved invaluable for the preliminary stages of this research.
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had different things to say about land trafficking. Although
this built up a broad understanding of the process of land
trafficking, it would have been more beneficial if we had
been able to speak to one of the land traffickers directly
to gain more clarity and appreciate the topic from all actors involved.
The language barrier presented a challenge during the
secondary research, data synthesis and output creation
stages. Fortunately, the support of Spanish speaking colleagues along with translators streamlined the process
significantly although the added pressures and realities of
field work hindered complete engagement and full interpretation of conversations with stakeholders.

In relation to the discourse on land trafficking, the information acquired from interviewees was not straight-forward to interpret. The opinions on this qualitative matter were varied depending on who we spoke to and the
community members of different settlements generally

Finally, the time limitations dictated by the length of the
field trip implied that the research area had to be limited
to a defined case study site. In response to this sites were
chosen in order to complement and add-value to previous work by investigating new and distinct areas. However, this may have neglected to update information and
add continuity to work already executed.

Figure 9 - Evidence of the lomas in higher parts of Quebradas Verdes (Photos: Maria Escovar)

Figure 10 - Capturing spatial information during community mapping (Photo: Yuhang Xu)
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4.0 Findings
4.1 Stakeholder Mapping
Figure 11 illustrates the key actors involved with expansion in JCM organised into three scales - 'System' 'Containing System' and 'Wider System' - according to the
actor's level of direct involvement with the process of
expansion. This is used to highlight the multiple scales
of actors that are involved in developments within JCM.
By understanding the relationships between these actors,
discussed below, potential opportunities for collaboration
can be highlighted and developed in strategies that address expansion and risk.

4.2 The Vicious Cycle of Expansion and
Risk
The expansion of Lima, particularly in the higher parts of
JCM, occurs within a vicious cycle. Over time the mechanisms driving the growth of these settlements intensifies;
at the same time deepening environmental and social
injustices. Expansion began in the early 1990’s when
people from other cities and provinces of Peru arrived in
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search of improved employment and education opportunities. Additionally citizens arrived from other parts of
Lima - often from rented accommodation in central districts – a process that reveals the centrifugal expulsion of
the poor from Lima’s land and housing markets.
People started settling on the risky hills outside of the
habitable areas, and beyond the reach of infrastructure
such as roads or access to basic services. In the steep
and rocky quebradas they began to carve out access
routes, level plots on which they could build modest
houses and set up informal access lines to basic services (Figure 12).
Due to a lack of acknowledgement, recognition and/or
capacity by the state these invasions were tolerated and
the early settlers were allowed to stay. Owing to a lack of
external interventions to prevent the arrival of new families
this new method of urban residency continued, leading to
an expansion of settlements in the area.
The presence of the state in JCM was in many ways contradictory and duplicitous. In the same way that they had
not been recognised in other parts of the city and provided with affordable housing, the state did not recognise

Figure 11 - Key actors involved in the process of expansion in JCM
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the families living in this area, nor did they allocate any
resources - economic or human - for a better management of these invasions. This resulted in a clear distinction between the zones located on the centre of the city
and those in the periphery. On the other hand, the state
requested the settlers to organise themselves in community groups, known as Agrupaciónes Familiares (Afs), before they could apply for the provision of basic services.
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Figure 12 - Modest dwellings populate the steep hills of
JCM (Photo: Yuhang Xu)

This two-faced approach meant that families were neither
recognised formally nor condemned and evicted. Without a social housing option they continued to organise
themselves according to the prescriptions of the state
and utility providers, allowing them to gain formal access
to basic services and improve their living conditions. The
AFs employed considerable social capital to develop their
settlements and through their self-governed collectives
established estatutos or living codes (as explained in Box
3) to execute their visions of development.
After the initial wave of the first settlers newcomers arrived and invaded land in the higher parts of the quebrada, increasing the physical risk for themselves and their
neighbours located downhill; at the same time perpetuating further isolation from the city. Despite the guidelines
of admitting new members set out by the estatutos the
actual process of plot allocation has not followed a strict
criteria in assigning spaces for newcomers. As a result of
this exposure to hazards is heightened for some of the
most socially vulnerable groups who come to live in JCM.
It is not uncommon to find pregnant women, single mothers, the elderly and people with disabilities living in the

highest parts of the quebradas (Figures 14 & 15) where
poor accessibility creates risks associated with mobility,
not to mention a greater struggle in accessing basic service which have not been extended to reach these areas.
This happens despite the fact that there are unoccupied or
available plots in the lower parts of the AF. However, since
this group of people usually have less capacity to pay - i.e.
lower financial capital - they are allocated ‘cheaper’ land,
higher up regardless of their physical condition. This irregular pattern of allocations has contributed to an uneven
distribution of vulnerability and risk for people living in AFs
within the quebrada. It seems unfortunate that those who

BOX 3 Estatutos
Estatutos (statutes) are the rulebooks (Figure 13) that define the principles for cohabitation in the quebrada.
They establish the settler’s rights and duties and provide a vision for the future of the AF. These are generally
written by the AF founder, based on examples from other AFs and typically are seldom updated. The estatutos also define the number of members and responsibilities of the committee.
The estatutos lay out the requirement conditions for joining the AF. The main condition for newcomers to
acquire a plot is to have carga familiar (dependent relatives) which means that newcomers must be a family
with under-aged children or families with a high dependency ratio. Typically the AF does not admit single individuals into the settlement and as a protective measurement the AF committee asks for criminal background
reports for newcomers.
The estatutos include the rules for community participation in the Sunday faenas (community work days),
general meetings and committee assemblies. An example of one of these rules is that settlers must pay a fine
or monetary contribution when they are unable to physically participate in the faenas.
The implementation of estatutos was a common feature across all of the AFs researched. However, in the
case of U11, Elena (the community leader) informed us that the estatutos were not needed after everyone in
the settlement had acquired land titles, implying a shift in the way that settlements are governed once they
have become formalised.
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are most exposed to hazards are also those who have the
least capacity to respond to them, and so revert to coping
strategies such as navigating stair-less paths and carrying
water from down below thereby perpetuating everyday risk.
This shows that within the AF as well as a one-way dependency between old and new settlers there is an unfair
distribution of risk, particularly for those who are living at
higher elevations.
Unfair distribution within AFs is also caused by the decisions that are made regarding the spending of the AF
membership joining fees. A social dislocation is created if
the fees are spent in a way which benefits only the lower areas whilst not addressing difficulties for those in the
higher parts. This often occurs because the inhabitants of
the AF have different priorities for development depending
on the level of services they already have acquired - e.g.
water, sanitation etc. - in turn determined by their location, date of arrival and socio-economic standing. The uneven allocation of communal funds across the AF not only
perpetuates everyday risks for people living higher up, but
also increases physical risk for the people living below if the
people living in higher plots lack the capacity to build sufficient retaining walls. In this way, social tensions between
old and new settlers are further aggravated.
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without formally leaving the AF. Owing to this, they were
regarded as turistas (tourists) - people who were not living
permanently in the AF - and their houses were marked
with graffiti as Figure 16 shows.
In addition to the label of turista characterisations made
by community members (as described in Box 4) describe the type of people who arrive in the quebrada.
Labelling settlers as antiguos, turistas, corruptos, or
nuevos leads to factionism and internal and external
misrecognition thus undermining the vulnerable conditions of families arriving at the quebrada, and weakening the coping capacities of the settlement as a whole.
Additionally, this view shows how the urban expansion
in the quebradas is not driven by one monolithic motivation , but is in fact the result of multifarious internal and
external players such as This complex network of actors
comprises people in need, current settlers ensuring a
plot for their children as well as people looking for business opportunities and an extension of power as well as
speculators and land traffickers.

At the same time, for various socio-economic reasons,
some inhabitants in the lower parts vacated their plots

This continuous expansion integrated with the non-congruent approach from the state has not only caused an
unfair and an unequal distribution of vulnerability, but has
also opened a window of opportunity for land trafficking;
which is now a recognised mechanism of urbanisation in
both Lima and throughout Peru.

Figure 13 - Estatutos or rulebook from AF 12 de Octubre
(Photo: Yuhang Xu)

Figure 14 - New plots isolated in the highest parts of the
quebrada of Quebradas Verdes (Photo: Yuhang Xu)
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Figure 15 - Young children negotiating steep stairs to access their homes in U11 Ampliación (Photo: Yuhang Xu)
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Figure 16: A house is labelled with “No vive, turista” in 12
de Octubre: Nueva Generación (Photo: Yuhang Xu)

BOX 4 Characterisations of people coming to the quebrada
According to Eddi, one of the community members and former leaders of Quebradas Verdes, the people
who live in the quebradas driving the occupation of the slopes can be divided in four groups:
1. Antiguos (old-settlers) are the first families who arrived in the quebradas. They were looking for a place to
live and settled almost 20 years ago.
2. Turistas (tourists) are the people who acquire a plot, settle and then leave. They never actually live in the
plot and instead are simply waiting for the settlement to be improved before selling the plot to someone else.
As the settlement consolidates and access to services improves, the value of the plot increases allowing the
turista to make a profit on the sale.
3. Corruptos (corrupts) are those whose use power and money to define their position in the AF. For newcomers, the plot allocation was intended to be left to a raffle system. The process was done at random without assessing the socio-economic capacities of new families. However, people with higher incomes began
offering money to the AF committee to obtain a plot in the lower more serviced area of the quebrada. This
manifested in a process of corruption, whereby the community leader who would often keep the money instead of investing it for the benefit of the whole AF. In this way, those with higher financial capacity were given
preferential treatment and favoured over those from a more socio-economically vulnerable background.
4. Los Nuevos (new arrivals) are those who continue to arrive in the quebradas looking for a new place to
live, claiming that their current living conditions are poor. They are accepted into the AF and allocated a plot,
in exchange for an initial AF membership payment. However, after they have secured access to services they
do not continue to contribute their membership payments.
(Reference: Interview with Eddi, May 2014)
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4.3 Land Trafficking and Lack of Control in Figure 17: Land traffickers mark the perimeter of plots
Land Ownership
with white lines in the new settlement Monte Verde (Photo: Yuhang Xu)

The cycle of expansion and risk is exacerbated by a combination of second generation invasions and an increased
presence of land trafficking by external parties. This second generation of invasions occurs as settlers who arrived
15 years ago are now looking for additional plots either for
other family members, or as a means to make a profit.
Land traffickers take advantage of the conditions of unclear land ownership in the area (as explained in Box 5)
by selling plots on behalf of the Peasant Community of Jicamarca (CCJ), without showing any official documentation to support this representation. This has attracted the
private sector, who make use of more advanced technology to construct new roads, flatten plots with dynamite
and speed up the expansion process in the quebradas.
The lack of transparency and clarity from the state relating
to land use laws and registration systems have enabled
land trafficking to thrive in the region.
As seen in Figure 17 new plots are currently still being
defined and sold by land traffickers who, with confusing legal documentation, present themselves as the legal
owner of the land. Some cases showed that land traffickers were selling plots on land which fell within the boundary set by the AF, which leads to disputes over territory
between land traffickers and the AF. In other situations
when neither the AF or the land trafficker has the appro-

priate certified map or legal ownership documentation,
these territorial disputes are more difficult to resolve.
Whilst in the field various encounters revealed transactions involving land traffickers taking place, resulting in
new plots being defined within the boundaries of an AF
territory but without any interaction with the AF. This was
the case in areas of high elevation, close to the AF boundary within Quebradas Verdes. The community members
responded by planting trees and painting rocks during a

BOX 5 Peasant Community of Jicamarca
In Peru, peasant communities are recognised and represented by Law 24656, which was published in 1987.
This law warrants the right to collective ownership among peasant communities. It also defines peasant
communities as legally recognised interest organisations that are integrated by families who occupied a certain territory with ancestral, social, economic and cultural links. (El congreso de la republica del Peru, n.d.).
According to Carlos Meza (2004), General Secretary of COFOPRI, a vast area of Lima’s land is owned by
peasant communities like Jicamarca, Collanac, Cucuya and Chilca. The district of SJL falls geographically in
line with the territory of the Peasant Community of Jicamarca (CCJ), which encompasses more than 100,000
hectares. The CCJ has a recognised title and the land registry, SUNARP, has already delimited the area that
belongs to the CCJ. According to Meza, there are laws that allow COFOPRI to legalise informal invasions
that happen in peasant communities’ territory if the settlers arrived on or before December 31st, 2003 (see
Law 28685, 2006). The law states that territories invaded before 2004 no longer belong to the peasant community. This means that the and is now public and can be formalised by new tenants who have the ability to
obtain and titles. However, in practice the CCJ - that is fully recognised by the state - is now selling plots in
order to prevent COFOPRI from formalising the land.
These transactions were either not presented to SUNARP or the processes were not completed due to the
lack of clear maps and documents that support the transactions. Without these documents, the formalisation process of SJL and JCM becomes difficult and COFOPRI does not have the capacity to intervene in the
area. On the other hand, land traffickers rely on these unclear land market transactions to mislead the communities by selling plots posing as representatives from the CCJ, private investors or even the state.
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faena to try and emphasise their boundary as shown in
Figure 18. Negotiations about the location of settlement
boundaries were also taking place between the community members of 12 de Octubre: Nueva Generación and
the land traffickers who were instigating the creation of a
new settlement, Monte Verde. Community members also
explained that land traffickers do not only take advantage
of non-occupied land on the periphery of the AF territory,
but also within the AF boundary; typically in areas which
had been marked on maps as areas verdes (green space)
shown in Figure 19. This makes it harder for an AF to
maintain its boundary without building more houses and
so more plots are defined in high up areas generating further risk for those in the areas below.
It is clear that second generation expansion and land
trafficking are both driving the development of new plots
and that these often further confuse disputes over land
ownership where neither party has the certified documentation. Recounting the history of developments in
U11, Elena, the community leader explains (Personal Interview, 2004):
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new people were coming, we wanted the new plots to be
for our children. We were deciding what to do when Mr.
Virgilio came and said he is a member of the CCJ who
claim ownership of the land. He says that U11 and the
higher parts of the hill have different owners. Although
U11 is part of the SJL district there is currently a legal
process in court with the CCJ who claim ownership for
the upper part of the hill”
Consequently, any stratification between those benefiting
from the illegal plot selling, and those suffering from the
risk, isolation and poor living conditions in the areas is
exacerbated, increasing the vulnerability of settlers and
exposing them to higher physical, social and environmental risks.

“By 2008, 2009 people wanted to come and settle in the
new areas. So we agreed on flattening new plots, but if

Regardless of the route taken to occupy land in the quebrada, the continued situation of building plots, sharing
basic services and living in hazardous conditions, without
the appropriate support of the state has created a vicious
cycle, fed by expansion, that increases exposure to risk
and drives up the cost of living. Therefore the cost and
risk of urbanisation is internalised by the settlers themselves who take responsibility for all aspects of creating a
place to live in the city (Figure 20).

Figure 18 - Reclaiming the border in Quebradas Verdes
(Photo: Nat Mady)

Figure 19 - Community map from 12 de Octubre showing
the location of green areas

Figure 20 - Construction continues in JCM, including the construction of retaining walls with cement and concrete
foundations (Photo: Yuhang Xu)
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Instead of the responsibility being shared with the state,
it is up to the community and its external agents, such as
land traffickers, to create a safe and secure livelihood in
the settlements of these quebradas.
This vicious cycle leads to the misrecognition of substantial
social and environmental concerns and, most importantly,
confines the community to coping mechanisms - such as
the processes of land trafficking - for survival that are far from
the transformative changes that will promote a sustainable,
equal and well distributed development of JCM and Lima.

4.4 The Faces of the State in JCM
The vicious cycle that characterises JCM’s expansion process is influenced not only by its citizens and/or land traffickers, but also by the inconsistent intervention of the state.
The faces of the central government and metropolitan and
district municipalities presented through this case have produced a set of contradictions and misrecognitions of socioenvironmental matters that occur within each AF, amongst
AFs, and in interactions with the natural environment and
with the socio-political institutions in Lima and Peru.

4.4.1 Settlement formalisation and land titling
The first contradiction found is surrounding the process
of obtaining a land title and subsequently obtaining access to basic services provided by either the state or by
private enterprises. By law COFOPRI has the authority
to issue land titles to inhabitants that arrived in the community before 2004 (As explained in Box 6). This law
initially set the latest arrival date for land title obtention
at 1996. This was subsequently extended to 1999, then
to 2001, and is now 2004. All of these extensions to the
law, compounded by a society characterised as populist
and political campaigns every four years offering either
land titles or the provision of social housing, give the recent settlers of JCM hope for an amendment to the law
with a new date. Their optimism in this matter remains
despite the fact that no-one in the area who arrived after
2004 has been able to acquire a land title.
Contradictions in the predicted changes to this law can
be found at both the national and the local level as shown
in interviews held with COFOPRI´s General Secretary (at
the national level), and with SJL Municipality´s Urban Development Office Director (at the local level):

BOX 6 COFOPRI
COFOPRI is the national entity responsible for providing land titles to informal settlements. It was created in 1996
by the Decreto Legislativo DL 803, to promote access to formal property. With this new organisation, settlements
that were invaded before March 1996 could obtain a land title. This date has changed over time, moving from
December 1996 (Law 27046/1999) to 1999, to 2001 (Law 28391/2003) and then to 2004 (Law 28687/2006)
(COFOPRI, n.d.).
Currently, the conditions for obtaining a land title from COFOPRI are that the land must have been invaded
before December 31st 2004, and must be permanently occupied or lived in. In addition to this, the invasions
on state-owned public land must be carried out in a non-violent way. Therefore settlers had to maintain occupancy of the invaded land to qualify for a land title.
Communities are not able to apply directly to COFOPRI for a land title. Instead, COFOPRI will decide which
informal settlements to approach and begin the process of land title provisioning in this way. The process of
legal verification of land ownership for which COFOPRI is responsible is somewhat compromised due to a
lack of coordination with the land registry office, SUNARP.
COFOPRI’s technical staff, including a lawyer and an engineer, visit the site to verify the conditions of the area
and complete a risk assessment which states whether or not the area is suitable for housing development.
If the area is deemed risky it cannot be formalised. The Civil Defence unit of each district’s municipality must
go to the site to determine what risk mitigation measures are to be initiated. The settlers must then commit
to these mitigation works in order to qualify for land titles.
(Reference: Interview with Carlos Meza, General Secretary of COFOPRI, 2014)
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“We have presented a series of proposals to the congress
opposing the change of the due date for land formalisation; we want to keep the 2004 date”. Carlos Meza, COFOPRI (Meza, 2014)
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Figure 21 - Communal pilón provides water for residents
of 12 de Octubre: Nueva Generación

“We suppose that the law is going to change soon, because of the indiscriminate growth of the city. We now,
in the district, are proposing a vertical growth” Ruben
Loayza, SJL Municipality
This lack of communication or complicity between the
governing entities of the city has fed the inhabitants of
JCM with hope, they continue to expand relying on a
change to the law:
“The people still have hope and wait for a change in the
law” Jeremias, Community Member, 12 de Octubre: Nueva Generación

4.4.2 Access to basic services
Regardless of whether a plot holder has an official land title
or not, water and electricity service providers will continue
to service these settlements. In the case of EDELNOR
- the private electricity company - and SEDAPAL - the
public water utility- the minimum requirement for service
provision is that the plot has a Certificado de Posesión or
COP (Certificate of Possession) and the governing AF has
a Plano visado (PV) or certified map (as explained in Box
7). To obtain the COP the plot tenant has to first obtain
a Certificado de Vivencia or CV (Permanent Living Certificate), which is given by the AF’s committee confirming
that the tenant is a permanent settler in the plot and that
the plot is indeed part of the AF.
On receiving a CV from the AF the tenant can approach
the SJL Municipality and make a request for a COP.

With the COP, the PV and a minimum number of households the AF can then request service provision for the
settlement from the utility providers, who will grant them
access if the scales of economy make it financially viable.
Figure 21 shows the communal pilón in 12 de Octubre:
Nueva Generación, which was proposed by the community and approved by SEDAPAL.
However, the occupation of plots in the upper areas by
land speculators, who are not permanent residents, compromises the ability of the whole AF to achieve a critical
mass required for the utility companies as explained:
“There are neighbours who already have a house at the
lower parts of the quebrada and have come here (uphill)
to get a second plot. In their first plot they have water
and electricity; therefore, they will not move uphill to live.
We have asked them to either sell the plot or come here
to live (to get the critical mass for service provision) or

BOX 7 Certified Maps
The Ordenanza 110/2007 (modified by DA 011/2008) from the SJL district municipality defines the procedures for
obtaining a certified map for human settlements and social housing required for acquiring basic services (Municipalidad San Juan de Lurigancho, 2007). It states that the municipality can certify maps which depict defined road
sections and plot perimeters. However, those certifications do not award any ownership rights, or any recognition
nor license of urban habitation. Therefore the map certification does not give any legal authorisation to the settlement. According to the Head of the Urban Development Office of SJL, Ruben Loayza (2014), the certified maps
should only feature plots that are currently inhabited. He states that these maps should not include the projected
growth plans of the settlement. It is the responsibility of the municipality officers to confirm the existence of permanent settlers living in each plot. To be able to qualify for certified maps the community also has to ensure that the
road construction within the settlement is complete.
Due to these procedures the planning and the development of the area are led by the community and not by the
state.
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find an alternative (probably renting the area or coming
to live).” Elena, Community Member, Quebradas Verdes
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Figure 22 - SEDAPAL water storage tank (Photo: Yuhang Xu)

A land title is thus not needed to have access to basic
services and consequently, although the state does not
formally recognise the settlements (through a land title),
it does not ignore them either (through the provision of
basic services). The result is that the community continues its expansion hoping that the law will change, or by
assuming that EDELNOR and/or SEDAPAL will eventually
provide services that are necessary for creating a livelihood no matter how high up or how risky the land is.
Once an AF gets the authorisation for accessing water and
sewerage services, SEDAPAL sets up the construction of a
water storage tank in the area (shown in Figure 22) which,
as water provision above this point would be restricted by
technical capacity, also serves as a tool to establish an upper limit of the settlement. In response, an informal shared
water and sanitation service mechanism has been however developed, creating a one-sided dependency upon
the initial inhabitants (Figure 23).
Although this process of water sharing is common
practise in JCM it is somewhat limited by the way that
SEDAPAL sets its tariffs. Although the water rates are
relatively low for households who have a low usage,

as soon as a household exceeds its threshold the tariff
rises dramatically and it is difficult for the user to return
to the original low tariff. This means that there is a limit
to the extent to which services like water can be shared
between households within and between Afs. These
dynamics have resulted in an uneven consolidation process that have created conflicts among settlers leading
to their separation and to the creation of new AFs, aggravating the further expansions in JCM.

Figure 23 - Residents using hoses and pumps and carrying water containers up to higher areas in Quebradas Verdes
(Photo: Yuhang Xu)
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4.4.3 Coping mechanisms provided by the
state
State presence can also be noted through its provision
of support systems and coping mechanisms deployed in
the community. For example, the program Vaso de Leche
(Glass of Milk) and dengue health campaigns are programs
that provide support to the low-income families that live in
JCM (Figure 24). However, this type of coping mechanism
does not go deeper into addressing the structural issues
that drive health problems for vulnerable people in these
areas, particularly for pregnant women and children.
Additionally, as SJL is the biggest district in Lima - with an
estimated population of 1.5 million, according to Ruben
Loayza (2014) - the district’s municipality does not have
the financial capacity or human resources to extend the
presence of the state in the whole area. As mentioned
before there is an unclear definition of responsibilities between the local and the central government. According
to Loayza, it is up to the central government to provide
social housing for all of Lima, and so the SJL district’s
municipality does not have a say in the planning process.
Currently, neither the local or central government is addressing these problems and so continuous expansion in
JCM is allowed to prevail.
Despite the decentralisation of the Civil Defense department, which has its own division and budget within the
SJL Municipality, there is still a lack of common parameters under which risk is defined. For this reason there
are many areas in JCM which are exposed to tremendous risks but have somehow achieved approval from
the Civil Defense, and therefore hold land titles. In this
way the Civil Defense plays a key role in the way that
expansion takes place in risk areas such as the quebradas of JCM. Although currently its presence is minimal,
it could be instrumental in reducing risk in these regions
by actively preventing building in high risk zones and also
by designing and teaching mechanisms to reduce and
mitigate risks.

4.4.4 Lomas Costeras
JCM inhabitants have prioritised the obtention of a land
title whilst misrecognising other social and environmental
issues in the area. The settlers in their rush to gain power
over the land, to get land titles and to get basic services
have misrecognised, or under-recognised, the lomas
costeras as an essential seasonal ecosystem that is vital
for the water cycle in Lima.
The misrecognition of lomas is reinforced by the lack of
control of the state in the area. Despite the programmes
held by the municipalities to protect and regenerate some
of the lomas areas of the city, the settlements of JCM
are not been included in those programmes and the in-
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habitants are not trained in conservation initiatives. On a
wider scale, 90% of Limeños are not aware of the lomas
ecosystem and its relevance for Lima’s urban water cycle
(Hidalgo, 2014).
Although there is an appreciation for the lomas from
some residents who have experienced them (Figure 25),
a trade-off also exists where families in need of homes
take precedence over the environment:
“During winter the hills are all green with flowers and vegetation, but in summer the plants are dry. It is important to
conserve the lomas but there are also families who come
here, just like we did, and need a place to live”.
Flora, Community Member, 12 de Octubre: Nueva Generación
Drawing on Walker’s (2009) conception of the recognition of
places several cases of misrecognition can be identified in
the quebradas due to the variance of interests among stakeholders. Additionally, environmental injustices are aggravated by the political will and capacity of the state to intervene
in these peripheral regions. Despite the good intentions of
certain actors in these settlements to prevent expansion and
focus on consolidation, their capacity to fulfil these objectives is limited by the lack of state support. With partial recognition and inconsistent involvement by institutional actors,
the settlers are left in a struggle between formal and informal, where grounds for leverage and participation is nonexistent. Misconceptions have therefore prevented community inclusion in planning and decision-making processes at
both the AF level and at the level of the state.

Figure 24 - A poster inviting residents to take part in a
health campaign (Photos: Yuhang Xu)
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Figure 25 Photos of settlers enjoying the bloom of lomas
in winter (Photo: Yuhang Xu)

5.0 Visions For the Future
5.1 Scenario Planning
During the field trip, we developed two scenarios according to actions to be undertaken at various levels, inspired
by the outcomes of focus groups, interviews and observations.

5.1.1 Scenario 1: Status Quo
The first scenario involves maintaining the current situation, and simply continuing current coping strategies to
resist and adapt to risk at the level of the individual, or the
AF; as opposed to targeting the source by challenging
the drivers of expansion and risk through a unified drive
towards transformative change. Maintaining the status
quo reflects the current situation in JCM, which will result
in further expansion in the quebrada (Figure 26). Under
this scenario everyday risk has been normalised and settlers have learnt to live with non-existent or insufficient
access to basic services, poor mobility and increased environmental risk. Current measures include:
• At the individual level – households build pircas (retention walls) to prevent damage from rock falls
• At AF level – the estatutos regulate the AF members
by outlining their responsibility to attend weekly faenas
to perform communal work for the AF such as building
staircases, retention walls, or roads.

5.1.2. Scenario 2: Transformative Change
The second scenario is based on achieving transformative change at different levels through collaboration, commitment, sustainability and clear land ownership. The
objective is to address recognition, participation and dis-

tribution as means to achieve justice, as per Walker’s EJ
framework. The peripheral expansion areas of Lima, like
JCM, have been misrecognised by the state due to informality. Misrecognition and inaction by the state perpetuates further informality and does not create opportunities
for future transformation.
Transformative change must involve recognition by the
state of the processes driving expansion in the quebradas and the potential to form alliances with community
organisations, NGOs and other actors to achieve consolidation without expansion, and thus improve living conditions in the quebradas. To sustain transformative change
actors must endeavour to stop further expansion. This
will have the dual effect of reducing physical and social
vulnerability, and preserving the natural environment including the valuable lomas ecosystem (as detailed in Figures 27 and 28). We propose three strategies, at different
scales, with specific respective interventions which will be
illustrated in detail below.
Figure 26 - Status Quo: Predicted vision of expansion of
housing in JCM (Artwork: Yuhang Xu)
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Figure 27 - Transformative Change: A vision for the quebrada during summer when the lomas are dry (Artwork:
Yuhang Xu)

Figure 28 - Transformative Change: Vision of the quebrada during winter when the lomas are in season (Artwork:
Yuhang Xu)

6.0 Strategies

Figure 30 - Building strategies during a Focus Group
(Photo: Yuhang Xu)

Figure 29 summarises the strategies that were developed as a result of the conversations conducted with
residents, committee members, institutional representatives and other actors during focus groups and semistructured interviews in the field (Figure 30). An understanding of the drivers of expansion and risk, as well as
of the barriers to interventions form the basis of our three
proposed strategies.

Figure 29 - A summary of the strategies across different scales developed for transformative change in JCM
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6.1 Restructuring Governance: A New Associated Culture
Our first strategy (detailed in Figure 31) is to develop an
existing idea amongst some AFs of creating a federation comprising all 60 settlements located in the higher
elevations of JCM. An institutionalised federation would
give the settlers a unified group facilitating collaboration
between settlements, NGOs, the state and other actors. By encouraging participation at all levels through
the federation, stakeholders would be engaged with
decision-making through a system of representation
and direct interactions. Community assemblies and referenda accessible to all would allow a shift from current
clientelistic relationships towards a more holistic view
for development actions in JCM.

6.3 Participatory Planning
Our final strategy (detailed in Figure 34) aims to develop
an inclusive, unified and sustainable vision of development across the stakeholders by reorganising mechanisms of participation in planning, decision making and
community contribution.
The aim of the strategies is to envision a sustainable
future that prevents further expansion, and facilitates
collaboration among settlers with full inclusion of all the
stakeholders in the decision-making and land planning
processes.
Figure 33 - Using vegetation to occupy passive land
(Photo: Yuhang Xu)

6.2 Land Management: Reclaiming Control
at the Interface
Our second strategy (detailed in Figure 32) aims to prevent further expansion, ameliorate conditions that facilitate land trafficking and expansion; develop mechanisms
to allow communities to manage passive areas (Figure
33), and preserve the lomas ecosystem.

Figure 31 - Strategy Breakdown: Restructuring Governance
Strategy I: Restructuring Governance - A New Associated Culture
Scale

Action

Actors

Aims
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Figure 32 - Strategy Breakdown: Land Management
Strategy II: Land Use Management - Reclaiming Control at the Interface
Scale

Action

Actors

Aims

Actors

Aims

Figure 34 - Strategy Breakdown: Participatory Planning
Strategy III: Participatory Planning
Scale

Action
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7.0 Conclusion
Planned and unplanned invasions have created and
shaped the city of Lima. As development continues in he
ever expanding periphery, lifestyles characterised by vulnerability and risk are replicated. Our research focused on
only one of these peripheral areas but the mechanisms at
play are similarly manifesting throughout the urban realm,
providing a valuable insight into the processes that are
driving urbanisation in Lima.
Restructuring Governance: A New Associated Culture,
Land Use Management: Reclaiming Control at the Interface, and Participatory Planning are the strategies that
we propose to empower the communities to holistically
address the environmental injustices that depict life in
JCM. The strategies are intended to address environmental injustices that were uncovered during research in
the field and specifically challenge: (1) imbalances in the
distribution of risk; (2) contradictory forms of recognition
from state institutions; (3) barriers which restrict collaborative participation from all actors.
Incorporating peripheral regions like JCM within new
city-wide models of urban planning provides an entry
point to intercept the drivers and consequences of the
urbanisation processes across the city and throughout
the periphery. The PLAM represents an opportunity to
develop holistic strategies that target different areas of
the city, like Barrios Altos, where renovation processes
can provide social housing alternatives for the urban
poor and inclusive access to the city thereby limiting
growth in the periphery. The inclusion of the community
in the decision-making processes of the city’s urban development plan could also prevent unplanned displacements and evictions within the city, like in Cantagallo,
which could further aggravate expansion in peripheries
like JCM. In addition, successful projects implemented
decades ago, such as those demonstrated in Huaycán
can be updated and could open opportunities to reimagine the city.
Scaling up the proposed strategies across Lima not only
builds connections between different communities, but
also across communities, institutions and the state. This
fosters a wider systemic view of development across the
city and creates opportunities to apprehend and consolidate expansion in ways that will have positive impacts on
low income communities and reduce vulnerability to both
social and physical risk.
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Appendix A
Methodology
A1. Methodology of Research Project
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A.2 Field trip schedule with aims and objectives
A2 Field trip schedule with aims and objectives
Date

Time

27th April (Sun) All day
28th April (Mon)

1400 - 1800
1830 - 2200

29th April (Tue) All day
0830 - 1200
30th April
(Wed)

0900 - 1100
1400 - 1600

Format
Tour of city and 3 sites

Tour

Presentation to facilitators with feedback
To share our research ideas and receive feedback/make edits
Participate in weekly meeting between CENCA
and communities of JCM
To share our research ideas with community leaders and hone fieldwork plan
Went to both 'main' and 'long finger' areas of JCM for informal interviews and
Transect Walk
transect walk to get a basic overview of the areas

CENCA and community meeting
Fieldwork Day
Meeting with representative who used to work at San
Juan de Lurigancho Municipality
Meeting with Linda Zilbert, expert on risk
Meeting with Rommy Torres Molina - Ex Barrio Mio,
MML

Fieldwork Day

0745 - 1200

1400 - 1600
3rd May (Sat)

All day

4th May (Sun)

All day

AM
5th May (Mon)
1600 onwards
6th May (Tue)

0900 - 1030
1500 - 1800

7th May (Wed) 1400 - 1800
8th May (Thur)
9th May (Fri)

All day
AM

Objectives
Gain general overview of Lima and 3 of the 4 research sites inlcuding José Carlos
Mariátegui, Barrios Altos and Cantagallo

Presentation & Meeting

1st May (Thur) All day

2nd May (Fri)

Activities

Interview
Discussion on risk

Q&A with risk expert on our cases

Presentation and Q&A
Informal interviews, enumeration (plotting
people on the map and getting their general
infromation - number of people in household,
where they have come from etc)

Understand Barrio Mio projects in Jose Carlos Mariategui

Meetings with:
- Anna Zuchetti - Division del Manejo Ambiental
(Environment)
- Marco Zevallos, Gerente Ambiental MML
- Willy Zabarburu - VPR Project
Meeting with:
- Daniel Ramirez Corzo N. - IMP: Plan de Desarollo
Urbano Metropolitano. Liliana and Rossana as
discussant.

Presentation and Q&A

Fieldwork Planning

-

Hear about the municipality's Metropolitan Urban Development Plan and questions

Interview

Informal interviews and transect walk to understand the production of risk in 'long
finger'
Review the "experience posters" and ask about maps CENCA created for
Quebradas Verde

Presentation and Q&A

Social housing and the housing market

Fieldwork Day
Meeting with Alberto Amanzo from CENCA
Join Monday meeting at JCM
Meeting with Cecilia Esteves (Real estate)

Understand experiences of risk and the drivers of expansion.

Research Experience: Life histories, picturing place, future visioning

Meeting with Luiz, Carlos and Ivan (SEDAPAL)

Panel presentation and Q&A

Water and SEDAPAL

Metting with Carlos Meza (COFOPRI)

Interview

Land titling

Fieldwork Day
Meeting with Ruben Loayza - Municipalidad de SJL
Oficina de desarrollo urbano

Interview

Informal interviews about actions taken against risk
Learn about the municipality plans for JCM and SJL about land use and urban
planning.

All day

Planning for Sunday focus group

-

-

10th May (Sat) All day

Planning for Sunday focus group

-

11th May (Sun) All day

Meeting with all AFs from 'long finger'

Action Planning Day
Focus group with people from nearly all 6 settlements in the long finger - sharing our
findings and exploring the steps/action to take towards change and categorising
them according to reaction/transformation or individual/AF/across AF/Institutional
scale.

12th May (Mon) All day

Planning for final presentation and video

-

Final presentation

Presentation to guests from communities and
institutions

Presentation of our findings, analysis along with opportunities explored during final
Sunday workshop with the community. Opening up space for discussion amongst all
stakeholders present.

13th May (Tue) All day

A.3 Focus Group 1 (at monday meeting on •
5th May 2014)
•
•

Objective: To ascertain people’s experiences of expansion
and risk in the quebradas, we conducted a cross between
picturing place, life histories and future visioning exercise.
Attendees were told to bring photographs, images, maps
and any other documents along with them prior to the session. These items were used as icebreakers and starting
points to conversations in order to understand the different
processes of expansion through personal experience. All
conversations concluded with representatives from each
group summarising findings to the other groups.
Result: In-depth qualitative information. Histories of expansion. Testimonies of experiences and opinions on the
future of settlements.

A.3.1 Focus Group Schedule
8-8.30 Arrival, welcoming and registration with
maps
• Name tag with coloured sticker

Fill in register
Put sticker on the map locating plot/ house
Lead attendees to refreshments and show them
where to sit

8.40 Introduction and explanation of the focus group
• Ask for permission to use photos and filming of people in our videos
8.50 Focus group begins
• Showing each other the things they have bought
• Leading discussions with questions
• Encouraging integration of ideas and memories
9.40 Whole group recounts their discussions
• Each group summarises their main
9.55 Final comments and close
• Thank you etc.
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A.3.2 Focus Group Roles
• Registration (2X groups of 3 - welcome,stickers,
nametag)
• Maps and enumeration (3X groups of 2 - enumeration, location)
• Focus Group (3X groups of 3 - facilitator, translator,
notes/voice recording)
• General observation - Videos/Photos/Other Management: x4
A.3.3 Stages of Focus Group
First stage - “icebreaker” showing each other things:
1. Images (photos)
• Where was it taken?
• Who took it?
• When was it taken? [Add sticky note with year]
• What does it mean to you?
2. Maps
• Who made the map? Who requested the map?
• Why did they make the map?
• What does it show, what is included? (What is not
shown/included)
• When was it made?
• Where is the map kept?
• How does it relate to past, present, future?
• Has the map been changed or amended over the
year?
3. Posters
• Who made it, do you remember making these posters?
• Why was it made?
• What does it show?
• What are your opinions of these posters?
• How do they fit with the visions for the future?
4. Documentation (e.g. official documents, receipts
of bought plots, utility bills)
Second stage - leading into discussion
1. Expansion
Past:
• How was the space before you arrived?
Present:
• What are the reasons for changes in the landscape?
• How has mobility changed?
Future:
• How do you see this changing in the future?
• What do you think will happen?
2. Lomas (+ green spaces)
Past:
• Do you know what Lomas are?
• Have you seen them in Lima/ in your settlement?
• How was the space before you arrived, e.g. rocks,
green spaces, animals?
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Present:
• How do you feel about green spaces, why and how
do they use green spaces
• Who is responsible for green spaces?
• Who decide where the green areas are established?
Future:
• Do you want more green areas?
• How do you imagine new green areas?
3. Social questions
In what ways are AF’s collaborating e.g. roads, schools,
faenas etc.
• How were they started?
• Who organises them?
• How the people have changed their attitude towards
the faenas?
A3 Focus Group 1

Environmental Justice in Lima: Co-learning for Action

A4. Focus Group 2 (Sunday workshop on 11th May
2014)
Objective: Conduct action planning workshop with
members of the communities in the ‘long finger’ case
study area. Groups were split into three areas:
• Consolidation
• Protect the border
• Community-led planning
By focusing conversations on the barriers to change and
efforts to deal with the drivers of risk and expansion, we
wanted to work with the community to develop transformative interventions for the future.
Result: An array of interventions ranging from ‘coping’ to
‘transformative’, which have been integral to the refining
of the strategies and interventions proposed in this paper,
as shown in Figure A3.
A4.1 Focus Group Schedule:
9.00-9.30 Arrival
• welcoming and registration with maps
9.30 Introduction
• explanation of the focus group
• ask for permission to use photos and filming of people in our videos
9.45 Split into groups
10.45 Groups split - refreshments
• Groups place initiatives on intervention ‘reaction’ to
‘transformative’ scale for all to see
11.00 Representative from group recounts their discussions
• Each group summarises their main points
11.30 Final comments and close
• Give thanks, what to expect from us next etc.
Roles:
• Registration (1X groups of 2 - nametag and mapping)
• Focus Group (3X groups of 3 - facilitator, translator,
notes/voice recording)
• General observation/Videos/Photos/Other Management: x4
A5. Field Work Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Story of the break-up between 12 and 12/NG (story
of the gate)
How is progress with the maps, why they chose to
get them?
When did different people arrive, how they got there?
Why only 7 with COP?
Plans for expansion?
New joiners, are they family members, how do they
find out about AF?
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Governance/Estatutos
• Is there a written estatuto? - who was it written by
and when?
• How are the estatutos enforced, in particular the
ones relating to the requirement of living in the AF to
remain on the plot?
• How different AF groups enforce this?
• Have they been amended or updated as
• the settlement has developed?
• Can we see the map, who made it, what conflicts
have you had with the border, how is it policed?
• Election process of the AF, how are elections , how
often?
Services
• Are there plans to extend water services to other areas? Aguateros, how often they come, where they
get the water from Sedepal?
• How did you get the pilon?
• What tank is filling it?
• How is water being stored?
• Where are the tanks coming from?
• Who paid for them?
• Public toilets, who manages it, how much it costs,
who uses it?
• Are people still using silos?
• Health, water quality and diseases
• Other health problems, respiratory?
• Use of water, re-use of water?
• Electricity, individual and street lights, sharing?
• The road which leads into Monte Verde, what is happening with that?
• Who is using it?
Communal Areas
• Losa, when they built it, why and how and by who is
it used?
• Why are you sharing the losa?
• With who?
• Communal space, has it been finished
• Do they go to the church in 12 de Octubre?
• Where do they buy their supplies?
Risk
• Are you working with CENCA? How are they helping
you?
• Have there been any landslides, what is your experience of risk? Are earthquakes a risk?
• Where is the evacuation place (ovalo)? Is it the one in
12 octubre?
• Park and education building planned - what is the
plan for these?
• Where is the mesh on the pircas?
• What Faenas doing? (to address risk?)
• What are the emergency processes relating to exiting
the site, mobility?
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Huaycán has been subject to a number of planning interventions since its founding. Based on our analysis of
these we argue that past interventions have been unable
to ameliorate Huaycán’s peripheralised condition, on the
basis of their failure to take adequately into account considerations of environmental justice. We present a micro
case study of the development of Zone V, at once as an
example of the endless reproduction of the peripheralised
condition inherent in planning processes that do not take
into account environmental justice, and as a window of
opportunity which can illuminate the way towards ameliorating this condition.
Rather than inherently representing a space of “lack” as
an understanding of Huaycán as a peripheral settlement
implies, Huaycán as part of the peri-urban interface of
the metropolitan region of Lima presents a rich mosaic of
social and spatial opportunity. To realise this opportunity,
we suggest an incremental strategy of four components:
integrating the periphery through enhancing participatory
planning; embracing the periphery through implementing an ecological interface; de-pressurising the periphery through facilitating auto-densification; and re-framing
“periphery” through a peri-urban co-learning platform.
The strategy aims to transform the way the “periphery” is
understood and acted upon, generating a more environmentally just mode of planning through recognising the
peri-urban.

Environmental Justice in Lima: Co-learning for Action

1. Background
The urbanisation of Latin America has proceeded at a
rapid pace over the last half century and, by 2050, 90%
of the continent’s population is expected to live in urban
areas (Parangua, 2012). Peru in particular has experienced rapid urbanisation since the 1940s with Lima, the
capital city, at the centre of this growth.
However, the ubiquitous process of urbanization in Lima
has not been as homogeneous as it is frequently understood. Concomitant processes of peri-urbanisation have
as yet been under-analysed. Between January and June
2014 we have researched the relationship between water, risk and urban development in the Metropolitan Lima
area; with the aim of elucidating how environmental injustices there are produced and can be tackled. Our work
centres around a case study of these issues as they play
out in the peri-urban settlement of Huaycán, a settlement
of approximately 150,000 people located in the administrative district of Ate Vitarte, 16.5 km from the centre of
Lima (PNUD, 2005:13-15) (see Map 1).
Founded in 1984, Huaycán is a peri-urban settlement comprised largely of self-built housing. It is very much a product of its time. To meet the growing need for housing, in
1961 the Law of Marginal Settlements (Ley de Barriadas)
was passed; this law implicitly supported the auto-urbanisation process going on in places like Huaycán (Congreso
de la República, 1961). It dictated that settlements already
formed would be subject to saneamento físico-legal, or
physico-legal sanitation, rather than being eradicated as
long as they were on areas that were not unsuitable for
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housing (Castro and Riofrio, 1997). However, with a changing global and national political economy, state support for
self-provision of housing was gradually eroded. Influenced
by the ideas of Fernando de Soto, the Fujimori government
established the Organisation for the Formalisation of Informal Property (COFOPRI) in 1996. COFOPRI is responsible
for land tenure formalisation and was created to distribute
land titles to informal settlements (Fernández- Maldonado
and Bredenoord, 2010). However, in an effort to curb periurban expansion, the Law of Development and Complementary Formalization of the Informal Property, Access to
Land and Basic Service Provision was passed in 2006. This
law dictates that residents who built their own houses on
'vacant land' after 31 December 2004 would no longer be
eligible to receive formal land titles from COFOPRI (Congreso de la República, 2006). Yet, in reality, peri-urban expansion has continued past this arbitrary cut off date.
With land tenure an institutional pre-condition for receiving
access to the formal water and sanitation service provision
network of SEDAPAL, the non-provision of services acts
as another means to coercively limit peri-urban expansion.
Thus, there is a clear connection between water, risk and urban development in Lima, particularly in its peri-urban areas.
Our research aims to explicate this relationship as it plays
out in Huaycán. We explore Huaycán as a case study of
the production of environmental injustices inherent planning processes that do not recognize the peri-urban, but
rather approach it as something peripheral to a core. We
aim to uncover the root causes of the injustices identified
in Huaycán in order to strategise transformative change
that can provide for environmental justice.

Map 1: Huaycán in relation to Metropolitan Lima. Source: Created by Martina Heuser.
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2. Conceptual framework
Environmental justice exists not only in outcomes but also
in the processes by which these outcomes are arrived at. It
is concerned not only with the distribution of environmental
goods, benefits and burdens, but the means by which this
distribution is achieved. We understand environmental justice after Schlosberg, as a tripartite model requiring:
“... equity in the distribution of environmental risk,
recognition of the diversity of the participants and
experiences in affected communities, and participation in the political processes which create and
manage environmental policy,”
(Schlosberg, 2004: 517).
In Huaycán an inequitable distribution of every-day environmental risk is evident. Residents of unformalised areas are exposed to much higher levels of risk manifested
not only through exposure to hazards - such as huaycos
(mudslides) and rockslides – but also to more quotidian
risks such as lack of water and sanitation services. These
residents of Huaycán's geographical periphery are misrecognised by formal planning processes as 'invaders'
and their rights to participate in decision-making are institutionally denied on the basis of an arbitrary cut-off date
to obtain land tenure.
Periphery, however, is not just geographical. Multiple
scales of periphery also exist within and outside Huaycán.
We understand the peripheral spaces as spaces characterised by their contingent relationship to a core; they are
characterised at once by social, economic, environmental, political dependency (on the core) and disconnection
(to that core) (Bernt and Colini, 2013).
In contrast, peri-urban areas can be conceived as
spaces where rural and urban features co-exist (Allen,

2003: 135). Peri-urban areas require their own planning
mechanisms, which recognise their unique features
and facilitate the participation of their characteristically
multiplicitous co-existing actors in their planning and
management. Instead of extrapolating from traditional
top-down planning mechanisms, which rule from a core
to a periphery, planning for environmentally just periurban areas “needs to be based on the construction of
an approach that responds to the specific environment,
social, economic and institutional aspects of the periurban interface,” (Allen, 2003: 135).
“…environmental planning and management of
the peri-urban interface cannot simply be based
on the extrapolation of planning approaches and
tools applied in rural and urban areas. Instead, it
needs to be based on the construction of an approach that responds to the specific environment,
social, economic and institutional aspects of the
peri-urban interface,” (Allen, 2003: 135).
Conditions of peripherality and peri-urbanality can exist
in the same space. A space is constructed as peripheral as much as it is empirically peripheral to a core.
Because peripheralised planning exacerbates empirical
conditions of peripherality, re-framing such spaces as
peri-urban in planning processes can illuminate the way
to realising the rich mosaic of social and spatial opportunity they present. By not imagining geographical peripheries as spaces to be incorporated into a core, or as
'the city-to-be', we can begin to plan for environmental
justice in these spaces.
Recognising the diversity of experiences in the peri-urban
and facilitating the participation of this diversity in environmental and planning and management can begin to ameliorate peripheral conditions. In other words, re-framing
the 'periphery' with environmental justice.
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3. Research framework
Hypothesis
In Huaycán, different interventions to address
the distributional aspect of environmental justice
have not fully met the procedural conditions
of environmental justice. The understanding
of Huaycán as a peripheral space of “lack”
has reinforced the logic of focusing only on
the distributional dimension of environmental
justice. This conception of a space of “lack”
applies not only to residents but also to the
ecosystem itself frequently labelled as “eriazo”.
This conception has been predominant in
the different planning approaches tried out in
Huaycán that, by disregarding the other aspects
of environmental justice, have contributed to the
endless reproduction of peripheral conditions.
Recognising the rights of all relevant actors
(including nature) to participate in decisionmaking under conditions of parity will contribute
to a more environmentally just mode of planning
for the peri-urban.

Research Questions
1. How has Huaycán been imagined by previous and current planning interventions (e.g. as
peripheral, as peri-urban)?
2. Who has been recognised as having a right
to participate in decision-making in previous and
current planning interventions in Huaycán?
3. Who has participated in decision-making in
previous and current planning interventions in
Huaycán?
4. How are environmental benefits and burdens
distributed in Huaycán?
5. How do people's every-day practices plan
Huaycán and how do these connect to
the formal planning processes and practices?
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4. Methodology and Limitations
As outlined in Table 1 below, we used a variety of methods over the three phases of our research on Huaycán
and Lima. We encountered, however, a number of limitations, most significant of which included:
Sample size: Huaycán is a settlement of approximately
150,000 people spread over a land area of approximately 577,000 hectares (PNUD, 2005: 14). We were
unable to work in all areas of the settlement, and unable
to achieve the same level of depth in methods across all
the areas of the settlement where we did research. We
chose instead to spend the bulk of our time in Zone V,
to investigate that area as a case study of one process
of urban development in Huaycán. As such we cannot
extrapolate from that case to make general statements
about Huaycán. This tension is characteristic to the
case study method.
Sampling methods: we identified participants in our research, including local residents as well as institutional
stakeholders, through our local contacts in Huaycán.
These local contacts were largely people in leadership
positions in Huaycán. This method of sampling may
have lead to a perception bias among our participants.
We as researchers aimed to remain neutral in order to
analyse these perceptions but must acknowledge that,
particularly as much of our data is qualitative, we too
are inherently influenced by our perceptions and relationships.
Time constraints: given we had only five days to spend
in Huaycán, it was not possible to use ethnographic
methods in order to understand the phenomena experienced on an everyday basis by Huaycán residents.
Without immersion, we rely on (a critical analysis of)
self-reporting by residents. Even if it is possible to read
these with neutrality, there is a likelihood that we remain
blind to phenomena that go unnoticed by our participants.
Lack of secondary research: there is a dearth of secondary research about Huaycán from academic sources. Many of the statistics about the settlement are contested. We have endeavoured to make this clear where
relevant. However, the lack of reliable secondary data
has constrained the amount of triangulation possible.
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Table 1: Methods
Stage

Activities

Aim and Content

Stage 1:
Pre-field
research
(17
January to
25 April, in
London)

•

Comprehensive
secondary
desk research in London to
identify and contextualize background information about Lima
and Huaycán
Skype interview with research
partner, Andrés Alencastre

•

Stage 2:
In-field
research
(26 April
to 14 May,
in Lima)

•

Lima city tour; Huaycán overview tour
Transect walks
Semi-structured interviews with
Huaycán community leaders
and residents, governmental
officials, technicians and research partners
Participatory mapping exercises with community leaders and
residents
Focus groups
-Environmental problem diagnosis focus group
-Strategy
planning
focus
group

Lima city tour
• To understand the wider context of Lima and the relations
between city, district and community scales
Huaycán overview tour
• To understand the context of greater Huaycán
• To select zones for in-depth study
Transect walks
• To gather data on key variables at the zonal scale
Interviews			
• To triangulate the information we gathered from secondary sources
• To understand perceptions of different stakeholders about
the problems, causes of problems, coping actions and
possible strategies
Participatory mapping
• To map the spatial knowledge of our participants in relation to Huaycán’s environmental problems and opportunities
• To identify commonalities and contrasting views in the
way individuals and organisations understand Huaycán

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

To build an understanding of the secondary literature on
Huaycán
To build a conceptual framework to direct our fieldwork
To develop a fieldwork plan for Lima

Focus groups
•
To assess problems, causes of problems and coping actions
in a participatory manner, in order to co-produce strategies for
tackling them

Stage 3:
Post-field
research
(15 May to
9 June, in
London)

•
•

Consolidating, documenting,
analyzing our research findings
during fieldwork
Refining our conceptual framework and further developing
our strategies

To continue with our analysis on research findings for the following outputs:		
• Final presentation
• Final video
•

Final report
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5. Key findings
5.1 Environmental (in)justice in previous
planning interventions
We have analysed the extent to which three major planning interventions in Huaycán have satisfied the procedural
and distributive conditions of environmental justice. By
analysing what has already been imagined and achieved in
Huaycán we build the basis for strategising viable ways to
transform it into a more environmentally just space.
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housing units, or UCVs (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). The
plan allowed for people to build their own houses individually while following a communal plan elaborated by
the technical team.
The design considered the importance of collective spaces such as community centres and parks. It also considered the topography of the area not only for reducing risks related to huaycos and seismicity, but also to
facilitate access to services such as water and electricity.
24,000 plots were to be allocated for 120,000 inhabitants
in zones labelled A to G (Ricou, 1988).

5.1.1 A self-managed community: Comunidad This collective dimension would be complemented by selfUrbana Autogestionaria Huaycán (CUAH)
governance structures designed to facilitate the participaHuaycán was envisioned as an innovative urban planning
model to respond to the growing demand of low-income
groups in need of housing based on the principles of
participative design and the progressive development of
services (Municipalidad de Lima Metropolitana, 1985; Figari Gold, 1985) (see Appendix A for more details of the
original plans of Huaycán).

tion of residents in Huaycán’s management. The principles
for the governance of the organization were set out in the
Statutes of Huaycán in 1985. The organisational structure
was to be pyramidal, with elected representatives at the
UCV and Zone level, and a Central Executive Council at the
head (Domínguez Lastra, 2009) (see Figure 3).
Figure 1: Urban design of the UCVs. Source: Ricou (1988)

The settlement was founded in 1984 through a process of
organised 'invasion' with the support of the Municipality of
Metropolitan Lima, a technical team of architects and the settlers themselves. Huaycán was imagined as a self-sustaining
system with land zones to provide for the range of social,
economic, and environmental urban needs. Under this vision the periphery was conceived as terreno eriazo (vacant/
unproductive land), which offered the opportunity to build a
sustainable way of life for those most in need of housing.
Huaycán was intended to develop spatially according to
an integrative urban plan modelled around communal
Figure 2: Urban design of the UCVs. Source: Figari Gold (1985).
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Planning between residents, the Municipality of Lima
and the Technical team had been collaborative until,
beginning with a change in Lima’s government in 1986,
the political context started to change. Huaycán was
imagined in and initiated in the final years of the 'Golden
Age of the Peruvian Left'; but the advent of Fujimorism
in the 1990s wrought drastic changes in the political
economy shaping the whole country’s development,
and in turn shaping the project. Political violence between the State and the extreme left-wing armed group
Shining Path generated a climate of fear affecting the
participatory process. The restructuring of the state
according to neo-liberal principles, on the one hand,
and the stigmatization of Huaycán as a red zone, on
the other, resulted in decreasing financial and technical
support from the state; limiting the implementation of
the envisioned model (Arévalo, 1997).
During this background of decreasing political participation in Huaycán, residential areas expanded in an unplanned manner, without consideration of topography
or land use zoning. More and more plots were allocated

Photos: Katherine Ma.
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Figure 3: The Pyramidal governance structure of Huaycán. Source: Anim et al. (2013).
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in disregard of formal procedures and land originally
zoned for green spaces, schools and economic activities was increasingly occupied by housing. (See section
5.2 for an analysis of this process of expansion as it has
played out in Zone V).
Huaycán’s planning governance showed its limitations during this period; it relied on a favourable political moment in
order to ensure the resources and technical support necessary to implement plans. It was dependent upon the participation of the people to control the growth and development
of the urban form in a sustainable way, and yet structures
to ensure participation were not resilient enough to ensure it
would continue in unfavourable political moments.
The model was also limited by its failure to conceive of
all relevant elements of urban life. Although it was discursively presented as a holistic and integrative planning
approach, it centred around meeting housing needs. Nature was considered only in terms of the natural risks that
could affect people and their assets. The limitations of the
model in terms of the misrecognition of nature translated
into the implementation phase.
Photos: Katherine Ma.
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Huaycán was planned to be self-sustaining, but to what
extent was this possible whilst ensuring the recognition
and participation of all relevant actors and forces?

5.1.2 A community in equilibrium with nature:
Huaycán Verde
The Huaycán Verde project, formulated in the 1990s, tried
to bring nature into the self-managing community (see
Appendix B for details of the original plans). The project
envisioned a greener Huaycán both within and outside
its frontiers. It conceived Huaycán’s periphery as a space
to be limited but one that could be done so productively,
opening up new ecological opportunities at the same time.
The main aim was to improve the quality of life for the
people of Huaycán by incorporating ecosystem functions
into the urban system. One aspect of the project was to
create a green belt to prevent further expansion and to
reduce exposure to risk by acting as a buffer zone.
The project was spearheaded by local NGOs, including
Instituto de Desarrollo Urbano CIUDAD. An environmental
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committee, consisting of the NGOs and Huaycán leaders
was formed to implement it, and the bulk of the financing
was provided by the Dutch and French governments. The
project proposed to put sustainability in the foreground of
planning in Huaycán, transcending the logic of perpetual
coping with immediate housing needs (Alencastre, 2014).
While the first stage of the irrigation system was implemented the rest of the project was never finished. The
dominant explanation for the project's failure is that some
local leaders acted inappropriately, and money destined
for the project was diverted to other purposes.
“The [environmental] committee had around eleven
leaders and we were the technical team supporting them[...] The committee was weakened. The
responsible was a former founder leader, he did
everything individually and thus the committee as
an institution couldn't consolidate.”
Andrés Alencastre, Former member of Instituto de
Desarrollo Urbano CIUDAD, Huaycán Verde technical team
It remains that the project was dependent on fragile institutional structures, with leaders and external organisations the locus of decision-making rather than the
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affected residents themselves. Even though the project
intended to create a more functional Huaycán system by
incorporating nature, it did not adequately conceive of the
political structures necessary to viably incorporate people
into the management of that system. Furthermore, nature was not understood according to the local ecological
features but idealistically, with a vision of a “green utopia”
in the middle of a desert (see section 6.2). For example,
planned irrigation methods were potentially costly and invasive (see Figure 4).
Today, 19 years after the original project, another vision
of the Huaycán Verde project is being implemented. The
dream of an ecological interface for Huaycán to halt the
accumulation of risk and further spatial expansion still remains - but how to create one that both works with the
people and that speaks to the existing landscape?

5.1.3 A decentralised, well-connected and derisked community: BarrioMio-PUI
With no limits in place beyond the topography of the area,
attention has turned to how to upgrade the existing settlement so that it can accommodate population growth
while improving quality of life. BarrioMio has strategised
this through the Integral Urban Project, or PUI (Proyecto
Integral Urbano) (see Appendix C for more information on
the project’s plans).

Figure 4: Water source options in original Huaycán Verde plans. Source: Instituto de Desarrollo Urbano CIUDAD (1991).
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“They [the residents of Huycán] do not deserve
less than this [PUI process]. Not just a hand-made
map... You deserve a participatory process with
urban rights as any other neighbourhood with the
best incomes and resources could have. This was
meant to say that they have access not only to
the physical city but also to the right to plan their
neighbourhood in a coherent and technical manner according to what they want."
Mag. Arq. Rommy K. Torres Molina, Former PUI
Coordinator
The BarrioMio programme is run by the Municipality of
Metropolitan Lima. Its two main objectives are: to mitigate risk in the upper slopes through the construction of
retaining walls and stairs; and to plan infrastructural projects together with the communities themselves, through
the PUI (Municipalidad Metropolitana de Lima, 2014).
Although discursively presented as an integral project –
where social, economic, and environmental dimensions
are considered in tandem – the focus of the PUI has been
mostly on the ‘brown’ agenda. Particular attention has
been given to the creation and maximisation of centralities and mobility.
The BarrioMio programme was originally conceived as an
emergency programme for those marginal low-income
Photos: Katherine Ma.
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settlements on Lima’s geographical periphery, especially
those located in high-risk areas (for example, steep
slopes). Hence, the periphery is understood as a space
of “lack”, of “need”, and a space which is highly exposed
to risk. The participatory process of the PUI in Huaycán
recently concluded. Proposal have been approved and
projects prioritized. Although it is premature to evaluate
the impact of the project, some limitations are already visible. During the diagnostic stages of the PUI a multidimensional conception of space was advanced. However,
when it came to prioritising projects, the recognition of
the importance of nature was lost. The process illustrated
the common tendency in participatory planning processes to prioritise the brown over the green agenda (Torres
and Casiano, 2014).
Without educating people on the importance of environmental functions, there is a tendency to prioritise grey infrastructure, which is seen as crucial to meeting immediate needs. Meanwhile, the risks inherent in extending grey
infrastructure are often ignored, for example; encouraging
further expansion by opening new routes of access, and
reducing the perception of risk without tackling its underlying drivers by building of
retaining walls and stairs.
An additional issue of the PUI is the lack of complete
recognition of those residents living in the upper slopes
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without land titles, and excluded from formal planning
governance structures. These residents participated in
the discussions and workshops of the project but are ignored in the resulting maps (see Map 2 as an illustration
of the visual denial of residents living in the upper slopes,
depicted as white spaces). Areas where residents have
“The division by blocks has been done [in the
maps] and there are blank areas; these are the
informal areas or areas that have not been analysed... Those areas that are not coloured, for example [UCV] 238, UCV 250 C..They are new, they
are recent. They are part of the diagnostic stage
but are not proposed for the investments since
they are not analysed. However, they [residents living in unformalized areas] have been included in
the participatory process.”
Mag. Arq. Rommy K. Torres Molina, Former PUI
Coordinator
Map 2: PUI visions of slopes of Huaycán. Source: Torres
(2014).
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no land titles are also excluded from receiving projects
under the PUI.
While the PUI attempts to put people back into the planning process, there are still levels of misrecognition of both
people and nature, with the result that participation is still
not fully inclusive.
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5.2 The case of Zone V: from periphery to
peri-urban

with housing increasingly occupying areas designated for
other uses, including green areas (see Map 3).

Each of the foregoing scenarios advanced a vision of Huaycán particular to its context. Each vision also contained its
own conception of the periphery. So, how do these visions
relate to what exists on the ground? Zone V illustrates the
creation of “differential sustainability” generated where
there is disjuncture between how spaces are imagined
by planning institutions and how they exist and are lived.
These institutional-empirical landscapes of contradictions
inherent to planning processes that do not recognise the
peri-urban as such, but rather as a periphery to be limited,
or a “city-to-be” (Allen, 2014:528). A combination of participatory mapping and semi-structured interviews in Zone
V has helped us to understand this endless production of
the peripheral condition, and allows us to see how people
cope and strategize within it.

There is no one monolithic force driving the expansion of
Zone V. Instead, a variety of agents with differing motivations
create the phenomenon. We encountered residents who
had come from central Lima in search of a space where
they could finally build and own their own houses as well as
residents coming from rural areas in search of a home more
proximate to the centre of Lima in order to access livelihood
opportunities. Also noticeable were the absent residents we
did not meet: those who have built houses in Zone V but do
not occupy them. Their motivations too are diverse; some
are staking out land for future occupation by family members, some are seeking to realise a small capital accumulation, hoping that one day they will be able to sell these houses. Routes of access to new plots are also varied; traditional
‘invasions’ appear less frequent as communities develop
methods to keep out new residents, for example fiscales
who monitor the occupancy of newly built houses. Instead,
it appears more frequent that new plots are bought, as they
require the consent of the existing community.

Zone V was established in 1994 through a process of collective settlement involving 63 families. However, it was
a very different type of collective invasion to the one that
founded Huaycán. UCVs 224 and 225 were the first to
be established (see Map 5). Apart from their governance
structure, there is little that sets these housing agglomerations apart from expansions in other areas of Lima.
Unlike the UCVs of the original Huaycán model, these
UCVs are not organised around public space and there
was no original plan for providing them with services. Instead, they developed according to the logic of coping,

The lived conditions and experiences of the expanding
settlement are equally diverse. Before 2003 the houses
of UCVs 224 and 225 accessed water through trucks;
they were connected to the SEDAPAL network in 2008
(see Map 4). The cost of installing this infrastructure is
absorbed by the households, who pay approximately ten
soles extra per month until it is paid off.

Map 3: Existing housing and zoned green areas in Zone V. Source: Created by Martina Heuser.
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Map 4: Connection to SEDAPAL network in Zone V. Source: Created by Martina Heuser.

Map 5: Creation of residential areas comprising Zone V by year. Source: Created by Martina Heuser
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While this process of formalisation was going on, elsewhere in the zone new expansions were taking place
under different conditions (see Map 5). Extensions have
continued to multiply since the Law of Formalization of
the Informal Property, Access to Land and Basic Service Provision proclaimed those who arrived after 2004
would not receive formal tenure. People still continue
to internalise the costs of producing the city, expecting
that, like their neighbours, one day their investments will
be capitalised.
In the Las Orquideas extension, for example, the invasion was organised in 2011, in cooperation with the
houses below of UCV 225. Without formal land titles,
residents of this extension access water through a
variety of means of varying degrees of precarity, all at
higher unit costs than their neighbours with direct connections. Is what we are seeing an earlier version of
UCVs 224 and 225, or is it a more permanent state of
precariousness?
Elsewhere in the Zone, the logic of peripheralisation is manifested differently. An Animal Husbandry Association operates as a de facto constraint on residential expansion (see
Map 6). The Association organises collectively to access
water, and other services and works, such as building a
road. Continuous and active participation in the Association is a precondition of retaining membership. In a unique
manifestation of the peri-urban condition, the Association
illustrates not only a method of coping with expansion, but
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allows a glimpse of the unique possibilities that the periurban interface allows.
Similarly, in this space at the confluence of rural and urban, a small-scale agricultural project supported by the
charity Caritas also preserves land for productive use.
This initiative is also managed collectively but members
currently fear for its future, expecting for it too to soon
be taken over by the logic of housing expansion.
Zone V can be read as an example of the continuous creation of multiple scales of periphery inherent in disjointed institutional-empirical landscapes which do not recognise the
peri-urban. In order to move beyond stigmatising the periphery as a place characterised by “lack” we have to understand
the forces that drive peripheralisation through understanding
how people seek predictability in a context of change. The
context of the original planned invasion in 1984 was different to the context of the formation of Zone V which, in turn,
is different to today's context in which logics of coping and
strategy are articulated in different ways in the same space.
Re-framing the way areas such as Zone V are thought
about, planned and acted upon both at the institutional
level and the level of every-day practices can support the
realisation of the rich mosaic of social and spatial opportunity presented by the periurban interface. In the following section we present strategies which consider explicitly environmental justice and the specific character of the
peri-urban in order to achieve this.

Map 6: Animal Husbandry Association in Zone V. Source: Created by Martina Heuser.
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6. Strategies
The strategies that follow build upon the positive features
and environmental justice limitations identified in previous planning interventions experimented with in Huaycán. These strategies have been developed together
with local residents and leaders of Huaycán during our
interviews and focus groups. They should not be seen as
discrete solutions, but as complementary and incremental elements of an overarching strategy aimed at creating
more just planning and practice for peri-urban Huaycán.

6.1 Enhancing participatory planning: integrating the periphery
Huaycán remains a touchstone experience of participatory urban development in Peru. The decentralized governance architecture of Huaycán was elaborated in para
lel with an urban design based on communal housing
units (UCVs). However, this architecture has not responded to changes in the political economy and every-day
practices shaping Huaycán. A gap has arisen between its

planned functionality (to facilitate the participation of the
residents in their governance structures) and its outcome.
A strategy for re-implementing a participatory planning process requires rethinking Huaycán from an institutional perspective. In Huaycán, the governance structure (through
which residents indirectly participate in decision-making)
is pyramidal. This pyramidal structure worked well in the
context in which it was created, but contains a degree of rigidity and path -dependency in the contemporary context.
Perversely, it has come to limit the degree to which ordinary
residents can participate in their governing structures, by
demarcating one rigid route of access to decision-making
processes: through elected leaders.
While to varying degrees this is an issue in any system
of representative government, the limitations in Huaycán
are particularly relevant as the settlement exemplifies the
heterogeneous social composition of the peri-urban, and
the multiple competing interests it contains (Allen, 2003).
Similarly, organising representation around the spatial unit
of the UCVs has also limited in space the demarcation
between those who are recognised as having the legitimacy to participate and those who are not.

Activities
• A starting point for re-building participatory planning would be to readjust the
Statutes of Huaycán. These Statutes have been subject to several minor changes
since they were set in 1985. However, they are more representative of the Huaycán of the 1980s, envisioning a process of collaborative planning between the
Municipality, the Technical Team and the settlers rather than the current context of
a Huaycán where it is peripheralised residents who need to be incorporated into
the governance system.
• As a process, adjusting the Statutes would create an opportunity for the people
of Huaycán to deliberate and collectively develop a new social contract. Integrating the peripheralised residents (e.g. residents of the informal areas of the upper
slopes) into this new participatory process through these deliberations is crucial
for realising a fair distribution of environmental benefits and burdens.
• One relevant adjustment that could be made would be to recognize explicitly the
importance of ecological functions in the planning process and the responsibility
to preserve them for future generations. Peri-urbanisation is often accompanied
by substantial pressures on ecosystems and natural resources (Allen, 2014). Putting sustainability in the forefront as part of the new social contract could help not
only to plan Huaycán spatially for the longer term but also generate stronger social
cohesion and solidarity with future generations.
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6.2 Ecological interface: embracing the periphery
Urban sprawl can impair valuable ecosystem functions
(Huang et al, 2009). Implementing an ecological interface
is a viable way to physically and normatively manage further urban spatial expansion in a non-coercive manner,
as long as it is done in according to the principles of environmental justice. The experience of Huaycán Verde and
the urban proposal of the PUI can be built upon to inform
such an approach.
While the Huaycán Verde project was envisioned as a
green belt complemented by innovative but imported
economic initiatives (e.g. caterpillar silk production, industrial forestation, among others) (Alencastre, 2014), the
interface we propose here would speak to the environmental and social characteristics of the area. Huaycán
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is located in a desert, so an ecological interface will not
necessarily be a green one since water resources are
limited and potentially costly. As an alternative, not only
indigenous flora but also non-organic ways of delimiting
space from expansion should be considered. Huaycán
de Pariachi archaeological site illustrates well the latter.
The urban proposal of the PUI already incorporates the
idea of a multi-functional border (see Map 2). However, we
are suggesting an “interface” rather than a “belt” or “border” since the dynamic frontiers of peri-urban areas do not
necessarily accommodate well to the logic of rigid boundaries. There are already existing initiatives in the upper parts
of Huaycán that indirectly manage urban expansion. Urban
agriculture and animal husbandry were some of the activities previously introduced in the Zone V case study. These
activities have considerable economic, social and environmental value, which should be understood.

Activities
• To create public awareness of the importance and value of ecological functions,
beyond just limiting invasions. For instance, the importance of an ecological interface as a buffer zone to protect residents from environmental hazards. The dissemination (e.g. in schools, community centres, etc.) of the risk map of Huaycán
designed during the PUI could be a good material to raise awareness in a simple
visual manner (see Appendix D).
• To use participatory mapping to map urban land use changes. Since many of
the areas designated for non-residential use have been de facto occupied by
housing, it would be useful to track those changes in a participatory manner. By
involving the community in mapping these changes, residents can gain awareness
of the impacts of ongoing expansion that have a direct impact on their quality of
life (e.g. fewer ‘green’ areas, fewer recreational areas, less space for schools,
more exposure to disaster risk).
• To scale up urban agriculture in the upper slopes. This would contribute to forming a patchwork system of ecological delimitation. People already living in these
areas should be included and trained in the necessary skills. For example, in Zone
V the charity Caritas has trained local people in the use of greywater. Partnerships
such as these can be extended. The existence of residents with
these skills presents an opportunity for up-scaling. Extending partnerships further, local higher education institutes (e.g. Instituto Superior Tecnológico Público
de Huaycán) could provide assistance to develop the most appropriate irrigation
technologies.
• To map land use beyond residential areas. Currently ecological-economic land
use zoning is done at the regional level. Downscaling this function in itself would
be an important step to a more grounded mode of planning. It would also support defining land use beyond the frontiers of the current residential areas. Moving
away from imagining an impermeable border which contains and isolates an area
without understanding what it exists beyond it; gaining a spatial understanding of
what exists beyond current urban would facilitate the preservation of ecological
functions in those spaces.
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6.3 Densification: de-pressurising the periphery
While the process of creating an ecological interface might
help to manage further residential expansion, the issue of
how to accommodate more people within a limited space
is still not resolved. In the same way that the planning
governance and ecological interface should respond to
the unique nature of a peri-urban area, the densification
processes proposed for Huaycán should also follow the
same logic. Instead of replicating top-down densification
approaches tried out in formal urban spaces where construction is strictly regulated, peri-urban areas deserve a
distinctive strategy for densifying in a space where the formal and the informal, the rural and the urban coexist and
where self-construction is the norm. Auto-densification
already takes place in the lower zones of Huaycán where
residents generally have security of land tenure; when
residents have enough savings they build second floors
onto their houses (Zavala, 2014). We suggest measures
to facilitate this evolution of the urban form.

The PUI has been a good first step to strategising the redistribution of space in Huaycán in a participatory manner, mainstreaming the idea of reinforcing centralities in
order to improve accessibility to services and connectivity
in a sustainable manner. As a complementary strategy,
we suggest measures to encourage auto-densification in
the lower zones as a strategy to ease the pressure for
expansion in the upper parts. Increasing habitable space
in areas, which already have land tenure, can reduce the
pressure for expansion into areas where the acquisition
of tenure is precarious and linked with a mode of capital
accumulation, which undermines an environmentally just
evolution of the urban form.
The densification pilot project led by the NGO Centro de
Estudios y Promoción del Desarrollo (DESCO) in Villa El
Salvador - a district also in the outskirts of Lima - sets a
precedent of how to implement vertical densification in
a participatory manner in low income settlements where
most houses are self-built (DESCO, n.d.).

Activities
• Awareness raising activities (e.g. workshops) on the benefits of vertical densification. At this first stage, the support of technical experts (e.g. from universities or
professional associations) would be important.
• Areas suitable for vertical densification would first be identified jointly by the
technical team and residents; the former assessing the technical aspects (e.g.
risk level, topography, basic service capacity, etc.) and the latter identifying which
households would be willing to test the model.
• A densified two or three-story housing model should be tested among a limited
number of households. The design should be done together with the residents,
specifically for each house and according to each household’s preferences and
priorities. The process of housing conversion, although frequently implemented by
residents themselves, should be guided by experts to improve safety.
• In the medium-term, the densified housing model could be scaled up, for example with a ‘train-the-trainers’ scheme where those who learnt first transfer their
skills to other residents.
• In the long term, the whole project could be scaled up in public policy in concert
with the Municipality of Metropolitan Lima to be replicated in other settlements
that also form part of the peri-urban interface. This could contribute to reducing
expansion pressures in other areas of Metropolitan Lima.
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6.4 Peri-urban co-learning platform: re- cation when promoting a similar agenda to higher levels
framing “periphery”
of government.
The creation of an inclusive platform for sharing experiences and practices of urban development between different settlements of peri-urban Metropolitan Lima (such
as José Carlos Mariategui, Villa El Salvador, and Huaycán)
could build the conditions to support more appropriate
planning. The process of co-learning between communities is a step towards re-framing the periphery in planning practice, helping to create knowledge about suitable
ways to plan for the peri-urban that can be shared and
up-scaled. It would also create spaces of cooperation between communities which would support collective advo-

Transcending the logic of politico administrative division by
settlements and districts towards an understanding of a
less compartmentalised space to be planned and managed
would be enhanced by a co learning platform that brings
together the actors who influence it. The platform could also
be scaled up in concert with the Municipality of Metropolitan Lima in order to share information for public policies and
elaborate plans that better integrate all the settlements of the
region with their surroundings. This could help the Municipality to develop new planning processes which better take
into account the peri-urban context of these settlements.

Activities
• Creating an inclusive platform where residents and other relevant actors from
periurban Metropolitan Lima can share and learn from other experiences of periurban development could support more viable strategising of how to manage
common problems.
• The platform would act also as a means to up-scale participatory planning in
Huaycán; it could form part of the new strategy for re-implementing participatory
planning, providing a space for residents to advocate directly to higher levels of
government without being confined to hierarchical structures of representation.
• Working in partnership with other advocacy forums with a similar agendas such
as CIAUR (Colectivo de Incidencia y Acción Urbana / Collective for Urban Advocacy and Action) could increase the platform’s impact on policy.
• Participatory mapping of environmental issues shared by neighbouring periurban communities could support bringing the environment into the process of
planning the peri-urban interface. This could promote environmental awareness
among the communities but also provide information to the Municipality of Metropolitan Lima for future policies.
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7.Conclusion
Environmental justice in Huaycán is inexorably linked with
the way the settlement is imagined, planned and acted
upon. Conceived as a periphery by various planning visions which attempted at once to ameliorate this peripheralised condition, without bringing environmental justice
considerations to the fore, the self-sustaining system imagined for Huaycán has yet to be realised. Our analysis
of three major planning visions for Huaycán, combined
with an in-depth case study of the peripheralised development of Zone V, has at once illustrated the importance
of planning explicitly for the peri-urban, and illuminated
the way towards doing so.
We have proposed an integrated strategy to re-frame
the periphery by recognising Huaycán in its distinctive
peri-urban context and nature. Enhancing a participatory
planning process, implementing an ecological interface,
facilitating participatory autodensification, and creating
a peri-urban co-learning platform are incremental and
complementary activities aimed at re-framing Huaycán
as part of a distinctive peri-urban area. These strategies
have been developed on the basis of our understanding
of the integral elements of environmental justice: recognition of all relevant actors, parity of participation in decision-making and equitable distribution of environmental
benefits and burdens. Without considering these in concert, actions cannot be truly transformational to create
the conditions for re-framing the periphery with environmental justice. A more just mode of planning can be realised by learning from the past and building for the future
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Appendix B. Huaycán Verde original plan
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Appendix C. BarrioMio-PUI in Huaycán
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Appendix D. BarrioMio map of the
exposure to risk in Huaycán
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